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The Words ofWisdom Volume 7 - MostWelcome!

~ ~ 1t~:)1+:J5LA1
Ahlan wa Sahlan! Mubiirkan! Mukarraman! Musharaffan!
Yii-HaY.)'U,yii-QayyUm!
Al-Hamdu-lil-Hayy-il-QayyUm! (Praise be to Allah, the
Living, the Lasting!)
FAlliih-u Khayr-ur-Riiziqeenl (For Allah is the Best
Sustainer!)
WAlliih-u Dhul-Fadl-il-t/leeem! (For Allah is the Lord of
bounties unbounded!)

Hadrat Abu Anees Muhammad Barkat Ali Ludhianvi
Camp Diir-ul-EJ;siin
Faisalabad
Pakistan

JOSha'biinAl-Mu'azzam 1406AH
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In the Name of Allah the Most Beneficent
the Most Merciful

The Unbelievers say: "Why
Is not a Sign sent down
To him from his Lord?"
Say : "Truly God leaveth
To stray whom He will;
But H e guideth to Hi mself
Those who tum to Him
In penitence,
"Those who believe and whose hearts
Find satisfaction in the remembrance
Of God: for without doubt
In the remembrance of God
Do heart s find satisfaction.
"For those who believe
And work righteousness
Is (every) blessedness,
And a beautiful place
Of (final) return."
-(AI-Qur'an 13:27-29)

As is revealed in the above Qu r'iinic Verses, acquismon of
righteousness falls to the lot of those who steadfastly occupy
themselves in dhikruIJah. In actual fact, the worshipper has a regular
supplication for his forgiveness that is oft-repeated in daily prayers
just before the finishing salute (AI-Qur'an 14:40-41 ) in order to help
himself to th e category of 'those who work righteo usness'. This
yearning is further d em ons trat ed given the lawjique (abi lity) by
Allah the Almighty, in hislher Tahajjud prayers (supererogatory)
thus delivering the h eart off a state of sickness to the unaffected
pure and sound. So repentance followed by shunning of sins,
worship coupled with acts of selfless service to mankind and

learning employed to preach Faith would afford an unfailing routine
practice in an endeavour to realise that flicker of light that is the
hallmark of nearness to Allah the Almighty and beacon for the
seekers of Truth. The seeker or pilgrim in hi s quest for this
enlightenment comes across many and various benchmarks known
as 'states' and 'stages'. In a Haditb the Holy Prophet of Islam
W ~ alludes to one such state of intoxication thus:
"Baihaqi reports on the authority of Zaid who relates from Ibn
A1-Adra ~ as saying, 'I happened to be in the company of the
Holy Prophet W ~ one night when we passed by a man in the
Masjid who was raising his voice . I said, '0 Messenger of Allah the
Almighty ~~ may be he is doing it for show.' He replied, 'No,
he is making rapturous exclamations (in remembrance of Allah the
Almighty) unaware of the surroundings.'
"Baihaqi reports on the authority of 'Aqaba bin 'Amir ~
that the Messenger of Allah the Almighty W~ said of a man
known as Dhul Bajadain that he makes plaintive cries while he is
remembering Allah the Almighty openly.
"Baihaqi reports on the authority of Iabir bin 'Ab du llah ~
that a man used to raise his voice in remembrance of Allah the
Almighty (Dhikr Allah). On hearing him someone said, 'If only he
would lower his voice. To this the Holy Prophet W
~ said,
'Leave him for he makes rapturous exclamations. "?
We find scattered in these monologues many and various
aspects of the author's life story and it would, therefore, be helpful
for the readers to go through some of the benchmarks he had come
across during the journeys of his faqr. We reproduce his
monologues 2129 and 2130 in his own words. All along the
journey, he renews his confession in ...; ~ j~ Fa "al-ul-Lima Yurid
(D oer (without let ) of all that He intends - A/-Qur'iin 85:/ 6) the theme
that pervades most of the text of the Volume under review. The
servant referred to herein is the author himself and the Shaikh his
own mentor the most honourable Shah Walayat Hakim Syed Amir
Al-Hasan (d. 1954 eE) ~ . The author, Abu Anees
Muhammad Barkat Ali "",",'i:ffJ''' , states:
"A servant of Allah the Almighty had the honour of a
journey in the company of his Shaikh . After returning from the
'journey', he narrated this interesting anecdote. If you seek the
truth, then take it that this short anecdote is fully reflective of the
'journey of Sulook' . He said: 'During whatever 'journey' he
ii

expressed any of his difficulty he told him, 'We are travellers ofthis
valley, not the dwellers and this 'jou rn ey' is pan of the torture,
Reciting Allah Allah follow me behind. This valley is not to last for a
day or two but for years.' When we laid the bedding and had just
been in it, we had snakes pla ying around us. I beseeched, '0
Shaikh! Here are the snakes!' He replied, 'Remember Allah the
Almighty! these snakes are the inhabitants of this wood and we, the
travellers. Which and how many of them shall we kill?' The whole
of this vall ey is of the sn akes. They remain in their holes the whole
day long. If they do n ot com e out in the evening, where will they
go? 'The morning d awned and we packed our nec essities and set
out on the 'journey'. The roaring of lions was heard . I be seeched ,
'0 Shaikh! Here is a lion. Please save me .' He replied, 'We have set
out on the 'Path' and for the sake of Allah the Almighty. This lion is
to me no more than a dog. Why and how ha s the lion to contest us?
o man! What means a lion? If the whole Universe stops me on my
'Path', they can never stop me going forward . I have to go forward
and I must go . No ocean, no mountain, nothing means anything in
the face of my firm determination .' We walked along till we saw a
bear coming towards u s. I bes eeched, '0 Shaikh! Here is a bear!'
He replied, 'This is the country and these are the crearures of Alllih
the Almighty. So are we! We won't say anything to him. He won't
say anything to us . We are travelling on ou r 'Path' and he , on his . 0
man! 0 man! You walk along recitin g the ble ssed Name of Allah
the Almighty!' We walked along till we cam e to a valle y of monkeys.
I beseeched, ' 0 Shaikh! Look, the m onkeys are turning towards us!'
At a pause, he said, 'Throw them a handful of oats. You need not
plan anything for them more than that.'
"We walked along till we heard the dogs barking. I beseeched,
'0 Shaikh! I can hear the dogs barking. Perhaps they are gyp sies'
dogs.' He replied, 'Walk along reciting Allah Allah. These are the
stray dogs from the village. Barking is a pan of their nature. Who
can stop them from barking ? And barking of dogs means n othing. A
brick is enou gh for a dog !' Then he went along, 'This is the
deserted valley of th e wood. It has elephants som ewhere, bears
somewhere, boars som ewh ere, monkeys somewhere, dogs
som ewh ere and wild cats somewhere. What shall we do and to
whom? If you want to accompany me, follow me behind reciting
Allah Allah. This is a vast valley and we have to traverse it without
fail. 0 man! One is required to adopt many hues and forms to
iii

traverse through this valley, a religious guide somewhere and a faqir
somewhere, a prayer leader, a mystic somewhere, an astute
somewhere, a heretic somewhere. A servant of Allah the Almighty
crossed this 'journey' by painting a £ilk (a red spot) on his forehead .'
"A servant of Allah the Almighty who was dressed like a Hindu
passed by the blessed hut of sas« Tawakkal Shah ~, may his
memories be sweet and mysteries sanctified. He ran and welcomed
him. When he went away , people asked, 'The man to whom you
ran and offered welcome, appeared to be a Hindu.'
"He replied, ' H e is one of the forty chosen servants of Allah
the Almighty. Had I not run to him, my hut would have moved to
welcome him. Now he has gone away thousands of miles.'
"The audience inquired, ' H ow come he attained this stage?'
"He said, 'This 'stage' is not earned but endowed . Allah the
Almighty grants it to him from amongst His creatures as He wishes.
It cannot be obtained by any other means. Incidentally, this servant
has the good fortune of the 'stage' of the recitation of 90 milli on
times of Alldh-Hussamad (Allah the Almighty is Independent) and
this is enough !'" -MaqaJat-i-ijikmal No . 2129, V2 by Abu Anees Muhammad
Barkat Ali h'~....

"The honorable people came to our welcome in whichever
valley we passed through. They asked us the aim of the 'journey'
and agreed to accompany us and even set out with us . We insisted
and objected to taking them with us saying that that valley was
tedious with orchards somewhere, desolations somewhere, and it
does not last for a day or two, if they may lose their way in any
wood, they may, unbeknown, go somewhere away from where they
are going to. Some travellers have strayed so much that they have
not found their way even to the last breath of life. Who is there in
the wood to show anyone the way in the wood? When they were not
convinced, we went silent and they joined us on their own sweet
will.
"Allah Allah! None at all passed through any valley safely .
Wherever anyone faced any trouble, the Shaikh said, 'This is the
"Path' of Allah the Almighty and we are travelling on the 'Path' for
His sake only. Whatever is happening to us is from Allah the
Almighty Who is one hundred times more kind than a mother in
our every affair. Tolerate with patience and keep reciting Allah
Allah! But they could not bear even the slightest mishappening and
returned. Or they did not tolerate if anything went against their will.
iv

Shelving aside their promise, they took their way. Our group was
like a railway compartment. Whenever the train stopped, ne w
friends were made and alighted the train. There were some who got
off the train even without speaking. Then we wandered all over in
search of them. Everyone said, 'We have no aim or objective except
Allah the Almighty and we are not desirous of anything else
whatever. We were selling off with you for Allah the Almighty only.
This promise of their's forced us to take them with us without
hesitation. But none could be steadfast in his promise.
"0 Allah the Almighty! There is no doubt that we have no
objective or motive. Nor is it any exaggeration that nothing except
You in Your World and no status has any value at all in the eyes of
us, the sinful. And we have no interest in anything whatsoever. At
times, the Shaikh disclosed this state of his heart to the companions.
The audiences were enraptured and they set off with us with a firm
determination, not knowing what was to happen to them next on
their travels. They returned. Not to speak of anything else they
could not bear the heat of the Sun. If anybody felt sick at any time,
he would stop straightaway and cry. The Shaikh said, 'The poor
fellow has been beaten only here.' To another, he said, 'He is also
plundered. He cannot go on any further. The poor fellow has lost
his intoxication. We accept it all right. He is only near home. He
will be back home by the evening time.' Our fellow travellers were
comfort-seekers. As long as they received or hoped to receive
comfort, they stayed. When they found that there was hardly any
comfort, they returned disappointed . Some desired decoration and
they travelled with this aim in view. When they realised that they
could not find their desired decoration, they sat there and returned.
Some were desirous of taste and travelled with us with this
incentive. But when they realised that there was no material taste in
it, they were disappointed and stopped stepping forward. They
walked forwards and backwards, sometimes here and there and
finally returned .
"And the traveller of this 'journey' has the fourth and last
shortcoming in him as the desi re for fame . And throughout the
World there are only a few counted people who are remote from
this disease. Otherwise, everybody is busy marching on this
'journey' with the musing of fame. And this is a fatal disease, it has
no cure but upbraiding. And no persons except the servants of
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Allah the Almighty can bear this disease. And reproach is the
sharpener of faqr .
"Whenever we faced any difficulty in the wood, the Shaikh did
not worry at all, did not falter. He was not afraid of even the biggest
danger. In all circumstances, he said, ' 0 my son! Is our Allah the
Almighty not with us? Can't He see? Believe it, the Lord and Owner
of the whole World is with you and me. And in His presence no
creature, corporeal or aquatic, spiritual or fiery, has any power to
move at all . The forelock of every creature of the Universe is held
firm and chained in the hand of Allah the Almighty, and without
the Divine Will it has no power over any action. These lions,
elephants, bears, serp ents, sn akes, dogs, wild cats, monkeys, boars,
h ave in my eyes , I swear by Allah the Almighty, no more value than
a piece of clay. Allah the Almighty has created every creature based
on wisdom and created with a characteristic nature. No creature
can harm any other creature except with the order of Allah the
Almighty. Every creature is subservient, not independent .
"We came across nalas, streams and rivers on OUf journey.
Thanks to the beneficence of Allah the Almighty we were never
worried. Whenever we came across a river we made a raft out of
straw and reeds. With the Name of Allah the Almighty we set off
into the river on the raft and reciting Allah Allah we crossed it. Our
raft never got into any whirlpool. Nor was it surrounded by any
tide. The tidal waves of the river could not combat us till we landed
across all safe and sound . Crossing of this valley is not within my or
your power but dependent upon the blessing, beneficence and grace
of Allah the Almighty." -Maqdldt-e-Hikmat No . 2130, V2 by Abu Anees
Muhammad Barkat Ali

ft-J-I'~';""

The author pens down his observations and 'n arrating the
incidents of his 'journey", he states:
"Having said goodbye for always to his ancestral home, when
he set out in the Path of Allah the Almighty, a fair was beginning to
take place. He knew nothing about where he was to go and what
was to happen to him. His 'journey' began with an attractive
orchard. Gradually that 'journey' ended in an area of desolation, no
green anywhere, no shadow whatever, the land was as hot as copper
with the heat of the Sun. There was no shade overhead, no place to
rest. When tired he continued on his 'journey' by dragging his feet.
The next valley was the desert, Allah Allah! I seek repentance! I seek
repentance! There was no water fountain anywhere in the whole of
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the valley. When the lips dried, we drank a sip . Likewise, we spent
the time on sips. We continued with the 'journey' thanking Allah
the Almighty. Now we had no water whatever, but we believed that
Allah the Almighty, Who had made us enter the valley, is the Lord,
the Owner, the Sustainer, the Guardian and the Helper of the
whole Universe. Surely, He is with us, hears, knows and is
overpowering to everybody and everything. Surely, we had no fear
at all. lnshii Allah, we would cross the valley peacefully and so we
did cross the valley safe and sound with the grace and blessing of
Allah the Alm ighty.
"Passing through the desert there was before us the 'journey' of
a green mountain. We passed through high tops and diffic ult peaks .
Sometimes it appeared as if th e ground slipped, and life was in
danger. Anyone falling into the ravine of the mountain has never
survived. Was the valley of the desert anything in .the face of the
mountain? There was no fear whatever except extreme thirst in the
desert. Here it is dangerous at every step, sometimes uphill and
sometimes downhill. It is difficult climbing the mountain peak and
more difficult climbing down. Only a mountaineer and not the
dweller of the plains can travel through a valley of mountains. For a
plain traveller it is an uphill task to cross a valley of mountains, an
extremely difficult task. A stone is slippery. And at each step there is
a possibility of slipping. In the foot of the sky high mountain there
was a fast running stream of water. Standing on the top when we
looked downhill, the heart collapsed, the body trembled. We
thought that if the foot slipped th ere was no safety for the soul. I
beg refuge! I beg refuge! We travelled for a period of time with all
the danger of falling down and the threat of wild animals. The
mountain we crossed was very da ngerous. All the forest was the
abode of carnivorous animals. There was not a moment's rest in the
whole of the 'journey'. Life was practically on scaffolds because of
the carnivorous animals and of slipping. Allah Allah! We recited this
all along: "0 Allah the Almighty, please do not put anybody else
again on this 'journey'. In the valley of the desert, there was no fear
other than the shortage of water. And in this valley water did not go
down the throat because of fear, and there was no hope of reaching
the goal. The fear that we would be killed or slip down prevailed .
When we had no energy left to walk, we got frightened and
intended to retreat rather than advance. That is, it was not
dependent on our will to return. It was a strange scene; neither
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strong enough to retreat nor advance. What were we to do in the
circumstances. Allah the Almighty imparted encouragement. The
voice was heard from the heart saying: "Allah the Almighty in
Whose 'journey' we were travelling was with u s. Then what was
that fear about. Were you not aware of the Majesty and Honour of
Allah the Almighty. Saying A/liih A/liih march forward. These
carnivorous animals are your servants. Do not be afraid of them.
Think that they have come here to greet you. Your Allah the
Almighty is with you . They have come here to welcome you (and
then) for your meal. Do not be afraid of them. Walk along musing."
Then he narrated a story: "What a situation! Oh! You even
surpassed this servant's story who was because of the recompense of
a service granted a kingdom. When this man was enthroned troops
of armed men came forth to salute the king. When they drew out
the swords to salute, he jumped off the throne and hid himself
under it. He thought that they had drawn their swords to kill him.
You had not entered this valley to die or fall. If you were to die or
fall, you would not have entered this valley . This is a historical
valley . The proclamations of the travellers of this valley are kept
alive on the tongues of pious people till the Day of Ju dgement. And
their determination and steadfastness are the guiding lights for the
future travellers of the valley. Is this any travelling of a valley if done
hurriedly and quietly? Only the travellers of the valley which has no
air about it pass through quietly. But this valley is most attractive!
Further along we then began to descend from the peak into the
mountainous plain. In the mountainous plain, it is extremely green,
fresh and attractive; fountains, streams, fruits and flowers. That is,
the whole plain is full of flowers and orchards. The plain in the foot
of the mountain entails no trouble or labour. That is, the whole of
the valley is a place of recreation and for walking. Here, the taste
that was in the previous valley does not last. Is that a valley that has
no fear or grief and what can be said about it? Thanks to Allah the
Almighty that He, through the grace of His Lordship and Art, has
taken us, the lowly people, across this vast valley all safe and sound.
To reach the land after the mountain there came a sea in between.
We were told that unless we crossed that sea we could not reach the
land. That is, between you and your goal there was only this sea.
Cross it the way you please. And the 'journey' of the sea is far more
difficult than that of the mountain. It is possible that a man falling
of the mountain may stick on to a rock, but nobody knows the
viii

whereabouts of a drowning person in the sea. And the storms set in
consternation in the sea!
"We thought that there was no choice but to make a small raft
and push it into the sea with the Name of Allah the Almighty.
Consequently, we made a raft of what was available nearby and set
it afloat in the Name of Allah the Almighty. The sea 'journey' was
not comfortable. A single wave set in consternation the whole of the
sea. And in such a big sea there are waves rising all the time. We
had no trust in our power yet we had complete confidence in the
Lordship of Allah the Almighty. We believed that Allah the
Almighty Who had brought us here would certainly take us further
ahead. If you seek the truth, then believe it that these waves, stormy
waves, whirlpools, ups and downs, ha ve a message in their folds.
And these days alone are the blessed days of life . Is this any life, the
life of the walker of recreational grounds? And this life is' worthy of
pride. The voice from the unknown caressed and caressed again
and again, '0 the youth playing with the waves! These waves, these
ups and downs and these whirlpools do not carry any more
importance in the face of your iron determination than a handful of
water. All the creatures of the river are proud of your effort. Your
raft cannot be caught by the whirlpool. Nor can any tornado sink it.
"A lot happened to us during the 'journey' of the sea at each
and every step. We were afflicted very much. 0 companion! What
shall I tell you? What affliction did we have? When we reached the
middle of the ocean the voice of the unknown narrated a story of a
young man for our satisfaction. This is not a fairy tale. It is a fact.
"T his journey was granted to only a few and nu mbered
serva nts amongst the Ummah of the Holy Prophet Muhammad
W~. One amongst them was he who could hardly bear the
afflictions of the sea and fed up of his life, jumped into the sea . 'By
Allah the Almighty,' he said, 'Who has my soul in His Power, he
had no raft and oar to himself. Fed up of life, he jumped into the
sea thinking that he would cross the sea by swimming although he
knew that it was not possible to cross the sea by swimming. He was
not in the reach of a boat. The mercy of Allah the Almighty
conquered the vastness of the sea for His servant. And like a frog,
he leaped across the sea, the Ki ng of the Oceans and Land, Khidar
.....~, was waiting for him.'
"Hearing the encouraging story, we plucked up the courage
and thought, 'If Allah the Almighty could take across a servant
ix

without a raft, would He not take us across!' This way we continued
with o ur 'jou rney' for a period of time grappling the fighting waves
till we saw the birds on th e land . We felt pleased , thanked Allah the
Almighty. We came to kn ow that the shore wa s near. The nearer
the shore we went, the birds were seen waving in flocks . Like this
we reached the sho re in on e day, Al-Hamdu-lil-Hayy-il-Qayyumi
"W e lan ded on the shore and saw that there wa s a sto ny plain
soft like a palm intervening between u s and the land to be traversed
to reach the dry land. We thought it was a distance of only a few
yards and very smooth. W e had walked on ly a short d istance when
were enmeshed in a quagmire. W e fou nd out that it wa s n ot the
stony plain but the marshland. Whoever reached the dry land from
the sea reached it via this marshland. And the journey of the
marshland is m ore diffi cult than an y other journey.
"Then we asked th em, 'How did you m anage to get out
having sun k in the marsh?'
"H e said, 'T his is that secret of the valley which I cannot
disclose.'
"We insisted, 'Ho w did you co me out of the marsh?'
"H e replied briefly, 'My Shaikh, the religious guide, took me
out of it. And this is final. ..' - M aqiiliit-e-lfik mat N o. 21 80, V2 by Abu Anees
Muhammad Barkat Ali ;,:-71/-:'.; -s ,

The author had like any oth er Siilik routinely recited Surah A lMuzzammil (t he Folded in Garments) for his spiritual uplift .
Further along in Maqala N o .2272 the author has demonstrated in
the valley of bewilderment th e practice of dhikrulliih and the
spiritu al enhanc ement he had rec eived thereof. In this valley he wa s
sh own streaks of writings in neon lights so to say of the Verse from
this S urah (Bu t keep in remembrance the Name of thy Lord and
devote thyself to H im wh oleheartedl y - Al-Qur'dn 73:8) in the skylin e.
This state of remembrance lasted for a whil e that th e n ext Verse
(And have patience with what they say, and leave them with noble
dignity - AI-Qur'an 73: /0) came up in the horizon again written in a
str eak of light. Obviou sly en ough this ord ain ed him to practise
patience in whatever circumstances. Rather than entering into any
debate or dialogue he submitted to all that he encountered coming
as it did fro m Allah the Almighty. T o illustrate the Almighty Allah's
Indep enden ce he h as qu oted : " Once T afur ibn 'Isa Baye zid Bist ami
~ (d . 874 CE) had sto mach-ach e. He uttered, 'Last night I
drank the milk of a goat. It caused me stom ach-ach e.' The voice
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from the unknown said, 'Your saying that the reason for the pain of
yours is the milk amounts to shirk (in fid elity or ascribing someone
to Allah the Almighty in His Independence) to Me.' Hearing this,
Bayeztd ~ fell in prostration." And the author was led to recite
most profusely the following supplication:
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Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyiim! Berahmateha Astaghith! Ana
'abdun mudhnibun dhalilunl Wa anCa Rabbi Dhul-]aliiJ-iWal-Ikriim! Fa 'fu 'anni fa innaka 'afuwwun karim! Yii'Azim al- 'afuie, yii-Ni'm an-Nasir! (0 the Living, 0 the
Eternal! I have directed a supplication for Your blessing!
No doubt, this servant of Yours is a sinner and
downgraded. But You, my Rabb, are the Exalted and the
Beneficent! Please forgive me . Indeed, You are the
Forgiving Beneficent! 0 the Great Forgiver and the Great
Helper!)
This tore open the layers of darkness on his heart, ushered in
complete light and brought about self-abnegation like that of Sultan
AI-Mushii'ikh Ibrahim Adham Balkhi ~(d. 777 eE) as the
author narrates his story: "One day he was travelling by boat. His
dress was ragged and sodden and his head had lice. In the boat a
clown started mimicking him so much that considering him a
downgraded and a downtrodden, he urinated on him. He did not
take it ill. Instead, he was extremely pleased. He thanked Allah the
Almighty most sincerely, '0 Allah the Almighty! I am obliged and
thankful that at the time none except You has any regard or value
for me, not even a single penny. And this is not any disgrace, but
the highest grade of my honour.'''
The 'journey' progressed all along in the company of his
Shaikh who appeared on the scene this time and asked: "How are
you?" He spoke most respectfully: "Al-Hamdu-Iilldhs" Then he said:
"Look up!" He saw another Verse of this Surah written on a tablet
(And leave them with noble dignity - A /-Qur'an 73:10) . The Shaikh
explained this Verse thus: "If someone does n ot agree at any rate at
any point, do not indulge in an y d iscussion. Do not warm up the
field of dialogue. Accept your defeat. Sayin g that you lost an d he
xi

won, migrate. And this 'journey' is the completion of 'gnosticism' .
And this alone is non-violence in complete silence."
The author was allowed to carry on with his 'journey' having
proved himself first as neither the 'liar' nor the 'jealous' and avowed
to shun these evils for always. In the final analysis the Siilik at the
beginning embarks upon and traverses through the 'journey'
wearing many ranks which the author has outlined in his Maqiila
No. 5818:
Siilik MajdhUb
Majdhub Siilik
MajdhUb Ghayr Salik
Ghayr Siilik MajdhUb
The complete ittibii' of the Shari'ah is as it were made up of
fiqh (S hari'ah with respect to outwardly commands) and tasawwuf
(S hari'ah with respect to inwardly commands) is indeed Tariqah ,
This leads to purification and enlightenment of heart which has
revealed upon realities of life between the servant and the Creator.
These realities are technically called Haqiqah and the state of mind
and heart itself, the Ma'rifah (kn owledge) . Accordingly, tasaunouf is
part of the Shari'an and its genesis found in the Holy Qur'iin and the
sacred Sunnah . It is certainly reformation of the 'self (naf s) and
does not insist on abandoning family duties which is commonly
misunderstood by some believers. By virtue of the familial ties, the
dependents are also regarded as pilgrims on the 'Path' . The
veterans in the field of faqr would recommend to others to practise
what they usually find spiritually rewarding and beneficial to
themselves. This is, incidentally, the rationale behind Da'uiah-oTablfgh AI-Islam in-as-much-as we do it for we wish to save the
humanity from Hell fire by encouraging them to follow the path of
Islam thus reaping the heavenly blessings during their life in the
Hereafter. At any rate our Babaji writes on the subject elsewhere in
his monologues: "Shari'ah is like the roots of a tree, the Tariqah the
trunk, the Ma 'nfah the branches and the Haqiqah the fruit. Who is
the person who would not like to eat the fruit!"
The practitioner of tasaunouf usually commands a position in
Wilayat (the state of saintship) which has intrinsically been the
characteristic of the Prophets, peace be upon them all, who have
been endowed with one shan (sp len d ou r) or more shuyiin (p l. for
shan, splendours) as the ca se may be. The Wali, the holder of the
position in Wilayat, may have benefited from the Mosaic or
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Jesuitical shuyiin which in all and myriads more, and most perfectly
too, belong to the Holy Prophet W ~. In the final analysis the
Awliya Allah (lit. the friends of Allah the Almighty) benefit from the
fount and the foutain-head of Islam, the Holy Prophet Muhammad
W~. Hadrat Abdul Rahman Jami ~ has the Persian
couplet:

~ ~(-,<...:s-t~
;;

~ .i f-, -r. VL?,..iT
•
?

The Joseph's (......~ ) charm,
The Jesus' (......~) form,
And the Moses' (......~ ) palm,
The bright and warm,
That their and all others' graces form
Thee ( W
~) alone hath to your command.
The reader may consult Shari 'at wa Tariqat by Mawlana
Muhammad Din Chishti chum Ashrafi {Idara-i-Islanu yat, Lahore, 1981 )
wherein this subject matter has been dealt with in detail.
We have explained in detail the positions of Siilik-MajdhUb and
MajdhUb-Siilik in our introduction to Volume 21 in this series (The
Words of Wisdom V21 by Abu Anees Muhammad Barkat Ali, Dar-ul-Ehsan
Publications, Huddersfield, 1993). Summarily, the former sets out on the

'journey' (Sulook) accomplishing many and various stages as in our
Babaji's case it is given in the above monologues, followed by
attraction to and absorption in the Divine Dhiit, The latter is
directly attracted/absorbed first and then followed by traversing of
stages. In Kitab AI- 'Amal, the Siilik-Majdhub is also called Muhib
(lover) and the MajdhUb-Siilik, the Mal;bUb (beloved) . At any rate
the element of absorption (jadhb) remains ever prevalent
throughout the Siilik's life though appearing to be somewhat
dormant at times to the on-lookers.
Most probably the MajdhUb Ghayr Siilik and vice-versa is the
one who because of some Divine reflection loses his mental balance
in the worldly sense though he is undoubtedly an accredited
beloved of Allah the Almighty. He has no desire to come out of this
scenario as he is happy in the 'state' no end. He is knowledgeable of
the circumstances of the people he comes across . Some times he
would say it aloud as a matter of forecast for them. This would,
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dare we say, be because of the smatterin g of Sulook he may have,
hence the name. It is commonly known that he is not bound by the
doctrines of Islamic Law (Sharf'ah ). We quote an example of Sa'in
Ilm-ud-Din ~ here below in order to illustrate the state ofjadhb
(absorp tion).
Like the author, Abu Anees Muharnmad Barkat Ali .,...,»,.,.."..,
Sa'in Ilm-ud-D in (d . 1956 CE), who hailed from the village not far
away from mine in the Di strict Gujrat (Pakistan) , was another
sergeant sapper and miner, who received enlightenment via
MakhdfIm 'Ala-ud-Din Ali Ahmad As-Sabir Al-Kalyari (d. 689
AH) ~ . Dressed minimally, often naked, he wandered all over
the villages. Burning twig s and clothes and haunting wells and
ponds characterised hi s life . Our Babaji often told us that Sa'in I1mud-Din ~ was on e of the lieutenants of Hadrat Khawaja
Khidar .....~, who looked after the Khawaja's errands related to
water, hence he ever shivered with cold . He was a Majdhid: Siilik
wh o never returned to his normal self, rather ever remained
absorbed in the Divine epiphany. He had a sabre like tongue. It
happened as he would say and comm and ed the greatest respect of
the village folks. It would afford a vast compendium if one were to
collect his miraculous utterances . Hadrat 'Arif Shirazi ~ has
the verse:

1./

,f

t,;)~I/? ~

~'~r(4-t,;)',/,'/
4-t,;)y~
Do not regard the mendicants of intense love the indigenes!
They are the kings without crown and rulers without regentsl

In the light of th e foregoing di scussion the states of Sulook in
faqr and hi s unique experien ce as has been narrated in the above

quo ted mon ologues, it transpires that the author, Abu Anees
Muhammad Barkat Ali .,...,»'",,"" commanded, much less to
compare, a po sition of the rank of Ali bin Uthman Al-jullabi AIHujwiri (d .ca . 1071 C E) ~, Khawaja Mu'in-ud-Din Chishti
Al-Ajmeri Al-S anjeri (d. 123 6 C E)~ , Farid-ud-Din Masud
Shakr Gani of Pakpatan (d. 1265 CE) ~, Nizam-ud-Din
Awli ya Al-B ad ayuni (d . 1325 CE) ~ , Shaikh Badr-ud-Din
Ahmad As-Sirhindi Mujaddid Alf-i-Thani (d. 1624 CE) ~ to
name but a few. Faqr of the pious ancestors was revived once more
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in its pure and pristine form in the Twentieth Century for everyone
to witness in his life. As for his devotees, he always insisted to adopt
the life of faqr, but above all to earn a high stage in it. He would
have, naturally enough, looked for his own prototype which as he
has claimed in his Will he had not found one or at the most he did
not wish to make it public as yet. Consequently, although he did
not appoint his Khalifah (su ccessor) , he has, nonetheless,
pronounced in his Will and appointed honourable trustees headed
by his devoted murid and right hand man Mian Muhammad Shafi
Gondal for the management of his khanqah . It is our candid view
and, therefore, of necessity to produce the English translation of th e
Urdu transcript of his Will as an appendix to this Volu me . The Will
as it were is a piece to fit in to the jigsaw of his autobiography,
Maqaliir-e-lfikmar. A great devotee of the Holy Prophet W
~
and at the same time a Muwahhid (a strict practitioner of Tawhrd, a
Unitarian) par excellence, he was bound by the Will of Allah the
Almighty as Baba Farid-ud-Din Masiid Shakr Ganj ~ was.
The story has it that before his departure to the Hereafter the Baba
had nearly appointed his successor from among his devotees at
Pakpatan that he had the Divine warning to wait for Nizam-ud-Din
Awliya of Badayiin ~ to arrive and receive the Khirqah (the
robes of some significant authority) and the Khiliifat (Caliphate) .
The ignoramus may not appreciate it but the trustees are the most
near (Muqarrabin ), the inheritors of power and authority, and
genuinely too, of our Babaji whom though the devotees all own
much the same.
The Wills have been rather difficult to translate for their
technical legal language, albeit not an insurmountable task. On the
face ofthem, they are intrinsically significant and solid as gold. The
readers would appreciate further reasons why they are being
reproduced rather than leaving them reading too much between the
lines. To explain, the only titles Hadrat Babaji .;.0';»'1*".. used have
been AI-Muhiijir-il-Alliih wa Al-Murawakki/-'ala-Alliih meaning 'an
emigrant to Allah and the trustee/fearful of Allah' . The prerequisites to use these titles are the complete abdication of worldly
wealth, name and fame, and complete renouncement of any desire
for the same. Then and only then this life of faqr , that is austerity,
asceticism, indigence, poverty, self-abnegation or self-denial
whatever one may call it, takes its roots and ticks on. Having worn
the gabardine of faqr, he never cast it away and made these Wills
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He
well before his demise in 1997 . 'Histor y repeat s itself, it is said.
Adham
bin
m
Ibrahi
t
followed suit one of his predec essors, Hadra
Balkhi (d . 777 CE) ~ who renoun ced in favour of Sulook the
of
rich Sultan ate of Balkh which he had inherit ed throug h the chain
a
with
again
y
forty rulers. "I would buy one instant of this povert
to
more
yet
worth
es
hundre d worlds for every mome nt of it becom
y
me," he said to a ssu« compa nion who grumb led about the povert
on the Way.
Nor are the said titles meanin gless. They are the recom mende d
appella tions by the Holy Prophe t Muham mad W ~ and
grante d by Allah the Almig hty Himse lf. Our Babaji is on record
having said: "In their confer ence with the Holy Proph et ~ ~
t
the Awliya Allah are awarde d distinc tions. Once my Shaikh Hadra
~
CE)
1954
Hakim Sayyid Amir Al-Ha ssan Sahara npuri (d.
who stood along with others in respec t when he was comm anded
affectionately to sit down. When the others inquir ed they were
inform ed that it was due to his unique ly simple life. Once I was also
I
shown similar love and patron age for the minim um worldl y assets
had among st them all ."
To revert to the theme , the tongue tied fuqarii travel in the
'valley of bewild ermen t' (wadi al-hay ra}, divulg ing nothin g of their
the
experie nce. It is said th at a holy man spent the night under
(d .
laj
AI-Hal
r
Mansu
scaffold after the execut ion of Hussain ibn
to
ed
confid
had
"We
922 CE) ~ and heard a voice saying:
We
ore,
Theref
others.
Mansu r one of Our secrets . He divulg ed it to
punish ed him for having betray ed the Royal Trust. "
Enigm atic as the 'states' seem, the questi ons are asked,
nevertheless. His friend Hadra t Abu Bakr Muham mad Ja'far Yunus
Ash-Sh ibli (d. 945 CE) ~ was presen t at the execut ion and
He
asked Mansu r about the meani ng of 'sufism ' (tasaunouf),
only
but
ouf,
'tasaun
is
replied: "What you are going to witnes s here
of the most inferio r kind ."
Abu Anees Muham mad Barkat Ali's (r-J"'v.-,;;...) travels in
connec tion with the above 'journe y' must be related to the time
period of his life when he had supera nnuate d from the Royal Indian
the
Sapper s & Miners in 1945 and had gone quiet that the ladies of
man
young
the
'if
r
neighb ourhoo d often asked his revered mothe
a
talked' . Whate ver the case I learnt an incide nt of his jadhb as
my
in
I
when
1991
matter of circum stance . It was in Decem ber
the
capaci ty as Am.r Jamli 'at Diir-ul-Ehsiin UK had escorte d
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Jamti'at, about 20 strong devotees, who mingled there with the
dhiihirin. On a bright afternoon I was sitting on the mat next to his
chiirpa'i where Babaji sat and graced his devotees and everybody
else with his regal presence on the bank of the canal, Al-Mustafid
Diir-ui-Ehsan , A middle aged man appeared before Babaji who
discontinued conversation with me, shook hi s hands and kissed him
most affectionately. Ruddy faced the man wore a long beard, a
heavy turban and the light brown tunic and chadour. Babaji gestured
him to sit in the crowd. When the man had gone, Babaji resumed
his conversation and I took the opporruniry to ask: "Who is that
man?" He replied: "He is my nephew, the sister's son, who as a
young man could not reconcile himself to my casual appearance
and thought that I had gone mad. He wept b itterly over my plight
not knowing that I enjoyed the 'state' ( /.ltil) most as it were.
"Recollecting the event, he added in his usual subdued laugh: "T h e
poor people cannot make out what is going on with the men on th e
'Path' ." Carefree of all around him and carrying an axe as if his
scepter of authoriry Babaji has been known to be clearing shrub s,
the indigenous kareer, at Diir-ul-Ehsiin in the making at Saltirwala
before it was transformed in to 'an oasis in the desert of Pakistan' as
a high ranking military general once remarked.
The being all and end all of accomplishments, attainments,
progression and elevation of the 'states' and 'stages' of faqr depend
upon the graces of the Beloved of Allah the Almighry, the Holy
Prophet MUhammad tf::'~ who, in Babaji's words, ' even now
benefits the lovers of his devotees and the beloved of the Muslim
Ummah with similar realities in human form just as were revealed in
his life' - Maqala No. 2t28. Thus submitting for any rewards to the
Divine command 'fealty to the Prophet W ~ is fealty to Allah
the Almighty' - A/-Qur'an 48:10, 18.
Finally it is our pleasure in presenting our patrons and readers
with another Volume of our Babaji's Words which were published
in Urdu including some Arabic text on 10 Sha'biin Al-Mu'az z am
1406 AH. The English rendering cannot convey fully the essence of
the original. Therefore, any comments to improve upon will be
much appreciated and should be directed to the undersigned. As
always , we are indebted to and acknowledge the good will of the
brothers and sisters who are continuously supporting, morally and
financially, the Diir-ul-Ehsiin Publications. Our heartfelt thanks to
Haji Imdad Ali Ahmad Poswal for his unstinting help with
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computer setting of the manuscript and Professor Muhammad
Zaman for providing with the calligraphy.
Al-lfamdu-lil-lfayy-il-Qayyiim!
Dr Muhammad Iqbal
Senior Lecturer
The University of Huddersfield
Queensgate
Huddersfield HDI 3DH
25 Shawiil Al-MukaTTam1420 AH
(02 February 2000 CE)
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Grievou sly odious is it
In the sight of G od
That ye say th at
Which ye do not.
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-(A I-Qur'an 61:2-3)

Ya-IJayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
Al-hamdu-lil-Hayy-il-Qayyiim!
FAllahu Khayr-ur-Riiziqeenl
WAllahu Dhu Al-Fatfl-il- 'Aazim!

5656. THE life is very much d ependent on what is said and
what is acted up on. You d o not do wha t you say. This is no life.
Everybody is suffering from the di sparaging effects of 's peech' and
'action'.
Ya-IJayyu, yii -Qayyiim!
5657. D O not watch the 'past', watch th e 'present' . The spe nt
breath is gone past. W elcome th e 'present'. The wise sought lesson
fro m the 'past' alone.
Ya -IJayyu, y a-Qayyiim!
5658. D O not look at th e 'beginning'; look at th e ' end' . The
'beginni ng' is embroiled with ign orance and th e 'end' envelop s
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wisdom.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5659. DO not take pride m anybody's speech. Your own
'speech' alone is beautiful for you.
Yii-lfayyu, y ii-Qayyiim!
5660. CHANGES to any of someb ody's speech ruins the
ob jective.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5661. WHEN a 'state' prevails at any of the verbatim of
Shari'at, Tariqat, Haqiqat and Ma'rafat, it is all Hit all over. And
during none of these states, the heart ever suffers from pains and
ache s.
Yti-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5662. IN the history of the brave, until the false ends the
stru ggle continues.
In the history of the brave, manifestation of dignity of truth is
exemplified.
Perseverance at ijtehiid (an innovation) is never falsified . Rather
having become the reality, it prevails upon everything.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5663. WHOEVER said anything whatever in support of truth
and only to second it is all truth.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5664. WHOEVER is not happy at his name is never satisfied
over anything.
Yii-Hayyu, yii -Qayyiim!
The absorption at the intoxication of name alone keeps
satisfaction intoxicated.
Yii-lfayyu, yii -Qayyiim!
5665 . PROSTRATION is a Sajdah; it is no demonstration of a
miracle of the 'being'.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
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5666. A man can see everything but not his face.
Ya-lfayyu, ya-Qayyum!
5667. WEALTH washes away perfections.
Ya-lfayyu, ya-Qayyiim!

5668 . 'IBADAT (worship) are dependent upon the power of
the communal kitchen
Ya-lfayyu, y a- Qayyiim !

5669. DO not look at anything but only at the heart and
enthusiasm.
Ya-lfayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5670. DO not look at profusion but only at profundity.
Do not look at the outward but only at the inward.
Do not look at the lineage but only at the occupation.
Do not look at the face but only at the conduct.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
5671. HOW would we attend to someone who is not attendant
to You!
Ya-Hayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
5672. GRASS is the best floor, and a tree the best mansion.
The mosque is the best; it matters little whether or not it has the
minber (the elevated seat) and the mehriib (the niche).
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
5673. THE best conduct is the utmost perseverance.
Welcome to a conduct is the best of all.
Ya-lfayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
5674. WHEN sessions of the planets visible at night begin to
rise, the pantomime of the morning sets in .
Ya-lfayyu, ya-Qayyum!
5675 . YOUR own deed is your best friend.
Ya-Hayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
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5676. WHEN a disbeliever became a true Muslim, he became
worthy of respect.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5677. WHEN Hadrat Ibrahim Adham Balkhi ~ set out on
the path of Allah the Almighty having abdicated his country and the
throne, he saw written on a tablet of stone: "Practise your
knowledge." I write hundreds of similar tablets, but I do not practise
anyone of them. This alone is my downfall.
Ys-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5678. TO cause distrust among (one another) and spread
hatred against and to impose thoughts to lead to one's own way and
to chuckle afterwards having besmeared and buried the precious
diamonds in the cow dung is the Satan's real goal.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
He is the knowledgeable who is aware of the Satan's movements
and no gnostic is the repudiator of this fact .
Satan himself does not do anything. Servants alone do or have
done the very job .
Apparently, the most faithful, but in actual fact he is the most
heart-breaking. Apparently, the devotee, but in reality he is the
divider of the Ummah.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5679. MAJESTY is in the sight and so is beauty.
Decline emanates from the sight and so does perfection.
Beauty is the blessed of all.
Whoever does not see anything is in fact nothing; he is simply
occupied.
Nobody can refute him who is the secret-bearer of the reality.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5680. RESPECT to the learned and kindness to the learners
are the means for charming of heart.
Yii -Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
The learned include the scholar of each and every school of
thought and the learners, the seeker of all kinds of knowledge.
Nothing is worse than insult.
Nothing is more blissful than respect.
5

Yii-!fayyu, yii-Qayyiim!

5681. THE leader is for life.
'Us' and 'buts' are nothing but refutation.
Do not refuse guidance.
Yii-!fayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5682. THE root of success is in following strictly the
instructions of the guide; there is no refusing at all.
Yii-!fayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5683. HE who backs out is unfaithful.
There is nothing more evil than backing out and unfaithfulness.
He who keeps the promise is faithful.
Excellence manifests in faithfulness to the promise.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5684. DISTRIBUTION of Sadaqiit (charity) and Khayriit
(alms) is an important obligation. Give to the deserving; and the
indigent alone is deserving.
Yii-!fayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5685. ACCEPTANCE of Sadaqiit and Khayriit is the fort
against calamities and afflictions.
Yii-!fayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5686. THERE is no share for the poor in the banquet of the
rich. Nor is there any taste in it. Because of the blessing of the poor
is the banquet entertaining.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5687. PERSEVERANCE at a promise is the fountain head of
knowledge, wisdom, devotion and ecstasy; the source of the good
that remains and liked by Allah the Almighty and my master
~~, may my life be sacrificed for him, the creatures at large
and the nature, refuted by none at all. It is a unique chapter and
novel 'title', appealing to the heart, the treasure and source of
wonders, the cloak and mantle of Shaykhiyyat (preception), and the
jewel that is the showering cloud of life.
Wa mii 'alaynii ill al-baliigh! f)4ll'i! ~ Co)
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Whoever found some thing found it because of perseverance at
a promise. Promise is the surety of perseverance and vice-versa.
Having been accepted by the Divine, it becomes the manifestor of
the greatest grace. Do not look for the Kariimdt (lesser miracles), but
look for perseverance at a promise.
Perseverance at a promise is high above all Kariimiir (lesser
miracles).
Yii-Hayyu, yii-QaY.)liim!
Backing out of promise - 'I seek peace', 'I seek peace', 'I seek
peace' against.
Knowledge disclosed the excellence of promise. However,
action did not keep up with the practice. Had it acted upon, it would
not have missed any of the graces of the Golden Days.
Knowledge excelled the limits of commentaries and speeches.
Action did not follow-up, even one of them. Had it practised, the
aim of knowledge would have been fulfilled .
There is no deficiency in knowledge - one kind is superior to the
other.
Action is deficient and deficiency is not blessed.
May Allah the Almighty grant us practice of knowledge.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-QaY.)liim!
5688.
CHANGE (i.e. improvement) of literature is the
foremost step in history. Only the literate and the poets welcome it.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-QaY.)liim!
5689. TIDYING up all food items after the evening meal and
giving it away in Sadaqat, saving nothing at all for the morrow, is the
routine of the Tawakkul of the jungle.
When communal kitchen is throbbing, it becomes the place of
comfort in the being of rapture, thus becoming the adoration of the
Fuqarii's highness, it happens no other way. As long as this routine
remained, the excellence lasted.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-QaY.)liim!
5690. STORING in and piling up falsify Tawakkul. He is
the Murawakkal who has nothing for the morrow.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-QaY.)liim!
5691.

THE best Amlr (leader) and the best sitting are the
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(index of) best Tabllgh (preaching) .
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyilm!
5692. THE life of the birds in air is unsafe. They fly, chirp and
become the food for the carnivores.
The livelihood of the carnivores is the birds and the grazers.
Ya-Hayyu, yii-Qayyilm!
5693. THAT what. is not used becomes the pile of dust, the
rust through and through.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyilm!
5694. THE Matawakkal's movements are subject only to
Tawakkul, and not planning. And Mutawakkal is not dependent
upon men and means.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyilm!
5695 . THERE is excellence in everything of the Great.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyilm!
5696. EVERY creature is subservient to the Almighty Allah's
Grandeur.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyilm!
5697. THE Nature is overpowering to every destiny.
Ya-Hayyu, yii-Qayyilm!
5698. A lot has been done and a lot taken place; but Rabb has
not been accepted as Rabb as yet. Neither anybody accepted nor
recognised Him. Had he accepted and recognised Him, this distance
would have disappeared.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyilm!
5699. WE say: "Allah the Almighty is All-Present, All-Seeing.
Allah the Almighty is with us. He sees, hears and recognises." But
we do not accept it . Had we accepted it, we would have found Him
right in front of us .
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyilm!
5700. I can not say anything about anyone else. For me, my
Allah the Almighty is my Rabb. He is inside me.
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AUahu Alliihu, Rabbi La Ushriku RiM Shay 'a. (Allah the
Almighty only is my Sustainer, There is no partner unto
Him.)

The search is on, and in full swing; it is on and will certainly
continue.
And this is final on this subject.
Ya-lfayyu, ya-QayyUm!
Whoever saw Him, saw Him inside himself. And nobody ever
spoke about it to anyone else.
Whoever spoke about Ya-lfayyu, ya-QayyUm!
5701. A SERVANT can only explain but cannot demonstrate.
To explain is obligatory.
To demonstrate is dependent on a Divine bestowal, the greatest
grace.
To explain is the news.
To demonstrate is the evidence.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-QayyUm!
5702. EVIDENCE is the hidden secret between the Lord and
the Servant.
Shunning unreasonable and unpopular deeds is indeed hopeinspiring.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-QayyUm!
5703. UNACCEPTABLE deeds wipe out ' acceptability' .
Yii-Hayyu, y a-QayyUm!
5704. TO BE UNOCCUPIED is the root of negation of
Kariimiit (miracle) and Kamaldt (p erfections).
And continuous Dhikr is dependent on the availability of time.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-QayyUm!
5705. BE wise! Do not talk such like at such places.
Do not hang on. Have the blessings and take leave!
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Do not go in to 'ifs' and 'buts'.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5706. FACE is the index of innocence.
Yii-l;layyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5707. TO write about a state is something different than to
write as per thought.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5708. THAT what does not belong to and possessed by you
and is not within your reach and power is not beneficial to you; it is
rather unnecessary.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5709. TO rally faith in Alliihu Ma'ee (Allah the Almighty is
with me) and to regard Him All-Present and All-Seeing is the most
extenuating valley and difficult journey. It is like an end to the
freedom of the soul. He can neither see nor hear (anyone), neither
speak out nor show. It is easy to bear in solirude but unbearable in
company. But it is totally dependent upon Tawfique.
_. 'c.-.J
Wa mii Tawfiqui illa-BIlliih. ~. lJ_ '11_ ~-"
Yii-l;layyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5710. WHOEVER said anything whatever in following the
sacred Sunnah rendered it popular, flourishing and eternally alive.
Mii shii' Allah.
May there be not even a smack of opposition in any of your
speech!
This dining cloth of my master (A=~), may my soul be
sacrificed for him, is the choicest of all, it was spread
indiscriminately for all, laden with many different dishes,
impregnated with all the Vitamins. Whoever ate it ate it from this
cloth thus carving the sediment to become its own body part. Having
consumed it he became satiated, pleased with himself and
intoxicated. Having eaten to the full, he became fresh leaving no
desire to eat any more. Any other dining cloth, besides this one,
never satiated the eater, rather having eaten there he repented no
end over why did he eat. His W~, dining table is laden with all
the blessing. Any other table is drenched in remorse and only.
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Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyftm!
5711. IT is related on the authority of Hadrat Abu Saeed
Khudri ~ that the Holy Prophet, the perfect, the blessed
Messenger, the beautiful, the pure, the sacred W ~ was
requested: "Who is the servant, the greatest and most exalted of all
in rank?"
The Holy Prophet W ~ said: "He who performs
abundantly the Dhikr of Allah the Almighty."
I requested him: "0 the Holy Prophet ~~! Is it even
greater than that of the holy warrior?"
The Holy Prophet W ~ said: "In rank the Dhiikir of Allah
the Almighty is greater than the holy warrior who would have fought
using his sword against disbelievers and the hypocrites until it broke
and himself fell totally gored."
-(Tirmidhi Sharif V2)

Both Hadrat Abu Huraira and Hadrat Abu Saeed Khudri
~L.ii testify the Holy Prophet a:~ having said: "The group of

people who perform the Dhikr of Allah the Almighty is joined in by
the angels, is enshrouded by the Divine mercy that descends upon
their hearts. And Allah the Almighty, the Exalted, the High, the
Honoured, talks about them amongst the angels who are close to
Him ."
-(Tirmidhi Sharif V2)

Hadrat Abu Huraira ~ has reported the Holy Prophet
a:~ as saying: "Some of the angels of Allah the Almighty look
for the performers of the Almighty Allah's Dhikr. When they find
them, they call their fellow-angels, saying: "Come along in order to
meet your need. "
The Holy Prophet W ~ said: "Then these angels cover
them inside their wings. They come in ranks (one above the other)
to the firmament near to Earth."
He W ~ went along: "When at the end of the sitting of
Dhikr the angels reach their places, Allah the Almighty enquires of
them, though He is more knowledgeable than them: 'What were My
servants doing?'
"They reply: '0 Allah the Almighty! They were incanting Your
Names, Highness, Praise, and Glory.'
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"Allah the Almighty says, ' 0 the Angels! Have they seen Me?'
The Angels reply, 'No, (by Your Honour they have not seen You! ).'
"Allah the Almighty says, 'What would have they done, if they
had seen Me?'
"The Angels say, 'Had they seen You, they would have incanted
further vigorously Your Praise, Glory, Name and Holiness.'''
The Holy Prophet W ~ continued: " Allah the Almighty
says, ' (0 Angels!) What do they ask of Me?'
"The Angels say, 'They request You for (a place) in Paradise. '
"Allah the Almighty says, ' H ave they seen Paradise (that they
desire for it)?'
"The Angels say, 'No, they have not.'
"Allah the Almighty says, 'What if they had seen it?'
"The Angels say, ' H ad they seen it , they would have desired for
it most presumably.'''
Again Allah the Almighty says to the angels: "'What did they
(the remembrancers) seek refuge against?"
The angels say: " Again st the Hell."
Allah the Almighty says: "Have they seen the Hell?"
The angels say: "No."
Allah the Almighty says: "Had they seen the Hell, what would
have they done?"
The Angels say: "Had they seen it, they would have run away
extremely afraid of it ."
Allah the Almighty says: " 0 the angels! 1 make you stand
wimess that 1 have forgiven those people."
Then an angel amongst them beseeches: "0 Allah th e Almighty!
A man amongst them was in actual fact not there for Dhikr. He had
gone there for some other job. (What is the com m an d for him?)"
Allah the Almighty says: "I have pardoned him as well . They are
such like people that even their companion is not deprived.'''
-(B ukhii,,'S han! V3)

The Holy Prophet W
~ said: " Beware! 1 have not made you
to swear on oath having been disenchanted of you. The Archangel
Gabriel ~, came to me wh o gave me the news: " Proud of you,
Allah the Almighty takes pride am ongst angels."
Thus said the H oly Prophet W~, when he passed by a
sitting of his companions wh om he enquired: "What ha s made you
sit here?"
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The exalted companions said : "We sit in remembrance of Allah
the Almighty and incant His Glory. He taught us Islam, the path of
Allah the A1mighry, and He gratified us with this ." The Holy
Prophet t,l::~ said: "Would you swear by Allah the Almighty
that you are not sitting here for anything other than this?" The
companions beseeched: "We swear by Allah the Almighty that
nothing else has made us sit here."
-(Abu Saeed/Muslim)

An authentic Haditb (Qudsi Hadith) has Allah the Almighty
saying thus: "On the Day of Resurrection, people will come to know
who are the blessed people (th ose whom Allah the Almighty has
prized)?" It was enquired of the Holy Prophet W
~ who said:
"They are the ones who set up sittings of Dhikr in mosques. "
-(Abu Saeed Khudrillbn Habiin, Tabarilni in AI-Kabir, Abu Ya'lil)

The Holy Prophet W
~ said: "The Day of Judgement will
not come to pass until there remain those who perform Dhikr of
Allah the Almighty. "
-(A nas/Tirmidhi Sharif V2)

The Ahl-e-Dhikr are those who, like the dead in the graves, want
their kind of worldly life so that they in life remain drowned and
absorbed, unaware of everything else, and attending or inclining to
nobody.
The Ahl Al-Qabiir (the dead in the graves) are the
knowledgeable of A/;lwiil Al-Akhirar (the circumstances of the
Hereafter). They commit no sin, they are remorseful only of the ones
committed previously. Living in this state is worth copying.
Yii-l;layyu, yii-Qayyiiml
5712. WHETHER or not anybody accepts it, the fact of the
matter is that when Allah the Almighty recounts some servant, then
and only he (the servant) begins to perform His Dhikr. Until Allah
the Almighty recounts someone, how would he/she perform His
Dhikr?
In other words a servant's performance of Dhikr is because of
his remembrance by Allah the Almighty.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
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5713.
YOUR remembrance did alone make everyone
remember You. And Your remembrance stood greatly in good stead
for sinners.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5714. LOVE began with the beloved, not the lover.
The beloved alone forced the lover to love, bemused him with
captivating gestures, introduced him to the (rites and rituals) of love
and having intoxicated him with the drink of love hid him away from
the creatures' sight.
Love is the secret between the beloved and the lover that never
unveils itself. Because of this secret alone does subsist the world of
love. Pining glowed in ecstasy of 'being', burnt to ashes and flew
dustily in the street of the beloved.
Yii-lfayyu,yii-Qayyiim!
If ever love wept, it wept in separation and at heedlessness of
the beloved. It wept bitterly, and so much, that it broke the limits.
Wa mii 'alaynii ill al-baliighl t X,J1 y~ l:.,io. l:.:'
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5715. DUST is fine.
There is no limit to its fineness .
It reaches the state of a powder.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5716. TO guard the side against the flying dust is a habit and
wise too. In the dust everything is besmeared, thus leading the
besmeared to the street of the beloved.
Ya-Hayyu, yd-Qayyiim!
5717. CONVERSATION between the worshipper and the
worshipped is not forbidden; rather it is customarily necessary. Yet,
lover never asks a question of the beloved. Nor does it befit him.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5718. THINK before you speak!
If you do not practise, never say it.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyum!
5719. 0 THE living! Seek lesson from life.
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It is mortal and He, the Immortal.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyf<m!
5720. CONSTRUCTION on a wet foundation is not stable. It
does not last long. It crumbles at the slightest tremor.
Ya-lfayyu, y a-Qayyf<m!
5721. THE SUN never sets; it sets in at places and rises at
others. Only the solar times change.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyf<m!
Hadrat Mu'ildh bin Jabal ~ reports the Holy Prophet
W~ as saying: "Allah the Almighty says, 'Those of you who love
one another for My pleasure and happiness only, I certainly love
them. Those of you who sit together and incant My praise, meet one
another and spend their money for My pleasure, I also owe love to
them - Malik ~. According to Al-Tirmidhi (~) tradition the
words are: "Allah the Almighty says, 'Those of you who love one
another for My Highness and Majesty, they will have the elevated
seats of light (in the Hereafter) at which the Prophets, peace be upon
them, will be envious.'"
-(Mishkii. Sharif V2)

The Holy Prophet ~ ~ said: "There are some of the
Almighty Allah's servants (i.e, a group of servants) who , though not
prophets or martyrs yet on the Day of Judgement, will be envied by
the prophets (peace be upon them all) because of their states and
stages with Allah the Almighty."
The companions, may Allah the Almighty be pleased with
them, enquired: "0 the Holy Prophet ~~! 'Who are these
people?'"

The Holy Prophet ~ ~ replied: "They are the people who
bear love among them only because of the spirit (Holy Qur'an) of
Allah the Almighty. They are neither related to nor have any
financial dealing amongst them. By Allah the Almighty, their faces
will be enlightened or they will be complete light and seated on light.
They will be neither aggrieved nor sorrowful nor fearful whilst the
others will be."
Thereafter he narrated the following Verse:
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Behold! verily on the friends
Of God there is no fear,
Nor shall they grieve.
-(AI-Qur'an 10:62)
-(Umar / Abu Da 'ud Mishkar Shsif V2)

The Holy Prophet W ~ said: "Allah the Almighty, the
Exalted, the High, the Majestic and the Blessed, would proclaim on
the Day of Judgement, 'Where are the people who loved one another
purely for My Highness? I will keep them in My protection. This is
indeed the Day when there is no protection anywhere except Mine."
-(Abu Huraira / Malik)
-(Mu'walla Shanf)

The Holy Prophet W ~ said: "When a servant loved
another only for the Almighty Allah's pleasure, he (in actual fact)
exalted and revered his Sustainer."
-(Abu Imama / Ahmad - Mishkar Shan! V2)

It is related by Hadrat Muslima bin Umar ~ who said:
"Hadrat 'Umair bin Hani ~ said supererogatoty prayer of one
thousand prostrations and performed Tasbeehti
(incanting of formulas of Glory and Majesty of Allah the
Almighty) one hundred thousand times daily."
-(M uslim bin UmarlTirmidhi Shan! V2)

The Holy Prophet W ~ said: "The Day of Judgement shall
not be appointed until the reciters of Allah the Almighty would
remain ."
-(Ans/Tirmidhi Shan! V2)

5722. AHL AL-DHIKR is the one whose life is set aside and
meant for Allah the Almighty only, who does not attend to anything
except Dhikr of Allah the Almighty, whose eating and sleeping is for
Allah the Almighty only and who is absorbed and completely day
and night in the Dhikr of Allah the Almighty.
He is the one who meets people for Dhikr only and who
establishes and persists with the sittings of Dhikr, never letting them
rise .
May the zoom of Your Dhikr reverberate every nook and corner
of the world, every moment and every day, so much that the wise
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men of the wine house perform vociferously about and so do the
wise men of the wine house become conscious having recovered
from intoxication and become ecstatic having been intoxicated in
Your Name.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5723. HARNESS yourself at the command and tightly too. But
do not overdo lest you break down.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5724. I:IAPRAT Abu Imama Bahila ~ reports that two
men's names, the worshipper's and the scholar's, were mentioned in
the presence of the Holy Prophet W~, the sacred, the perfect,
the blessed, the beautiful, the pure, the sanctified, who said: "A
scholar holds superiority over the worshipper just 1 do over the most
ordinary man amongst you."
He confirmed: "Allah the Almighty, His angels, the people on
Earth and in Heaven, and even ants in their holes, and fish (in water)
send blessing on the man who teaches people to do good."
1 heard Hadrat Abu'Ammar ~ reporting Hadrat Fudyl bin
'AyAc;I ~ as saying: "A learned man, who is practising and
teaches people (good), is known in the Kingdom of Heaven as a
great man."
-(Abu [mama Bahla /Tirmidhi Sharf/V2)

Hadrat Qays bin Kathir m ~ reports: "A man from
Madinah came to Abu Darda ~ who was at the time resident at
Damascus. Hadrat Abu Darda ~ asked, ' 0 Brother! What
made you come here?' He replied, 'I have come to hear an Hadith
that 1 have been told you relate with reference to the Holy Prophet
W~.' Hadrat Abu Darda ~ commented, 'Are you sure you
have not come here for some other motive!' He reported, 'No sir!'
He asked, ' H ave you come in connection with a business?' He
replied, 'No sir!' He said, "So, have you come here purely for the
sake of the lfadllh?' He said, 'Yes sir!' He said, 'Now listen to it! 1
have heard the Holy Prophet W ~, the sacred, the perfect, the
blessed, the beautiful, the pure, the sanctified, as saying: 'The person
who sets out on the path to search knowledge will be guided by AllAh
the Almighty, the Exalted, the High, the Majestic, the Blessed, on
the path that leads to Paradise. The angels spread their wings for the
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seeker of knowledge. A learned man is such a being whose
forgiveness is prayed for by all those living berween the heaven and
earth and even the fish in water. A learned man holds superiority
over a worshiper just as the Moon has over the stars. The learned are
the heir to the prophets, peace be on them, who left behind nothing,
neither any Dirham nor any Dinar. They left behind only knowledge.
Therefore, whoever sought for this got a big share.'"
-(Qay, bin Kathir / Tirmidhi Sharif V2)

Which of the blessings you do not know?
Which of the evils you do not know?
Everything, the good and the evil, is known to everybody, If you
do not practise it, no one else will. You tell to everyone, but do not
practise it yourself.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyf<m!
5725. HOW could he, who cannot be bound to the ordinary
and apparent job s, be bound to the inward commands?
Why don't you do certain things which are being repeated and
taught for years?
When will you do?
You respect them with the tongue.
They cannot find their way to the hearts.
Yti-Hayyu, ya-Qayyf<m!
5726. THERE are nine outlets to your physical body. He is the
Muhajir-il-Alliih (an emigrant to Allah the Almighty) whose outlets
to the body are all subservient to the command of Allah the
Almighty, not a single one being headstrong.
He who tried this path forbade the forbidden first. And this is
beginning of the hidden. Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
When you come here in future forbid the forbidden . Do not
bring along even a single forbidden.
Ya-Hayyu, ya-Qayyf<m!
5727. THOSE, who tired on the path of Allah the Almighty
normally, Al-Murawakkal 'At-Allah, trace the journey of life; caring
for nothing else at all. Have you not heard this when Hadrat Bibi
~ set out in search of water for Hadrat
Hajira (Hager)
Sayyidunil Isma'tl ~ and did not find water anywhere, the Zam18

Zam welled up.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-QayyUm!
5728. EVERYTHING of those engaged in holy war is like that
of holy warriors. Having seen it may everybody certify that he is the
holy warrior on the path of Allah the Almighry; that this house and
the tent belongs to him and not to a worldly man.
May every necessiry of life bear witness that that belongs to a
holy warrior and not to a worldly person.
During the holy war, there are no means of relaxation, nor does
this befit him except eating, dressing and sleeping.
Yti-Hayyu, yii-QayyUm!
5729. THE Almighty Allah's blessing remains awaiting those
on the path of Allah the Almighty so that it may descend as they
come.
Yii-Ijayyu,yii-Qay'yum!
5730. THOUSANDS of people are born and die daily.
To live and to die on the path of Allah the Almighty is the limit
of righteousness and martyrdom.
Nobody supersedes this limit.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-QayyUm!
5731. WHAT is morality?
It is to avoid inauspiciousness.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!

5732. SABR (patience) means to keep quiet having seen and
heard something against yourself as if you have not seen or heard it.
This is patience, the comely one.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
Shukr (thankfulness) means to remain thankful in all
circumstances of contraction or expansion, like or dislike.
In Tariqat, Shukr holds the high stage after $abr.
Yii-Ijayyu, yii-Qay'yum!
5733. UNTIL your group, or for that matter every group,
reflect complete intoxication in the love of my master, may my soul
be sacrificed for him, the Holy Prophet ~~, it is merely a
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statue, has no spirit. And because of spirit alone is the body alive and
throbbing.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
The Holy Prophet W ~ said: "Latterly there will be those
who will earn deceitfully and maliciously the world by means of DIn.
They will wear the garb of sheep in order to show their humility.
(That is, apparently they will be soft hearted, of sweet-tongue,
sympathetic to Islam, the preachers of truth and righteousness,
hateful of the world and the holiest of the holy). Their tongues will
be sweeter than sugar but, in actual fact, their heart will be wolf like.
Allah the Almighty says: "Do you deceive and malign Me or show
Me your strength and chivalry? I have also taken an oath on Me that
I will send to them from within the evil that will bewilder even the
highest and the humblest among them."
It has also been related by Hadrat Ibn Umar~.
-(Abu Hurairah Timridhi Shan! VZ)

Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyiim!

5734. SATAN is a disbeliever, your enemy. He lives inside you
in ambush to you. He never refrains from infidelity. Identification of
Satan's infidelity is the sum total of ascension ('irfiin).
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5735. Yii-Hayyu has no Fanii (extinction)!
Yii-Qayyiim has no decline!
He is eternally alive and subsisting.
Yii-Hayyu, yii -Qayyiim!

5736. TO be content at His will means to be content at
whatever circumstances He would please. There are no 'ifs' and
'buts'.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!

5737. THE ignorant is a mate to Satan. In ignorance no aspect
of life is pleasant, rather it amounts to the dead.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5738. MAY ignorance disappear!
May heart be enlivened!
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Dhikr and only is the unfailing routine for nearness.
Dhikr is light through and through and by means of continuous
Dhikr does ignorance disappear.
Ya-ljayyu, ya-Qayyiim!

5739. A HEART (the cute one) alone, not all and sundry, is
helper to a heart.
Ya -ljayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
5740. TO walk towards ~I ~1.Jl 0G..;. Subhiina DhulFadl-il- 'A?lm (Glorified be He the Graciou s, th e Most Great)

hurriedly and repeatedly, is, indeed, the sign of the grace of DhulFa4J-il- 'A?lm.

Ya-ljayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
5741. PEOPLE come to and go away from the stage of Dhikr.
May Dhikr never cease, rather ever remain and established likewise.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
5742. SOME stages are not to be followed by everybody. They
are specific to certain followers.
Ya-ljayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
5743. THE Ahl AI-DIn (those who practise Faith) beseeched in
the presence of Din: "How come the age-old graces are now lost,
there is not a single one found."
tx« spoke: "I am one and simple. Bring back my unity and
simplicity. You will then reap every excellence from me."
Hearing this everybody went silent.
Ya-ljayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
5744. THE GUIDE of the Faith of Islam is Allah the
Almighty, and the book, the Holy Qur'an.
The practical commentary of the Holy Qur 'an is the sacred
Sunnah of my master ~~, may my soul be sacrificed for him.
Wa ma 'alaynii ill al-baliigh! i:~1 ~! G,ic
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyiim!

t:.,

5745.

ADMINISTRATION is the cardinal element of an
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organisation.
Yii-ijayyu, yii-Qayyilm!
5746. EVERYBODY'S DIN(faith) is to himself. Respect owed
to humanity is common to all.
Yii -Hayyu, yii-Qayyilm!
5747. THE flour was prepared most skillfully. It reached you
having gone through many stages. However, the cook in the kitchen
did not discharge the job well. He baked the chuppati that it was not
fit to eat; he burnt it or nearly done so, leaving it of no use.
This happens daily. Refrain from this and most certainly.
Had it been baked properly everybody would have wished to eat
it. The consumer would have been pleased and grateful too.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyilm!
5748. NOTHING is hidden at the crossroads.
Yii-ijayyu, yii-Qayyilm!
5749. DO not go anywhere and do not do anything.
You pervade my body!
You pervade my soul!
And You pervade all over!
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5750. THE workers do not feel cold. The narural body heat is
sufficient. When the job ends, cold comes back during relaxation.
Likewise is the case of warmth.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyilm!
5751. DlNis firm and strong with no scope of 'ifs' and 'buts'.
Yii-ijayyu, yii-Qayyilm!
5752. CONJECTURING converts the contents into evil.
Had there been no conjecruring, the content would not have
altered, rather remained intact.
Ya-Hayyu, yii-Qayyilm!
5753. LET anyone say what one may the fact remains that we
make claims but we do not practise it. Had we followed Din, we
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would have never been divide d into sects. Self styled conjec turing
has altered the conten t to evil.
Yii-!fa yyu, yii-Qa yyiim!
5754. THE dress is not to display the gabard ine and the
mantle . It is to disguise the body. Similarly, food is not meant to
be a
delicacy, it is to genera te energy .
Ya-Ha yyu, yii-Qa yyiim!

5755. TARJ' QATc onsists of a few lessons. It is to renoun ce the
world. Tariqat is the everla sting essence of DIn. It is nothin g
else.
The world is a corpse , and DIn, the guide to life.
Yii-!fa yyu, yii-Qa yyiim!
5756. TARlQ ATspo ke: "I am soothi ng. You alone render ed it
insipid. Is the deficie ncy in you or myself? Until this deficiency
is
made up, it will not revive."
Yii-!fa yyu, yii-Qa yyiim!
5758. HAD the majest y of the light of your Dhikr not triggered
the Satan' s fall by face and not hange d him upside down, what
would be your Dhikr, manlin ess, gabard ine and mantle like?
Yii-!fa yyu, yii-Qa yyiim!

5759. TABIJ GH(p reach ing of Islam) spoke: "I am unlette red,
simple and indepe ndent of vocabulary, If you did not shed
prohib itions in your body and nurtur e blessin g into the soul, what
would be your preach ing and stage? Were you the torch- bearer
of
DIn, you would have gained what you had asked for. What shall I
tell
you that what would you have been? You would have been a parago
n
ofIsla m and prevai led upon the whole world. "
Yii-Ha yyu, yii-Qa yyiim!
5760. HAD there been no ascetics in Your world what taste
would have been! Desola tion would have prevai led. The ascetic
s
have glorified and, having fanned the fire, enligh tened the world.
Yii-Ha yyu, yii-Qa yyiim!
5761. THE ascetics are enrapt ured with the state and their
condit ion indepe ndent of 'being ' and 'non-b eing'.
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Ya-flayyu,ya-QayyUm!

5762. 0 MY MASTER W~, may my soul be sacrificed
for you! In your excellence is the succour of the Universe; in
election, the solution of problems; and in your grandeur, the
consolation. Every secret of love is only hidden in these.
Ya-flayyu, ya-QayyUm!
5763. ALLAH THE ALMIGHTY is the Truth. He is never
unjust. Do it and see it for yourself. In disgrace is His support and in
good administration, the excellence.
Ya-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
5764. PUBUCITY is opposed to love.
Anonymity is the honour of love .
Only in anonymity are all jobs accomplished.
Ya-flayyu, ya-Qayyum! .
5765. IN anonymity, name is absurd.
Only in anonymity alone are your name preserved and jobs
rendered.
Ya-flayyu,ya-QayyUm!
5766. THE rank, may it be of Faqr or mundane riches, is not
dependent upon eligibility or capability; it is rather dependent upon
grace. For every vacancy there is a candidate, one brighter than the
other. But there is only one appointed to the job .
Ya-flayyu, ya-Qayyum!
5767. MAY you be mad
found it, be enraptured!
Yii-Hayyu, ya-QayyUm!

In

search (of a rank) and, having

5768. THE comely saying is the one that might not be and is
not falsified.
Ya-flayyu, yd-Qayyiiml

5769.
RABBOB/YYAT (Lordship) said: "I am the Rabb
(Lord)! Accept and recognise the Rabb!Your Rabb is there with you,
close to you. Walk along in support of the Truth. The Truth is there
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with you, the conquering truth. The false is vanquished. Allah the
Almighty is the Truth, never allowing the false to rise in any field,
rather annihilating it to naught and nothing.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
5770. BE unique in support of the Truth and unaware of
everything else.
Ya-lfayyu, ya-Qayyiim!

5771. DA 'WAH-a- TABIJGH of the Faith of Al-lsliim is a job
of Allah the Almighty, depending on nothing else . Whoever does not
care for the Almighty Allah 's job, Allah the Almighty does not care
for him either. Fear the state of independence of Allah the Almighty.
Ya-lfayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
5772. SPEECH of the state is real; that what is reported is a
copy. The real is extinct in a copy.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
5773. EVERYTHING except truth is anxious in a state of
anxiety.
Truth swallows up anxiety.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyiim!

5774. RARB is not found simply by changing the appearance.
He is found by good intention. The divinely appearance is the real, it
never changes.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
5775 . FAQIR is relaxed in his 'state' and the world in the
worldly 'wealth'. There is no resemblance berween the 'state' and
the 'wealth'. The 'state' is ever living and the 'wealth', all-perishing.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
5776. THE fast dye is the one that puts an end to every colour.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
5777. YOU drank the remaining sediment (draught) and got
intoxicated.
He drank it in rapid draughts to his full, yet he did not lose his
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cool. This is only because it is his staple food.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5778. THE Almighty Allah 's Dhikr is be st of all the jobs and
talks.
He wh o do es n ot perform Dhikr does everything else.
Yii-Hayyu, yii -Qayyiim!
577 9. WELCOMING every state with a broad smile is the
inherited practice of Faqr.
Ya-Hayyu, y ii-Qayyiim!
5780. WHEN a thread (of the nut and bolt) overlaps the other,
it (th e nut) does not tum on.
Put straight the overlapp ed threads by undoing it (th e nut).
Yii-lfayyu, y ii-Qayyiim! .
5781. WHEN som eone becomes fresh having been intoxicated
by the drink of Unicity, he becomes unaware of every 'life ' and
'being' having been drowned in the love of my master W~, may
my soul be sacrificed for him.
Yii-Hayyu, y ii-Qayyiim!
5782. WHAT is meant by unawareness of 'life' and 'being'?
To become completely absorbed in and devoted to the fealty
and iuiba: of my master W~, may my soul be sacrificed for him,
amounts to unawareness of 'life' and 'being'.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5783. INTOXICATION alone is at play between the A?!ad
(One and Only) and the A?!mad (th e Praised W~), and the
Lover and the Beloved W~.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
57 84 . ONLY having consumed the drink of Unicity one
receives the drink of love.
H e wh o is unaware of Unicity is also unaware oflove.
Y ii-Hayyu, y ii-Qayyiim!
578 5. THE drink of Unicity is of a high calorific value and that
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of love soul-refreshing.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5786. THE sight abounds in everything, grace as well as force .
With the sight of grace is made everything graceful.
Please cost the glance of kindness thus opening the channel of
grace.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5787. OF whoever they may be remembrance and love are the
axes of life. Indeed, life always revolves round an axis.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5788. IT is not befitting to change mind every now and then. It
puts an end to the prestige of humanity.
Humanity never changes. Nor can mortal being ever change.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5789. ONE glance alone at someone is enough for a life-time.
What (exalted) stage would it bear if glance is cast every now and
then?
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5790. HE is the servant who never absents himself from his
job.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyum!

5791. BUT for Your graces no creature would ever bear with
Your Majesty.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5792. .>:.:..J1'..lil Alliih-us-Samad (God, the Eternal, the Absolute)
is completely independent.
-(AI-Qur'an 112:2)

YJ y

Yii-'AzlzU (0 The Exalted

ill

Might!)

IS

the Most

Honourable.
-(AI-Qur'an 36:51)

i::l>i y Yii-BaduQu

(0 the Creator-Inventor) is beyond my and
your understanding and comprehension.
There is a lot in it; in actual fact, everything is in it.
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Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!

5793. WE do not know anything new that everybody else does
not know.
Ask any disbeliever and fmd out for yourself. He will pinpoint
exactly the same 'rights' and 'wrongs'.
Practise, and practice alone determine life as all-lasting and allsubsisting.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyum!
5794. ..lilj '11 ~J;"{.J Jj... 'i LA lfowla Wa Iii Quwwaca ilIii BIlliih!
(there is no power (to do good or shun evil) except with Allah the
Almighty).
The evil and good both are predetermined.
Say ,.lJ ~ Al-Hamdii LIlliih (Praise be to God!) at good and
..lil~f;' .1 Astaghfir ulliih (I seek forgiveness from Allah the Almightyl)
at evil.
Who does not know to do good?
The good is dependent upon ones' ability; so is the evil.
The creatures are the family of Allah the Almighty.
When the Divine will is pleased with someone, the door to the
good is opened.
The unfailing routine in order to bring round the Divine Will is
to do good to the humanity.
Whenever the Lord got pleased, He did so at a good done to the
creatures. Whenever He became displeased, He did so at an evil
done to the creatures.
The good or the evil alone are liked or disliked respectively by
Allah the Almighty.
Ya-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5795. WE invite everyone to do good, but we ourselves don't.
Likewise, we insist on to shun evil, but we ourselves don't.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5796. A talk is a holy food .
Do not waste food .
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyum!
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5797. OPPOSITION to Nature is absolutely devilish.
Ya-!fayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
5798.
WHOEVER refrains from mischief to anyone has
mischief also to refrain from him; ashamed it shys away.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
5799. WHENEVER a talk repented, it did so at a talk .
The real talk is firm, never changing.
That which changes is rather infirm.
Rather, it is a children's play.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
5800. UNTIL a person gives up back-biting, he never receives
any grace.
A back-biter is a corpse-eater.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
5801. HE who is not listening to Allah the Almighty is not
listened to either.
Ya-!fayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
5802.
HE who does not care for the Almighty Allah's
command is not cared for by the creatures.
Ya-!fayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
5803. HE, who does not performs the Almighty Allah's dhikr,
is not remembered by AllAh the Almighty either.
He who is deprived of dhikr is in actual fact bereft of everything.
Dhikr is promised in lieu of dhikr.
Ya-!fayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
5804. 0 MY Lord! Because of Your dhikr alone does every
Dhiikir perform dhikr of the remembered . Bestowal of Your dhikr is
the best of all.
When Dhiihir and Madhkur became one, dhikr was thus
established.
Ya-!fayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
5805. When evil prevails all over between the Earth and the
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Sky, leaving no vacant space at all, the piles of sins become visible,
relaying all symptoms of drowning in it. 0 my master, may my soul
be sacrificed for you .g::~, reflections of your mercy, beneficence
and grace begin to be visible thus hiding away all these (affiictions)
in his black shawl.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5806. A VISITOR to someone never visits anyone else .
Ya-Hayyu, yii -Qayyiim!
5807. A FAQIRis a friend to a Faqfr and a rich man to a rich
man.
They may bear love for one another but this cannot be a lasting
one.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5808. WHENEVER A~di.Y.Yat (Onen ess) arrived, it did so in to
the lap oflove.
Whenever the beloved manifested to the lover, it did so in the
shape oflove.
There are no 'ifs' and 'buts' berween the lover and the beloved.
They are just one and the same.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5809. WHENEVER and wherever he came, he never came
alone. Rather he brought him along. He arrived disguised in pretty
dresses having lifted slightly the curtains and raised the veil a little.
He walked along in an utmost pride inspiring and befitting
manner, thus serring the scene of spring and rendering the earth into
an orchard. He came intoxicated in the wine of Uniciry, having
annihilated all that was mortal and having dispatched the good news
of lasting life for the immortal.
He came having solved the complicated affairs of 'being' and
'non-being' that are ever insoluble.
Yii-ijayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5810. SAY..I>4 '11 ~~"'ij J';;' 'i Lii. ijowla Wa Iii Quwwata m«
Bllliih (there is no power (to do good or shun evil) except with Allah
the A1mighry) and thus stay fearless of all fears.
Yd-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
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5811. SLEEP is a kind of message of death that is conveyed

every day. Take stock of your deeds daily before you go to sleep.
Recite before sleep the following without fail:
J. ,,(,]1
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Astaghfir-Ulliihalliidhi Lii iliiha illa Houial-Hayy-ul-Qayyiim
Wa Atiibu Ilayhi! (I seek forgiveness from Allah the
Almighty except Whom, the Living, the Eternal, there is no
one worthy of worship, and I attend to Him only) - three
times minimum.
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Subhiina Dhil Mulki Wal-Malakut! Subhiina Dhil 'lzzati
Wal-Jabarilt!
SubQiina-al-ijayy-il-Ladhi
Iii
YaMut.
Subbiihun Qaddiisun Rabb-ul-Malii'ihau War-RuQ! (Glory
be to Him to Whom belongs the kingship and the
kingdom. Glory be to the One of Honour and Power.
Glory be to the Living, the Immortal. He is the Glorious
and the most Holy, the Lord of angels and souls.) - once.
The Holy Prophet ~ ~ said: "He who recites Astaghfirullah
.. . will be forgiven his sins including fleeing in order to escape a Holy
War."
·(Mishkac Shan! VI)

The Holy Prophet ~ ~ said: " Allah the Almighty has
created a river of light that is surrounded by angels made of light
who on a mountain of light hold in their hands the pots of light and
recite these formulae of praise Subhiina dhil mulki ... uiar-Riih!
"Accordingly, if some one recites it once a day, or once a month
or once a year, or once in life time, Allah the Almighty forgives his
sins even if they are as many as the froth on sea or grains of sand in a
vast expanse of desert. He will be forgiven even if he is guilty of
desertion from a Holy War."
-(Day/ami / Kan z A/-'UmmiU VI, P202 No, 3852)

5812. UFE is a fair . There is everybody and everything in the
fair. There are good people included and so also those who are fed
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up of (d oing) good. The good is nothing new. Keep up with
disseminating the message and waking up those who are in slumber
thus warming up the routine of life.
Yii-!fayyu,yii-Qayyiim!
5813.
EVERY body organ is the Nature's masterpiece,
subservient to Nature rather than headstrong.
Yii -Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5814. SPEAK but not so much and such like.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5815. THE best speech is, in fact, a practice commensurate
with a "State'. There is nothing useless incorporated in a 'State'. It
may appear to be calamity of misdeeds but is, in actual fact, a bearer
of an exalted mode of 'State'.
Yii-!fayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5816. THE state has a nature that never varies. Whoever
welcomed a state with a smile, the state rendered him all happy.
Only the grateful and not the ungrateful has the ability to thank.
Ya-Hoyyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5817 . Y4Jazb (absorption) is a verb.
Y;~ Jazib (the absorbent) is a subject.
YJ;"'" Majdhoob (the absorbed) is an object.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!

5818 IN Faqr (indigence) Jazb (ab sorp tion) is offour kinds:
Siilik Majdhoob,
Majdhoob Siilik,
Majdhoob Ghayr Siilik,
Ghayr Siilik Majdhoob.
Wa mii 'alaynii ill al-baliigh : t )Q1~~ G,i<. r..:,
Jazb lasts on in any and or every colour.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5819. THE sin that you regard as bad is an introduction to
good.
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Whoever does not sin does not perform good either. Distaste to
sinning is natural. Nobody likes it. Repentance after sin is the
greatest goo d . It wipes out in no time the heaps of sins between the
Earth and Sky; it annihilates, burns out and makes them fly in air,
leaving behind no trace whatever.
The Holy Prophet W
~ said: "I swear by the Almighty
Allah's Dhiit Who has my soul in His hand that Allah the Almighty
will wipe you out if you do no t sin. H e will henceafter create a n ation
who would sin and seek forgiveness. (This forgiving of their sins does
not imply to encourage sinning but to express His excellence of
pardoning). "
-(Abu Huraira / Muslim - M ishkat Sharif Vl)

Yii-Hayyu, yii-QaY.}'Um!

5820. HE is the self-liked who does not like anyone except
himself.
liking is that what Allah the Almighty likes, my master
~~, may my soul be sacrificed for him, likes and the Nature
likes.
Yii-/:fayyu, yii-QaY.}'Um!
5821. HE who is never involved in any job except his own is
the occupied.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-QaY.}'Um!
5822.
WHAT statement and exposition was that, all
incoherent? You state your own state. State from the statement
derived from the state prevalent upon you.
Ya-Hayyu, yii-QaY.}'Um!
5823. THE Holy Qur'iin and the sacred Sunnah alone are our
Tablfgh (preaching).

Yii-/:fayyu, yii-QaY.}'Um!
The Words of Wisdom, the spirit of our Tariqat, is included in
the syllabus and the practice.
We do not step outside this - Nor do we do anything at anyone
else's command though we acknowledge everyone.
Accordingly, if there is anything we do that appears wrong to
someone or opposed to the Holy Qur 'iin and Sunnah, please point
out and oblige.
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Wa mii 'alaynii ill al-baliigh! t~ ~! ~
Ya-lfayyu, ya-Qayyiim!

I;;J

5824. GOOD intention and hard work never go amiss.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
5825 . WE have told it and many times ever: "The lake reaches
the flower petal via the river and the water fall."
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5826. THE stages of Tariqat are probable, comprehensible and
understandable as well.
The graces are improbable.
The variety of graces received is dependent on the bestowal and
grace of the Holy Prophet W ~.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
5827. HE who does not enjoy the 'State' is not knowledgeable
of it.

Ya-lfayyu, y a-Qayyiim!

5828. TA W!£ID-I-AF'ALI (U nicity in Deeds) is inclusive of
Wa/ldar (O ne-ness). It is not distant, rather it is all-embracing. Nor
is there any opposition.
The Truth is never undeserved.
Tauihid-i-Af'iili includes both the Hell and Heaven, yet it is
independent of both of these, and is the whole truth.
Taw/l.d subsists in 'State'. It neither hears nor talks .
Ya-lfayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
5829. HAVING been intoxicated in Irm , Taw/lrd alone sang
many mel odi ou s songs, on e more unique th an the other.
This alone is its nature.
Yii-Hayyu, yii -Q ayyiim!
5830. HE, who remembers Allah the Almighty, Allah the
Almighty also remembers him . Ma sha ' Allah.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
5831.

THE builder is not permitted to live
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in,

and the

intennediary, is not permitted to meet.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-QaY.)IUm!

5832. THINK before you speak in a gath ering.
Say what you like to second the Faith. Stress especially the
commands and prohibitions.
Give out a call to the DIn. Avoid ambiguous statement as it is
beyond common understanding.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-QaY.)IUm!

5833. WHAT use would be to you the good deeds done by
your grandparents?
Your own deeds alone are beneficial to you.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-QaY.)IUm!

5834. THE child is the decorum of school, the young man, of
the anny and the old man, of the house and the Faqir of the jungle.
Yii-/jayyu, yii-QaY.)IUm!

5835. I;IAPRAT Ibn Umar ~ reports the Holy Prophet
W ~ saying: "The man who does not rear the dog for guarding
the animals or for hunting but only for out of fondness would have
his recompense from his daily good deeds deducted by two Qiriif
(the olden measure of weight) ."
-(Bukhari and Muslim / Mishkal Sharif V2)

The dog is dirty and unclean. He renders every utensil for
eating and drinking unclean. He is good in many character-traits,
but he is bad for one and only in that he does not like his own kind;
rather he is aggressive at it.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-QaY.)IUm!

5836. NO piece of literature whatever by a writer is fmal; rather
it is unsatiated tiIllast breath.
Yii-/jayyu, yii-QaY.)IUm!

5837 . TA WlfIDputs the wits to wonder.
It is regal somewhere and destitute at others.
It is reflection of wisdom somewhere and, utter ignorance at
other.
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It is awakened of 'being' and aware of rapture at other.
It is hidden in scolding somewhere and intoxicated of
commendation at other.
It is an honour of truth in refutation somewhere and dishonour
at other.
It is totally lost in appearance somewhere and wearing long
tresses at other.
It is completely active somewhere and dissipated elsewhere.
You alone and none else know this all.
Yti-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!

5838. OUR Tariqat may not be miraculous, but it is steadfast.
It is not lamenting; rather it is Da'uiah-o-Tabligh at the time of
crises.
To enjoy in all states about the past, present and future as a
complete bestowal of wisdom and never to object or complain are
the excellence of Faqr that can never be pulled down by anybody
doing so, rather it remains established eternally.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5839. THIS and such like states do not descend at anybody's
wish. They are dependent upon Divine grace and the generosity of
and granted by my master A=~, may my life be sacrificed for
him.
Only Faqr had the good honour of waiting for the welcome of
the next breath.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5840. THIS is not my writing; it is some other's. Please do not
change!
Times change. This is the popular in Islam Tabligh in recent
time, the Tariqat of the time.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
Wa mii 'alaynii il/-al-baliigh i:~1 ~~ ~ C:J
5841. ~1 §J ~ I~ BALLIGHO 'anni wa lou Ayah! Help
(others) with even if it may be one Ayah (Verse) - Al-I:ladlth) has been
an easy statement to understand.
Having been inflated with explanations, it has been made even
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most difficult. The people in future would hesitate to go out to
preach.
They are not the bearers of the (recommended) character-traits,
how would they set out? Tell something simple. Wait to tell the next.
Tell gradually, not all at once. This is Tabligh,
Yii-Hayyu, yii-QayyUm!
5842. WHAT is this Knowledge and how is this Wisdom like
that parry someone away from Allah the Almighty and renders
unaware of wisdom.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-QayyUm!
5843. THE traveller's journey is temporary. It is as if resting
under the shade of a tree, eating and drinking and just staying
overnight.
Yii-J:layyu , yii-QayyUm!
5844. IN the kitchen of Faqr the sparrows rule; flying in and
out and chirping in happiness. As to the crows, their meal is there all
over.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-QayyUm!
5845. THE best speed is the mediocre; neither fast nor slow,
just mediocre.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-QayyUm!
5846. IN the Rose Garden of Your Irm, there is a deficiency of
an orchard.
It is not befitting to the flower to be without scent.
The nightingale said: "The heads of the buds are also restless to
radiate and blossom. As soon as they blossom, they would drench
every petal with scent. They come along ready but return without
blossom. After all how long would it take to scent? There is no
deficiency of watering and weeding. His eyes are sore in waiting.
Whatever the case the bud blossoms in its own time. Every flower
radiates sweet scent because of the scent of the bud.
" D o not lose heart. Wait for the spring. It will enliven every
flower and even the ones that never smell sweet. This dream will
certainly come true. Stroll a little here and there in the garden. It is
to bud and bud surely at long last."
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The tired walkers spoke: "Bring along any substitute."
The bud retorted: "I have no substitute. The substitute would
not have essence like mine."
Ya-Hayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
5847. THE whole garden is gutted with flowers so much that
there are pomegranate flowers and also the cotton bolls.
Bring along the fragrant ones.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5848. SWEET-SMELUNG and chirping is the life of the
garden of the nightingale.
Ya-lfayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
5849. THE owl lives in desolation, and not in orchard.
Ya-Hayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
5850. HUNDREDS of thousand pages abound in the fact,
which summarises every other talk, that everything of the Universe,
fiery or spirirual, earthly or aquatic, is not independent. He has it
done what He wants. Every deed is, indeed, His. His deed is not
futile; rather it is dependent upon wisdom. And this alone is the
foundation of Tawhfd.
Wa mii 'alaynii ill al-baliigh! t~1 ~~ G,ic c.:,
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
5851. WHAT I do everybody else does!
What I have everybody else has!
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
5852. IT has everything except innocence in it. And but for
innocence, it is nothing.
Ya-lfayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
5853. HERE nobody is anybody's servant.
Everybody is a master.
Nobody is ruled by anybody.
Everybody is a ruler.
Ya-Hayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
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585 4. THE farmer is kn owledgeable of agricu ltu re.
Kn owledge of agricu ltu re is for and in support of the farmer
alone.
Agriculture is for the farmer and n ot vice versa.
This honour belongs to the descendants of the Prophet Adam
.-"~ alone, and none else. N ob ody at all is independent of
thi s.
Y ii-Hayyu, yii-QayyUm!
5855. NEITHER th e world n or th e country change.
It is th e su rr oundings that change.
Because of the surroundings alone everything changes.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-QayyUm!
5856. THE best da y u shers in manifestations and
enlighten me nts of a point that is acceptable and appealing.
The best invitation to dinner is that of the poor and with
honour and dignity.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyum!
58 57 .
(i) D o not tell lies; it is forbidden. Stop it!
(ii) D o not b ackbite, it is forbidden. Stop it!
(iii) D o not carry tales; it is forbidden . Stop it!
(iv) D o not be jealous; it is forbidden. Stop it!
(v) Dh ikrullah (rem emb ran ce of Allah the Almighty) Ahlan wa
Sahlan (Most Welcome!)
Wa mii 'alaynd ill al-baldgh! t ':G1 y~ G.ic 1:.:'
Yii-lfayyu, y ii-QayyUm!
585 8. WHAT are the respect and good manners like to talk
incessantly in somebo dy' s presence, not stopping even by anybody
stopping, and go on continuously. This amounts to nonsense talk.
T o remain in attendance to someon e all quiet, neither listening nor
talking, rather remain tuned in to his temperament is the ultimate
standard of love.
Yii-lfayyu, y ii-QayyUm!
585 9. THE an ima ls have n o cups to drink water from . They
drink where they find it. And this is an eternal drink in order to
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sustain life.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5860. DISRESPECT to a speech or a writing is responsible for
an opposite (a deleterious) effect.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5861. THE jobs you do and, in fact, everybody else does, are
womanly and not manly. They do not befit men. Do men ever talk
like that? The men's talks are exemplary for everybody.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5862. THE lush and captivating speeches on all subjects and
all times warm up the audience all right. But, nobody acts upon
them and ever scoops any enthusiasm as if it has not been heard. Do
not say something that you (yourself) do not act upon.

Ya-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5863. THE labourer is the Almighty Allah's creature of whom
nobody is independent.
The labourer earns and then spends. He does not join in the
dining table just like that.
He wanders from door to door for his living. At long last, he
contends and at the end accepts the lowest wage thus arranging for
his food.
If Allah the Almighty grants him the ability to perform Dhikr; he
is a Faqir in the making.
The whole of the creature consumed labourer's earnings; but it
did not befit them.
The world changed right in front of our eyes . But the labourer's
circumstances never changed, rather remained much the same.
Everybody ate to the full because of the labourer's toil. He
himself was hungry and so did he remain.
The builder of every house, himself remained homeless.
The mother, and no one else, has the feeling for the labourer's
destitution.
He, who has not earn, does not value it.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5864. THERE is shortage of fire wood in the city, but there is
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an abundance of it in woods.
The fire pot has the ashes of fuel wood from a hundred houses.
The ashes from the fire pot have the natural beauty and cure for
many diseases.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5865. THE rubbish that burnt to ashes in order to provide
comfort to humanity changes into salts, the elixir.
He, who ate it , became comfortable. There is no other salt
contemporary to it.
WAlliih-u A 'lamu B4-$awiib!yI~ rk-i j.1~
Yii-Hayyu, y ii-Q ayyam !
5866. THE griffm, the flamingo, the duck, the water-bird stroll
around the lake thus sign-posting its whereabouts.
The meadow for the camel and the dear is the insignia of the
desert.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5867. A PERIOD of time, however long, ends.
The talk, whatever it may be, lingers on.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5868. THE work is always followed by re st, only having
finished it first . Rest has never ever interfered with work.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5869.
WINDS change directions.
necessary; they are not headstrong.
Ya-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!

They change where

5870. NOBODY is prohibited to live anywhere; Possession
alone is prohibited.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5871. DO not say what you do not practise.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5872. ALLi\H THE ALMIGHTY is the Listener, the Seeing
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and Sustainer of His creation. Tell this to the ignorant.
There is no need to tell the knowledgeable.
To wait patiently for the grace is the best worship.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyum!
5873. THERE is no taste in life. It becomes tasteful only at
somebody's arrival.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiiml
5874. REGARDLESS of Faith Allah the Almighty fulfilled the
worshipper who would have worshipped Him with any aim in mind,
never returning him empty-handed.
Servantship of anyone is, in actual fact, meant for and of Allah
the Almighty only.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyum!
5875. BY Your Name alone did every disturbed found peace of
mind.
Whenever anyone disturbed incanted Your Name, he found
peace of mind.
And with Your Name alone did the shackles of the imprisoned
break.
Ya-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5876. THE news is inclusive of all the news. The apparent
abounds in the apparent and the hidden, the hidden.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyum!
5877 . !.;,..y. L.l WGJ Fa"iilul-Limii Yurid. (D oer (without let) of
all that He intends - A/-Qur'an 85: /6) is the most difficult valley of
Tariqat. Everybody knows it as unsurpassable. Yet, he must be
attempting to do so though it has not been witnessed.
The time is not for blind following; it follows the affirmatives.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!

5878. GOSSIP is the order of vacant time .
And every talk is mixed with lies, back-biting, carrying tales,
and jealousy.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
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5879. IF you had for the morrow saved anything at all after
sunset, you became the defaulter of this Tariqat.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5880. THIS discipline is easy for those who practise Tariqat,
but difficult for those who don't.
It is soul-inspiring for those who practise, and nothing for those
who don't.
One deserves to receive from someone only if one has given to
him.
Ya-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5881. SOME speech does not belong to someone; it is the
Almighty Allah's and interpreter of the Truth.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5882. THE accursed jealousy and the outcast envy accompany
the exalted rank.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5883. THE practice engenders character, the character, the
dignity and the dignity, the majesty.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5884. THE dignity and majesty as such are no characters.
They are the state of the character of practice.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5885. THE stages of SulUk are not only subject to the intellect,
but also subject to the state.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5886. DRESSED in perishable flesh and muscles, the spirit is
alive and in motion.
-(1941 CE).
It is a drop from the ocean of Wahdal (Unicity).
Yii-lfayyu,yii-Qay'yum!
5887. A DROP of Your NUT (light) pervades everything of the
Universe!
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o the 'light'!
Of the Heaven and Earth.

o the Sustainer!

Of the Angels and Spirit
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5888. IF an historian is not prejudiced, the evidence of history
is most valid of all. Prejudice alone did swallow up the prideinspiring chapters and the papers of the Golden History.
Yii-/fayyu,yii-Qayyiim!
5889. THE power of spirit is not dependent on flesh and
blood; it is rather hidden in absorption and perseverance. It is far
above every power and it commands every flight.
When the soul is dirty, the spirit rants and raves. Until it is
satisfied, it is never in unison. There continues the struggle between
the spirit and the soul. When they unite, they are one and the same,
the distance vanishes.
Wa mii 'alaynii ill-al-baliigh! t'::Gi ~~ ~ I:.J
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5890. WE discharged everything, but allowed no change in any
of our routine.
Fa' tabirii Yii Uoolil-Absdri (Seek lesson! 0 the Seer!)
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5891. THE state said: "I never change! I gain heights at each
and every step! In the shape of the sound of the Archangel Gabriel
......~ and call of the Archangel Israphael ......~ I pervade all over,
lerting to enter in to the heart no external support. I do what I want
depending on..!ll ~ ~;. Tawakkaltu-'Al-Alliih!(Trust in Allah the
Almighry).
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5892. 0 MY master W ~, may my soul be sacrificed for
you! Because of your grace and blessing every bestowal is granted.
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o the distributor of blessed charities.
o the gracious of the gracious.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-QaY.)llim!
5893. I have prayed for you, take leave and do talking at home.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-QaY.)llim!
5894. IN your caravan there is not even a single Muballigh
(preach er), though everyone claims to be one.
Ya -l;Iayyu, ya-Qayyum!
5895. YOU will make use in the grave, in the Barzakh (the
waiting period, the purgatory), in the Hashr (gathering in the
Hereafter of the soul in the Plane of 'Arafar), and on the Day of
Judgement, of the livelihood of the world here alone, that you do not
cherish by heart. There is no living to be earned (in the Hereafter).
Yii-Hayyu, ya-QaY.)llim!
5896. AllAH THE ALMIGHTY told everything! Tell us
what you will. Everything depends on your own doings alone.
Ya-l;Iayyu, ya-QaY.)llim!
5897. HOW many people did you have to look up to for the
sake of your daughter's wedding! There is everything in the
bridegroom's house. Be content at the essentials of the Nika/,l
(wedding ceremony) and bid her farewell .
Yii-Hayyu, ya-QaY.)llim!
5898. THERE is one head of the family in a household.
Similarly, there is one head in the world of hearts.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-QaY.)llim!
5899. THE commentator certified: "Except Dhikrullah talking,
whatever it may be, is not free from evil."
Yii-Hayyu, ya-QaY.)llim!
5900. WE, the indigent Faqirs, have nothing to ourselves
except the shield of ~IY..JJ1 ;:,~ Subhiin Al-'Aziz-il-Kabfr
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(Glorified be the Most Powerful) and ~~)'1~ y,.jJ1 'uG.j.. Subhiin Al'Aazlzi Dhil lntiqiim (Glorified be the Most Powerful Who is the
Revengeful) in order to bring to boil the indignities of Your
Excellence.
Glancing over the utmost limits of inhumanity we set in the
standards of forbearance .
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5901. THE most powerful of the world, and all of them if put
together, do not equal even to the wing of the mosquito before Your
Excellence.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5902. SPEND carefully, avoid the idle! Be content at the
essential. You will never be a debtor.
Yii -lfayyu, yd-Qayyiim!
5903. CONVERSATION mayor may not take place, seeing
each other is the ultimate of the meeting.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5904. PRACTICE of the DIn (Faith) is due of the follower.
The follower is a valid proof of his Faith because of his deeds and
speech.
Yii -lfayyu,yii-Qayyiim!
5905. BEUEF is the interpreter of the Faith and there is
nothing in the Faith except Allah the Almighty. In Belief it is to
pursue good and shun evil.
Ya-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5906. ONE keeps on saying, the other keeps on hearing.
Neither the speaker nor the listener practise. However hard and deep
one contemplates over this is not enough.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5907. WHEN the world enters gradually, in some form or
another, the arena of faqr, it bums to ashes having been
overwhelmed by the Niir (light) of the Belief.
Alas! You are neither the practiser of the Faith nor worldly,
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neither a true Muslim nor an infidel!
Yii-lfayyu, yii-QayyUm!
5908. HOW would we be his friend if he is not yours! Because
of your friendship do we befriend everyone.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-QayyUm!
5909. BY entering a school completely does a man reap full
benefit and not by correspondence alone.
The lessons may be completed, but not the practical
explanations and discourses.
The certificates of graduation are dependent on the two.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-QayyUm!
5910. THE Sunbul tree has no branches. It has a long pointed
and thorny trunk so that nobody can climb up without the ladder.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-QayyUm!
5911. J:!,li ~ iJS ..-lC. ;.. Howa 'alii Kulli Shay'in Qadir! (And
Allah the Almighty has power over all things - AI-Qur'iin 33:27) means
that He is All-Powerful and All-Dispenser of every power, excellence
and destiny and Accomplisher of all that and when He wants.
Nor could He be stopped by anyone stopping Him. If this was
not the case, how could He be called All-Powerful?
Yii-Hayyu, yii-QayyUm!
5912. WINDING up and down of dry leaves and their falling
off (trees) in Aurumn is the forecast of the on-coming Spring.
Ya-Hayyu, yii-QayyUm!
5913. DISCOURSE!
What use is this crying at a wedding?
The father has the narural right to shed tears at daughter's
wedding.
Had I been in my home country, I swear by Allah the Almighty,
I would have bidden farewell to this girl like my own daughter.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-QayyUm!
5914. PEACE of mind is a component of frenzy. It won't be
out of order to call it the foremost component. Whoever found peace
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of mind, found it because of frenzy. And the best frenzy is that for
knowledge and wisdom, and devotion and ecstasy.
Ya-Hayyu, yii-QayyUm!
5915. THERE is no audit in the process of Sajdah. It is free
from all worship and its texts. It is an unlettered worship.
Whoever prostrated before Rabb (Sustainer) regarding Him as
such was acknowledged by Sajdah .
Yii-Hayyu, yii-QayyUm!
5916. WHENEVER conscience shed tears in favour of the
truth, the angel embraced him.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-QayyUm!
5917. ARE you tired or has the book finished? Why did you
stop? This book is the one without any doubt and an explanation of
the Book of the Hidden.
It has been in force, is and shall remain so. There is wisdom and
blessing in a delay.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-QayyUm!
5918. THE hunting, that you regard as a means of fun and
recreation, amounts to killing innocent and speechless birds. 'Killing
Sparrows' is a mean pursuit. It won't be out of place to call it the
meanest.
The tiny sparrows, which are by no means fit to be laid on the
dining table for human beings, are only to chirp in the woods thus
captivating the hearts. To make them fly all over and hound them
make these innocent birds suffer from anxiety.
Ya-Hayyu, yii-QayyUm!
5919. HE who disturbs these innocent sparrows always suffers
from mental disturbance. If you do not believe, do and fmd it
yourself.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-QayyUm!
5920. JUST as the chicks of these innocent sparrows are
chastised so would the children of the chastiser's be chastised.
Ya-Hayyu, yii-QayyUm!
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5921. THE author is reflected completely in his book. So is the
compiler. Seeing the author renders the book needless.
likewise is the case with the compiler.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyum!
5922. THERE is no need to read through a book completely.
The title on the cover is a sufficiently meaningful message.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5923. UNTIL you search comfort in destitution, you would
never find it anyway. Whenever anyone found any comfort, found it
because of and in destitution. Addedly this is applicable not only to
Tariqat but also to any walk of life.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5924. THERE is everything in this body and soul except
Sajdah (prostration i.e, submission). Without Sajdah and severance
from each and everything extraneous, it (the system) is not comely to
prostrate (i.e. to submit)
Whenever Satan cried, he did so at a prostration.
When Rabb (Sustainer) was pleased, He did so at the Sajdah.
Putting Satan to crying and shame at every tum is the true
Muslim's real servantship and life. And a real Muslim never lets
Satan any chance to laugh.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5925 . BEAUTY remains and lasting too because of the light of
innocence, never letting itself useless.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyum!
5926. MAJESTY is a true Muslim's shield and a truncheon for
the Satan.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5927. THERE is not a single playing field in the fair, there are
several and colourful of them; someone is singing, someone is
playing magic, someone blowing a trumpet, and someone beating a
drum. A single play on its own does not befit.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
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5928. THE sacred thoughts are from Allah the Almighty and
only in His support. Satan can never interfere in this.
WAlliih! BIlliih! TAlliih! Mii shii' Alliih!
Yii-Hayyu, yii-QayyUm!
5929. THERE is, between the Earth and Sky, a boundary that
is a trust that is never betrayed. However, it does break only at the
unyielding limit.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-QayyUm!
5930. WHEN a sacred offering is mixed with anything, it
render it sacred; e.g. the scattered beads of a rosary.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5931. YOU welcomed and extremely too what the Holy
Prophet W~, may my soul be sacrificed for him, declared as
cursed. You awaited it most eagerly. Rather, you spared no attempt
in order to achieve it. You worked really hard to fulfill the desire for
it . You tried all routes, sparing no stone unturned. You did, and in
all possible ways, all what you could.
You received with open arms that what my master, the Holy
Prophet W~, may my soul be scarified for him, had forbidden
and disliked to even go near. You consumed it to the full, feeling no
disgust whatever. Nor did you refrain from the corpse having
regarded it as such. Strangely enough you claim for the love for my
master, the Holy Prophet A::~, may my soul be sacrificed for
him, despite all this. You do not feel ashamed even slightly at your
claim of love. What are these love and claims like?
Yii-lfayyu, yii-QayyUm!
5932. 0 MY master A::~, may my soul be sacrificed for
you! What would the accursed and the corpse abound in? There
would be neither peace nor absorption, neither taste nor comfort,
neither strength nor unity, neither spontaneity nor support, neither
majesty nor dignity, neither ease nor normality, neither pleasure nor
intoxication, but only constipation prevails.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-QayyUm!
5933. ACCEPT it sincerely that the whole Universe including
carnivores, grazers, animals and birds, is bowed down and
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prostrating before the Living and the Lasting. If at all there is one
who does not bow that is the man. Nor does he prostrate before
Him. The idol of haughtiness never falls; nay, he does not allow it to
crumble.
Haughtiness alone has deprived him from knowledge and
wisdom, devotion and ecstasy.
Yo.-lfayyu, yo.-QayyUm!
5934. UFE is the image of Allah the Almighty. When it
becomes de voted, it becomes remarkable.
I am not a saint, my sayings are saint-like.
Obey (practise) what you say and say only what you obey
(practise).
Yo.-lfayyu, yo.-QayyUm!
5935. WHAT help this servant can render to the needful, the
helpless and indigent?
My Allah the Almighty only fulfills the needs of the visitors.
His treasures are overflowing, lacking nothing whatever.
.:.~G.JI ~li y ~ Alliihumma Yo. Qii4i Al-lfo.jo.l! (0 Allah the
Almighty! 0 the Dispenser of Needs!)
Yii-Hayyu, yo.-QayyUm!
5936. OIL for the nose is like paraffin for the engine.
Yii-Hayyu, yo.-QayyUm!
5937. l:IAPRAT Shah Abdul Rahim Sarsawi "",,",',*"'''; always
said: "If you submit to Him, become (in practice) one like Shah
Abdul Rahim."
Yo.-lfayyu, yo.-QayyUm!

5938 .
WA;ZIFA (the formulae to incant) is limited, the
bestowal, unlimited.
Yo.-lfayyu, yo.-QayyUm!
5939. DO not leave on the table the things that are not in use
all the time.
Yo.-lfayyu, y o.-QayyUm!
5940. IN order to gain a grace a servant of Allah the Almighty
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wandered about openly in a bazaar. And you want someone to come
along to your house and beseech you to have it. You may be given,
but it won't stick.
Ya-Hayyu, yii-Qayyflm!
5941. EVERYTHING within the surroundings of the accursed
and the dead body is completely foul. And we all live inside this sort
of surroundings.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyflm!
5942. ALLAH THE AIMIGHTY is Mun'am (the Grantor)
and my master W~, may my soul be sacrificed for him, Na 'im
(the distributor).
Tell! Now then what lacks in your world?
Yii-l;Iayyu, yii-Qayyflm!
5943. DO what is your job . Do not interfere in any of the
Nature's jobs.
The servantship means that Nature does not object to whatever
you do .
May conscience second it having been satisfied. Indignation of
emulation depends exclusively on the Nature's discretion.
Anxiety is the state that results from disliking of the Ru1;l (spirit) .
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyflm!
5944. NOTHING is saved from gambling. What are the
Crown and the Throne? Even the honour is put to stake.
Yii-l;Iayyu, yii-Qayyflm!
5945. NATURE alone is Absolute and All-Powerful over
everything.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5946. DARKNESS reigned at the creation of the Universe; it
was lit by the reflection of the light of the Holy Prophet W~.
Niir-i-Muhammadi (the light of the Holy Prophet W~)
reflects eternally in the atmosphere of the Sun, leaving nothing
hidden. The Sun never sets in; it is visible by one world or the other.
Ya-Hayyu, yii-Qayyflm!
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5947. PERSEVERANCE at a principle and a promise is the
foundation of highness. Every highness stems from and establishes
itself because of this.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5948. MUSK must be extant in Paradise; it is extinct in the
world of Tibb (indigenous system of medicine). And without musk
our formulary is incomplete.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5949. THIS is your own doing even though you make excuses.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5950. 0 MY master W
~ ! A single smile of yours alone
bas enlivened the life of the worlds.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5951. A SINGLE glance of yours is enough for the whole of
my life.
Love is not dependent upon acceptance. Rather, it persists in all
circumstances.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5952. THERE is no need to ask anyone at all. He is yours and
you are his.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qaffim!
5953. ABSORPTION and abstraction became engaged in
divine jobs regardless of any gain or loss alone.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5954. WIll.lNGNESS means that both the cornmitter and the
victim are agreed.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5955. THE state of Barzakh (the transitory world for spiritual
cleansing called 'pu rgatory') is known by the dead only; the living
cannot bear it.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
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5956. HOW would anyone live in Your world and do any thing
without Your Will? Every will is subsumed in Your Will.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5957. ALL stages of the hidden are inherited from the Eternal
possession (pool); they do not suffer shortfall.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5958. TO CALL and talk to any spirit is because of the
blessing of the graces of the CJ')rJ ~I yj Rabb-ul-Malii'ikati warRu/.!! (He is the Sustainer of all Angels and spirits!)
Conversation with a spirit is not dependent upon ears and
tongue alone, but on the bestowal that is hidden in pretty folds.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5959. IN our time students did not wear the coats, the
sweaters, the socks, the boots and the caps; they were not found
then.
Dressed in the clothes made from coarse and indigenously spun
cloth, we did not ride on the scooter or a car but walked on foot
many miles to school.
The water with sugar in was a common drink. There was no ice
found. The sweet consisted of gurh (raw sugar) and the food of chiiri
(chuppati kneaded with ghee and sugar) or chuppati mixed with onion
and pickles. Health used to be cheerful and energy ever so fresh.
Mii shii' Alliih!
We feared the teacher and respected him. We obeyed the
parents and were unaware of idle wondering. Playing in the evening,
or farming the land along with the parents or helping with the shop
business were the only past-times.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5960. A TRUE Muslim (Mo 'min) is a companion to and
supporter of the Witar (late evening prayer consisting of three units
of Raka'at). Do not postpone it .
Yii-lfayyu,yii-Qayyiim!
5961. DO not put an end to the life of any cow by cutting it to
pieces and chewing it up. Though it is lawful and essential too, yet it
is more important to give it away to any deserving girl and reap
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necessary recompense. My sister's father-in-law passed by an
abattoir. The butchers were trying to control a cow with the ropes in
order to kill her ritually. He said: "Charge me the price and pass on
the cow to me." Consequently, the cow gave birth to many calves in
the household .
Yii-lfayyu, y ii-Qayyiim!
5962. IN Sajjiidgi (succession to a holy shrine), there reign
simplicities and not politics. When politics enters in, Sajjiidgi
leaves.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5963. UNTIL Sajjiidgi is reinstated once again thus helping it
to sparkle in its true form, no Spring (i.e. blooming) can return to it.
As long as Sajjiidgi has been out, everything else has been
extinct. The wine and tumbler were remembered by name. Even
they disappeared.
Decorum of DIn was because of Sajdah (prostration); it has
gone. Sanctiry of Sajjiidgi is in Sajdah (prostration). Present a
Sajdah, the Sajdah will welcome you.
Yii-Hayyu, yii -Qayyiim!
5964. WHOEVER set out in pursuit of the knowledge of the
DIn (Faith), knowledge welcomed him. Likewise, the preacher of the
DIn set out and he was welcomed. Same is the case with whoever set
out in the path of Dhikr, Dhikr enriched him.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5965. WHOEVER sets out in pursuit of service to mankind,
the mankind said 'Bravo'to him.
Whoever got absorbed in the mundane world, it embroiled him
endless by ensnaring him in greed and lust and opening all the routes
to evils and feuds and closing all doors to peace and contentment.
He opened the doors that he ought to have closed and closed
the doors that he ought to have opened. Indeed, one has to shut a
door to open the other.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyum!
5966. IT is not an easy task to shut a door and open the closed.
It requires an exalted determination.
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Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyum!
5967. A1ALANG (a frenzied devotee) and biilka (an apprentice
or a novice) are different in names, but in actual fact the same in
meaning.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyiim!

5968. YOU are watching even now. Would you wear the
glasses to watch?
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5969. NA WAFIL (voluntary worship) prayers are on all the
time. This job of Din is the most exalted of all.
Yii-Hayyu, yii -Qayyiim!

5970. THE statement, that does not testify the Book of Alllih
the Almighry and second the practice of the Holy Prophet J,1;:'~,
may my soul be sacrificed for him, becomes the means of evil and
feuds and dies eventually.
The statement that seconds the Holy Qur'iin and the sacred
Sunnah remains alive till eternity. He who would have demonstrated
practically any part of the statement remains alive and eternally on
the tongues of the creation of the World.
Ya-Hayyu, yii-Qayyum!
5971 . A PRACTICE never dies; it is established alive as the
good that remains eternally.
Ya-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5972. SUPPORT the truth.
The truth never betrays.
He who accepted the truth was recongised by the truth.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5973. WHETHER or not one may benefit from a talk,
everyone does, however, from Dhikrulliih .
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5974. SOME of the stories are repeated in our preaching to the
audience who are hard put to listening to it.
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On the journey to preach, Allah the Almighty guides and
supports the preacher (M uballigh) at each and every step.
Your preaching is a beaten track.
How would there be any enthusiasm in a traditional routine.
Contraction prevails.
Had you been a preacher (M uballigh) teaching along the journey
of the Almighty Allah's DIn, you would have embraced victory at
each and every step. Ever new a story would have manifested.
Is there any taste in contraction?
There is nothing except headache in it.
Ya-lfayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
5975 . A FAIRY from Irm claimed: "I am the Princess of the
Mountain of Qat But I never flyaway to nowhere though I can fly to
wherever I like."
Ya-lfayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
5976. 0 MY master W
~ , may my soul be sacrificed for
you! There is no present better than sincere remorse to present you.
Ya-lfayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
5977 . FEAR Allah the Almighty.
Preach the commandments and forbid the prohibitions.
Do not preach what you do not do .
Do what you preach.
Do not eat if you do not earn.
Do earn if you eat.
Avoid the accursed.
Avoid the deadly corpse.
Think before you speak.
Think before you write.
Say the clay the clay and gold, the gold.
Avoid adulteration.
Ya-Hayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
597 8. UNTIL you stay away from evil, the evil would never
stop short.
There is nothing like evil. Your misdeeds are in name the evil.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
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5979. BlESSING wipes out calamity.
Ya-Hayyu, ya-Qa.Y.)lilm!
5980. THERE is an exalted perfection in an exalted class of
character.
Ya-J:layyu, ya-Qa.Y.)lilm!

5981. .lG4RAAMT (lesser miracles) spoke: "You have in your
Faith everything except Kariimat (lesser m iracle)."
Perseverance spoke: "Did you say there was no Kariimati
Perseverance is Kariimat through and through."
Ya-J:layyu, ya-Qayyum!
5982. AVOIDANCE of the accursed and the deadly corpse
was your journey. Now you are fond and desirous of them both.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
5983. HAD there been no trials, there would have been
nothing in the history of the Universe. There would have prevailed
Allah the Almighty and Only.
Ya-J:layyu, yii-Qayyiim!
5984. TRIALS have made this World colourful.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qa.Y.)lilm!
5985. SERVANTSHIP means that the servant is occupied in
the Dhikr of his Sustainer and up and running in subservience to His
command. Nor should he own anything surplus to his need.
Ya-J:layyu, ya-Qayyum!
5986. WHENEVER determination saw truth faltering in the
field of falsehood, it challenged the indignation of the truth . The
Eternal Dispenser kept watching. Power of the Most Powerful
changed the destiny thus turning the table. The Most Powerful said:
"I have never let down determination in any field."
Ya-J:layyu, ya-Qa.Y.)lilm!
5987 .
ABSORPTION, absorbent, the absorbed and the
frenzied absorbed are different stages of the one and only journey.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qa.Y.)lilm!
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5988. KNOWLEDGE and wisdom, devotion and ecstasy are
Divine bestowals. My master p;:~, may my soul be sacrificed for
him, the dispenser of the beautiful charities, dispenses these
bestowals.
Wa ma 'alaynii illal-balagh! t ~I ~~ ~ t::J
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
5989. WHOEVER freed himself for any of the Almighty
Allah's job Allah the Almighty granted him the best job. It has never
happened that Allah the Almighty might not engage him for His job.
The time between 'A$r and 'Isha ' is usually free. Instead of
touring around in recreation, it is better to walk about preaching the
Faith.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
5990. TA WAKKUL is not bound by means; it is Tawakkalru'al-Allah (Trust in Allah the Almighty).
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
5991.
TARK (RENOUNCEMENT) is in keeping with
Nature, and it is a great character-trait of Faqr.
Renouncement of sins and frivolities is the exact sign of Faqr.
Faqr inherits the grant of renouncement.
Ya-lfayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
5992. THE observer turned over pages of the dictionary of
good character. At long last the pen stopped at renouncement, the
mother of all the qualities of the Universe.
Every (other) attribute is grateful to it.
If steadfastness ever stays with this, this alone is the source of
every quality. There are seventy thousand doors or chapters of
renouncement.
Perseverance said : "0 the Bravo!" Wisdom accepted it.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
5993. THE self (Nafs) never opposes itself, illa Ma shii' Allah
(except as Allah the Almighty is pleased).
Conscience weeps and wails over every self (Nafs).
Until self (Nafs) follows the spirit (Rish) , the spirit never smiles ;
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rather it stays away.
Ya-f.{ayyu,ya-QayyUm!
5994. THERE is neither a day nor a month (of any significance
to a faqir) . The day when someone had some blessing descended
upon is the biggest day of the history of being.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-QayyUm!
5995. WHENEVER you go, go only to greet and supplicate.
Do not go anywhere to upset anyone.
Worry eats away the acceptance of supplication.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-QayyUm!
5996. ONLY sight recongised the sight.
Only sight embraces the sight.
Seeing is the limit of embracing.
A single sight of yours is the capital of the Faith and the world
here and Hereafter.
A sight is never for sale, it is generated by the sight alone.
Your sight is latent in every sight.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyum!
5997. A MAN, who is not satisfied by meeting someone, would
never be.
Ya-f.{ayyu, ya-QayyUm!
5998
IN this physical body does live the Merciful (ArRahmiin) and so also the Satan (Ash-Shaytiin),
There is no doubt that it resides, but notwithstanding the heat
of the Majesty of the Almighty Allah's light (nii r), it lives as a mean,
an outcast, a dust and the ashes. It never raises its head in any shape
or form. It repents repeatedly, begs for the intercession of the
Merciful (Ar-Rahmiin) , is ever ready to escape and swears in that he
would never ever go near him.
Ya-f.{ayyu, ya-QayyUm!
5999. SATAN is an outcast, no doubt, yet it is so near that it
resides next to the Merciful (Ar-Rahmiin) . The Holy Qur'an is
opened at the recitation of r±l'yl uu.;.:,J1 ;;". ;.1>4 ~-",1 'A 'iidhubilliihi
Minash-shayuin-ir-Rafim (I seek refuge of Allah the Almighty against
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the devil , the outcast!). And Satan was declared outcast at a single
disobedience.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-QayyUm!
6000. HE does what he can.
He puts up excuses for what he cannot do.
Many a job have been spoiled because of these excuses.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-QayyUm!
6001. RESPECTED SIRS! This is not the stage of composing
and reciting poems; it is the one to make up a firm determination.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-QayyUm!
6002. RESPECTED SIRS! If anyone saw anybody sitting
around the women, think about what would befall.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-QayyUm!
6003. LOOK at your household. Do children eat sweets
everyday? If not, how could we distribute amongst the people by
grabbing them from others. Help your children with sweets at your
own houses.
The Faqir 's communal kitchen (langar) consists of lentils and
chuppati, not sweets and fruit. There is blessing in the communal
food oflentils and chuppatis; it never diminishes.
Yii-/:!ayyu, yii-QayyUm!
6004. THERE is no colour in an insipid sporadic dyeing.
There is no taste in half-baked grains.
Yii-/:!ayyu, yii-QayyUm!
6005. RO/:! spoke to the rUQ (spirit): "This dye is insipid and
the grain half-baked."
My master m-~, may my soul be sacrificed for him, can
alone, and no other dyer, colour this in any of his colours. Nor can
any baker bake the grains that are amongst your audience.
Your colour is rare of all colours and grains accepted of Nature,
and most tasteful.
Yii-/:!ayyu, yii-QayyUm!

6006.

THERE is no sediment mixed in the bottle of soul-
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inspiring sherbet.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyflm!
6007. THE colour is there, but not the flare.
The fruit is there, but not the taste.
Whatever the colour, it must be deep and fast.
Whatever the fruit, it must not be sour.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyflm!
6008. IN the jungle there live not only the jackals and the
foxes, but also the lions. There are not only the stones and thoms,
but also the pearls.
As I went along I found in the jungle a pearl, or a diamond or a
ruby. I kept it hidden in my chest.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyflm!
6009. SOME diamonds seem real in sight. In actual fact they
are fake. Only a diamond dealer, not ordinary person, recognises the
diamonds.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyflm!
6010. A FAQIR is a Faqir at the door step of Allah the
Almighty, completely independent of everything else.
He claims to be neither this nor that, but only the Almighty
Allah's .
Contemporaneous presence of animosity does not allow
interference in anything else.
An opponent of concentration is indeed the worried person.
One comes out to be something having first suffered
annihilation. Once annihilated one never becomes anything
anymore.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyiim!

6011. KHUMRA (a small bird) is the most absorbed bird
among the world of birds; it remains intoxicated day and night.
When excited it shouts Haq Sirru-hii (I am the secret of the
Truth) thus waking the sleeping ones and reminding the whole day
long those working during day-time.
You watch the clock, it (the bird) incants the praises of Allah
the Almighty at the right time (without the clock) .
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Ya-lfayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
6012. UNTIL you stop, none else will.
When you stop, everyone else will.
Ya-lfayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
6013. IN this journey there is no to-morrow.
There is neither any account for to-morrow nor is any
awareness of it to anyone.
Ya-Hayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
6014 . 0 MY Master W
~ , may my soul be sacrificed for
you! The things are helped by you alone. They don't come to pass
on their own.
Yii-Hayyu , yii-Qayyiim!
6015 . THINK before you say. Do not talk such like with one
another. Nobody is either hot tempered or soft tempered with you.
This is all of your own making.
Ya-Hayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
6016.
THERE is no need to ask anyone. If your own
conscience is satisfied, then my Allah the Almighty, my master
A=~, may my soul be sacrificed for him, and everyone else are
satisfied.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
6017. Au..AH THE ALMIGHTY is the host.
The Faqir is the guest.
To make the guest to worry afterwards having fed him is against
the rules of hospitality.
Do not offer such like food.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6018. WRITE and hang it in front of you on the desk: "May no
time of yours be wasted; may you be occupied in a useful pursuit."
Ys-Hoyyu, ya-Qayyiim!
6019. 0 SAYY/DUNA Kalimun ssu Allahu 'Alayhi Wa Sallam
(My Leader W~, the conversationalist!) C onversation of a spirit
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with a spirit is the bestowal because of the blessings of the grace of
my master W~, may my soul be sacrificed for him.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6020. STOP talking.
Get on with Dhikru/liih!
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6021. FAITH is the fort to a true Muslim (Mo'min).
Silence is confined within the fort of spirit, soul and heart.
Yii-lfayyu,yii-Qayyiim!
6022. WHEN the fort, dependence and the dependent are
harmonised, they are perfected.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6023. A CHARACTER-TRAIT is never on its own; it never
resides on its own. Nor does it befit it. It lives most befittingly; it has
built a city of its own. It is, in fact, known by the name of the city.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6024. WHETHER it is worldly or religious, administration is
maintained by an administrator. And nobody is ever happy with the
administrator.
Yii -Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6025. AT the grave ofa munkir (repudiator) is found MUNKIR
(an angel meant for repudiators)
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6026. RESPECTED SIRS! Our struggle is, in fact, the struggle
of the accursed and the outcast. If this is not the (mean) world, what
else is it?
Is this Da'toah-o-Tabligh Al-Islam (invitation to and spread of
Islam)?
What else is this if not an opposition to the Faith?
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6027. THE daughter whether a year or a fifty years old is after
all the daughter.
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Ya-ljayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
6028. SEEDING of the tree, its growth, flowering, fruition,
breaking and falling by hurricanes and storms, and growth again are
but the destiny of the tree.
Who told the leaves to fall om
Who brought the soul-inspiring news of an on-coming Spring?
Every leave is absorbed and occupied in the taste of the Divine
intention.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
6029 . WHO manifested the properties and characteristics?
The Nature did it .
Ya-Hayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
6030. THE North Arctic has six months day and six months
night. Even there, the Human beings live, leading a peaceful life.
There are present the Natural resources for growth of life and
natural scenes for satisfaction of fondness for beauty, Randier is the
only pet animal. It has the height of a dog, the back of a deer, the
ears of a wolf, and the long hair of a goat.
The Eskimos use it for carrying baggage, wear its fluffy skin,
burn its fat to gain light and heat, eat its flesh, and make different
tools from its bones.
Allah the Almighty has, through His Excellence of creation,
made this single animal sufficient for all their needs.
Like the other inhabitants of the Earth, they too worship their
Creator one way or the other. There are some amongst them who
are bachelors and remain absorbed, and occupied in the thought of
Allah the Almighty.
The Muslim missionaries have probably not reached them as
yet. However, the Christian missionaries are completely busy in their
job. Someone told that those from the planes, who cannot live there
because of extreme cold, carry with them gas-cylinders and preach
their mission in this artificial environment.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
6031. DO recommend, but do not deprive the deserving.
If recommendation becomes the means of deprivation of others,
it is the worst support.
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Do what you like in favour of the good.
Recommendations of this nature and those who seek and
execute such like recommendations are losers in the life here and the
Hereafter.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6032.
!.;,.-y. L:.l ~ (Fa"iil-ul-limii Yurid - He is the Best
Accomplisher of what He intends to do - A/-Qur'an 85:16)
Allah the Almighty does what He likes.
All that is happening is in front of my Master W~, may my
soul be sacrificed for him.
It is, indeed, all right.
Let what is happening to take place.
The Guide is indeed with us.
The Messenger ~ ~ is with us.
The Supporter is with us.
The Dispenser is with us, and is Sufficient.
Yii-Hayyu, yd-Qayyiim!

6033. THE Wonderful Nature:
Have you never given it a thought that how wisely and
miraculously a baby camel is born.
Born right in front of the eyes, and as soon its body dries, it
begins to move about. It joins the flock the same day.
Likewise, the seed of the Bunyan tree is even smaller than a
mustard seed. And the shade of a Bunyan tree is sufficient for an
army troop. Mii shii' Alliih!
Yii-ijayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6034. JUST now a caravan of camel riders passed by. A baby
camel was seen. That was, it came to light, only two days old. The
camel riders also disclosed: "As soon as a baby camel is born and its
body dries, it begins to walk about."
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6035. A STATUE (of a human being) made from clay, fire,
water and air does not behave the same all the time.
The movements in the physical body are in accordance with the
humour that is predominant. Air is, indeed, the most predominant
of all.
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The hidden charities (sadaqiii) are overwhelming to everything
around.
Yii-~ay'yu,yii-QayyUm!

6036. YOUR speeches do not even smack of any faqr. And faqr
alone presented an example of every character-trait to the world:
"This character-trait is, indeed, such like."
You have with you nothing except talking. They (the pious
ancestors) had everything but no talking.
Yii-~ay'yu, yii-QayyUm!
6037. KNOWLEDGE explained the 'commands' and the
'prohibitions'. Faqr practiced it thus presenting a practical example.
Had there been no practice, what would have the knowledge
certified?
Faqr alone presented an example of every character-trait.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6038. PRESENT a practice of any character-trait. The light of
a character-trait throbs in a practice. It is never devoid of light (nur).
Yii-~ay'yu, yii-QayyUm!
6039. SHOULD it matter if we are nothing today? In fact, we
have never been anything. We alone beat the Prince's determination,
and the Raja's renunciation (lark).
Yii-Hayyu, yii-QayyUm!
6040. LAUGHING whilst sitting (idly) at the slightest gesture
and shedding endless tears at the slightest misdeed are but like
children's life, not that of men.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-QayyUm!
6041. MEN never laugh and never cry. They are serious and
forbearing.
Yii-~ay'yu, yii-QayyUm!
6042. A MAN learns, then earns.
One, who does not earn, learns wisdom.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-QayyUm!
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6043. IF there is no good predestined for us, do not lose heart.
To call a good the good also earns a good.
Yii-I;Iayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6044. EVEN though the earth and the sky may be filled with
evil, leaving no space unoccupied even for a linseed, and if the evil is
regarded as evil and one feels remorseful having repented, it is the
hopeful counterbalance of evil.
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Astaghfirulltih-Allahdhi t.s iliiha illii Huwa AI-I;Iayy-ulQuyyiim wa Atubu Ilayhi! Yii-I;Iayyu, yii-Qayyiim! (I ask
forgiveness of Allah the Almighty; there is none except
You, the Living, the Lasting. I attend to You only! 0 the
Living, 0 the Lasting!).
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!

6045. THE good and the evil, the Heaven and the Hell are
predestined.
The good devours bad and bad devours the good.
Be steadfast at your journey!
6046. THERE are only a few worshippers. The remairung
mosque is usually empty though the whole mosque is administered
for prayers and only.
Yii-I;Iayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6047. THE world began with dhikr and it will end at dhikr.
Every particle and every leaf is busy with the dhikr. It is the man
who is not.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6048. WELCOME with a smile the on-coming breath. The
following breath is usually better than the previous one.
The welcome is a counterbalance of the negligence of the
previous breath or moment of time .
Yii-I;Iayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6049. WE have everything except Allah the Almighty.
We do everything but the Almighty Allah's jobs.
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We own up to everyone else but Allah the Almighry.
Own up to Allah the Almighry and see for yourself that you will
own all His crearures.
Ya-lfayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
6050. NO meeting is better than meeting like this.
Ya-Hayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
6051. HE who became free for Allah the Almighry, Allah the
Almighry did free him.
He who became completely free for Allah the Almighty, Allah
the Almighty freed him completely.
He who lived only for Allah the Almighty, the life honoured
him.
Ya-Hayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
6052. WHO says Allah the Almighty does not talk or converse?
If a servant's recitation of the Holy Qur'an is not conversation
with Allah the Almighty, what else is it?
Ya-Hayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
6053. WEDDING among the poor has the rite of nikah; there
is no dowry.
Ys-Hoyvu, ya-Qayyiim!
6054. J14l1 :.,-,) -., u:..'-,. :.lJ1ALLAHUJamflun wa YubibbulJamal
(Allah the Almighty is Beautiful and loves the beautiful!).
No crearure amidst the Earth and Sky is repudiator of beauty; it
is ready to admit it completely without any let or hindrance. It (the
creature) is neither repudiator, nor independent, nor free from it.
Ya-Hayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
6055. DO you know what is called 'dust' and how does it come
about?
Dust is a physical body of something. It is not as it seems the
first day. Having been rubbed, ground and negated, it annihilates its
being, mixes with the clay and, having been pulverised, it becomes
dust.
The dust is light. It has no starus. It covers the flowers as well as
the refuse.
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o the breeze! Blow and blow you must, blow in the direction
where he W
~ lives.
Yti-Hayyu, ya-QayyUm!
6056. WHAT is worth seeing is the fondness and awaiting.
If you have not seen this, what else did you see?
Yii-Hayyu, ya-QayyUm!
6057. NO philosopher, no thinker, and no wise man of this
mean world coming from any nation or country can refrain from
saying after hearing the Holy Qur'an or any of its Verses: "This
speech is not of any human being but that of Nature that is
transcendent of all wisdom. This speech, may it belong to anyone, is
all true and the interpreter of truth."
This is the miracle of the Holy Qur'an . Nobody refutes this
(statement). The Holy Qur'an alone is the source of all wisdom.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-QayyUm!
6058.
WHAT friendship has the dead with the living?
However, the living ones honour the dead; the friendship never dies.
Ya-J:layyu, ya-QayyUm!
6059. EVERY spirit (rUb) has the Almighry Allah's own
personal Light (Nilr) pervading in it.
A spirit is supporter of the other, never interfering in any
command.
They are in agreement with each other.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-QayyUm!
6060. THE flight of spirit is not confined berween the Earth
and the Throne.
One (flight) is higher than the other and it depends upon
strength.
It can be even higher than that of the Archangel Gabriel ....~.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6061. THE flight by the Archangel Gabriel ....~ is a great
flight, but it becomes helpless having reached the Sidrat-ul-Muntahd
(th e Ultimate Tree).
The flight of devotion ( 'ishq) takes effect from Sidrat-ul70

Muntahii.
Yii -Hayyu, yli-Qayyiim!

6062. ;'~1 ~I:,A 'il :..J1 'i ~l ALLAHU [Ii iliiha illa huuialHayy-il-Qayyiim! (Allah the Almighty, and none except Allah the
Almighty, the Living, the Lasting) remains firm in every physical
body. He attracts near to Him whomsoever He wishes.
There is an on-going dispute between the spirit (rub) and the
self (nafs). When Allah the Almighty wishes, He makes the spirit the
ruler over the self (nafs) thus making it subservient.
A bestowal is not punctuated by any practice. It takes place at
once whenever He wishes.
YIi-!fayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
6063. EVERY physical body has similar organs, occupied in
operations of the spirit, the self and the devil (khonniis).
Ya-Hayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
6064. SAY a lie a lie, loud and clear. Neither support nor
honour it.
A lie is a lie.
Hiding a lie is also a lie.
Bum the lie to ashes.
Its burnt ashes are the reflection of the Truth just as fertiliser is
for the crop.
When the lie began to bum, it wept bitterly: "What shall I do
and where shall I go? The lie was the spices of my life. Alas, it has
been wiped out. »
Ya-!fayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
6065. IT has been written down hundred times before, and I
shall write it once more. We belong to Allah the Almighty and have
set out in the Path of Allah the Almighty, treading along on His
Path; we have no other motive except (the pleasure of) Allah the
Almighty. Nor have we any interest in anything except Him. Our
being and non-being both are for Allah the Almighty and in His
custody.
Do not interfere in any matter whatever. We pray for the good
of the visitor.
Have the good wishes and be gone.
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It is stated and reminded daily that my master W~, may
my soul be sacrificed for him, said: "This world is accursed."
Why don't you refrain from the accursed then. He said : "This
world is a dead corpse."
Why do you hanker after it?
Ya-l;!ayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
6066. DON'T you remember death and that this world is the
yardstick (of good and bad deeds) for the life Hereafter and only
momentary? You run after the mundane jobs the whole day long.
Run the business from your own houses and (only) and dhikrullah in
the sessions of dhikr.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
6067. WHO says that his business is not flourishing?
A Mo 'min 's (true Muslim's) livelihood is from business alone.
The job, that has hard labour invested in and transacted
honestly, is blessed.
Everybody works hard but not honestly.
Misappropriation wipes out honesty.
Hadrat Abdur Rahman bin 'Aowf ~ set up his business
with the investment of a Dinar. After a year's time he gave away one
hundred camels in the path of Allah the Almighty.
Ya-Hoyyu, ya-Qayyiim!
6068. Relinquish today what you have to to-morrow.
Ya-l;!ayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
6069. THERE is not an iota of jealousy among the fireflies .
They are not even aware of any other firefly who is mad after the
light.
Flying around the light in a mercurial unrest is the life of
fireflies.
The light keeps on smiling. The firefly ends itself gradually in
devotion.
A firefly never returns having once seen the light. It comes
without the hope of returning.
The light is independent of the firefly and the firefly is
independent of any praise or appreciation.
Both of them have the current-soul of independence, one has it
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of majesty and the other that of beauty.
Ya-lfayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
6070. THERE is no jealousy in the Eamiin (Faith); it is free
from it.
In the state we are, what are our Faith and Taquui (Fear of Allah
the Almighty)!
My Master W~, may my soul be sacrificed for him, said:
"Jealousy eats away the good deeds as fire bums the dry wood."
Everyone is jealous of the other except with the Will of Allah the
Almighty.
Had we not been jealous of one another and not been anything
whatever, we would have been a lot and everything.
Despite dhihrulliih, preaching of the Faith and service to others
everything has wiped out everything else purely because of jealousy.
Jealousy is in place much the same.
That what bums everything else never bums itself.
Whoever makes others cry never cries himself. Nor does he ever
refrain from it.
Fa 'tabirii Ya Uoolil-Absiir! (Seek lesson, 0 the Seer).
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
6071.
I;lAI;>RAT Abu Huraira ~ has narrated: "I
remember two things having learnt from the Holy Prophet W~.
'I have spread among you one of them (regarding the knowledge of
the apparent) . If I disclose the other (regarding knowledge of the
hidden), my throat would be cut off.''' -(Bukhari Sharif)
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Al-insiinu Sin; wa Ana sirruhii! (The human being is My secret
and I am his!) .
The treasure is hidden in the mine and the accountant is the
guardian of every treasure.
We say, but (in actual fact) we do not know. Had we known, we
would have said nothing at all.
Those who know have their tongues tied. They are made dumb,
sustaining no power whatever to speak.
He who repented, repented at his speech.
The kings' secrets and endowments are confined to the chosen
ones.
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Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
6072. DO not hate the rubbish tip ; do n ot regard it good for
nothing.
This becomes a fertiliser thus helping the flowers to grow .
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
6073. EVERYBODY calls every woman a mother, or a sister,
or a daughter. But his sight is totally jaundiced. This is the reason he
insults the other by abusing his mother, his sister and his daughter.
This is the fact that is translator of his real mind . His saying them by
tongue as a mo ther or a sister, or a daughter is only a matter of
course, not a realiry. If he really accepts them as such, they would, in
turn, honour him as a son, or a brother, or a father. The Nature
would then rec ognise his humiliry. The ancestor of the past used to
follow what they had said.
Yii-Hayyu, y a-Qayyiim!
6074. A SERVANT can be and is kn owledgeable of knowledge
and wisd om, devotion and ecstasy. H owever, he cannot be
knowledgeable of the Divine commandments. Although the Divine
job s are discharged by the servants, but they, in actual fact , belong to
Allah the Almighry and are high ab ove intellectual com prehen sion.
Ya -lfayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
6075. NOBODY says or does anything. He d oes as it is
ordained . He is to do it per force .
Following the pre-ordained is the best worship.
Y ii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
6076. APPRECIATION of predestinati on means to raise n o
objection to predestination. You ha ve to admit it. Why not do it with
a smile!
Yii-Hayyu, y a-Qayyiim!
6077. RESPECT offered m conciliation to predestination is
highly liked by it.
Hadrat Yusuf
~ followed predestination. Allah the
Almighry was pleased and granted him the Kingdom of Egypt and
prophethood too . Had Allah the Almighry not done like that, how
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would He be called ~\ yU Qadir Ul-Muqtadir (the Powerful of
the powerful)?
Yii-J:fayyu, yii -Qayyiim!
6078. WHENEVER predestination was opposed in any way,
the grandeur of the Faith, indignation of the Powerful of the
powerful did not tolerate it. He changed it into a blessing.
And these words are most important and useful; do not mix
them in din.
Yii-J:fayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6079. THE feat is a feat whether it is from a conjurer or a
Nation.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6080. THE conjurer alone helps the feat to stand or fall.
Because of a single feat there is either a victory or a defeat.
Yii-J:fayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6081. GRAND SIRE! What and how shall I tell? We have
rubbish and only. And rubbish has only filth in it.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6082. ONE is one only.
Pluralism can not be confmed in Unicity,
Yii-Hayyu, yii -Qayyiim!
6083. THERE is blessing in communal food. Never await an
invitation.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6084. I HAVE not yet reached my object.
I want to say that everything hidden of Tariqat insists on
complete secrecy.
Nothing of it is to be said nor is to be heard.
The speaker does not know anything.
The knower does not say anything.
Disclosure is responsible for evil and liable to punishment.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
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6085. THERE is usually one guide and the whole life revolves
round him. My master a:.1~, may my soul be sacrificed for him,
is the guide of our life, the most knowledgeable guide.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6086. IT does not rain everyday. The measures are, however,
taken continually.
Yii-ija'y'yu, yii-Qayyiim!
6087. THE boy is young, healthy, handsome, rich, available,
the only son and most loved too. He can do what he wishes. Tell,
how could he stay away from the reach of Satan. Marry him off. This
is the only treatment.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6088. THEY are intoxicated simple and only a few numerically.
They are occupied in a state and lead a pleasant life. They are
unaware and independent of worries of the morrow.
They are the statue of clay and nothing else.
They are the decorum of the sitting, the sitting is not comely
without them.
They are unread, but a perfect personified commentary of the
'commands' and 'prohibitions' .
Yii-ija'y'yu, yii-Qayyiim!
6089. IN the world, no one is a servant to anyone.
The era of slavery is over.
If at all there is a servant of anyone, he is since eterniry and for
always.
A faithful is the one whom the master himself calls as his
servant.
Yii-ija'y'yu, yii-Qayyiim!
6090. EVERY living being receives his livelihood daily though
not manna-o-saluiii (the heavenly food).
The readily available food is in fact manna-o-saluui, that is not
tied to any labour; it asks for gratitude.
The best discourses on knowledge and wisdom are the best
livelihood.
Yii-ija,Y.YU, yii-Qayyiim!
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6091. AN EXAMPLE of anything is never rejected.
It subsists in accordance with its standard.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6092. A SERVANT is not worthy of any bestowal because of
his ability.
A bestowal is unconditional.
Were it dependent upon ability alone, there would have been
none more impoverished than the illiterate.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6093. THERE is an on-going struggle between the good and
the evil since eternity and it will last till eternity. Sometime the good
overweighs in the scales and sometime the evil.
My master W~, may my soul be sacrificed for him, is the
source of every good and prevention of every evil.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6094. THE foundation (title) of every subject of my preaching
is the love for my master W~, may my soul be sacrificed for
him. If it is missing, then it (preaching) means nothing.
Everything incants Allah the Almighty; even the clods do incant.
Love for the beloved of Allah the Almighty, my master t.l;:'~,
may my soul be sacrificed for him, alone is the source of Faith and
current-soul of preaching.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6095. IN one form or another humanity performs one good
deed or another.
Love for my master W~, may my soul be sacrificed for
him, is the real good.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6096. HAVING been happily absorbed by a bestowal at a good
the servant gradually refrains from unspeakable acts thus shunning
the evil altogether. This is completely true.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6097. ALLAH THE ALMIGHTY watches the servant's heart
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and the servant, his self (nafs).
And this is also final on this subject.
Ya-Hayyu, yii-QaY.}'Um!
6098. INSISTENCE at good stops evil; it rests only having
stopped it.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-QaY.}'Um!
6099. THE fast train (toofan mail) is late by an hour. Make up
the time by speeding up.
Yii-Hayyu, yii -QaY.}'Um!
6100. THIS relates to an incident fifty years ago . A man was
giving the test. He asked a soldier as to 'what is a government'. He
thought hard and said: "Sir, it is the one that ponders over every
minute. »
He was pleased at this reply and passed him. Our state also
warrants some consideration. We are neither worldly nor religious.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-QaY.}'Um!
6101 . I NARRATED this to a friend of mine. Hearing this he
had a hearty laugh. I told: "A soldier went home on leave . He said,
' 0 Uncle! I will entertain you with English smoking, Rangaiji
Huqqiyan, lit. small English hubble bubble (i.e . cigarettes) .
Having smoked a cigarette, the old man remarked, 'Bravo! 0
the English (Rangaijo) What a novelty!"
Yii -Hayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6102. WHAT the seer would see of the one who does not see,
hear, and talk?
This is all talk.
Everybody says to shut the outside doors.
If anybody does it, the inside doors open automatically.
When the traffic from out to in and vise-versa stopped, the doors
were, indeed, shut.
No one has in one's life shut any door. Let us see if you shut
only a single one.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-QaY.}'Um!
6103 . .If.(fAB (Purdah), veil, is like a sheet of cloth (Chiidour)
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that is spread open between you and I.
Y<i-ija,Y.)IU, y<i-Qayyiim!
6104. HE is the Powerful Who changes the destiny in no time,
may change in no time and make it as He pleases.
Y<i-ija,Y.)IU, y<i-Qayyiim!
6105. THE process of ..:....;. Col :JW Fa"iil-u/-lim<i Yutid (He is
the best Accomplisher of what He intends to do -AI-Qur'an 85:16).
AllAh the Almighty does it and makes others do it.
Whatever is happening is taking place subject to the eternal
Will.
Yii-Hayyu, y<i-Qayyiim!
6106. YA-.(iAYYU; YA-QAYYOM! (0 the Living, 0 the
Lasting):
Hadrat Shah Abdul Ghafoor ~ alias Sayyid-o-Ghawth of
Mingora is the sire of myriads of graces. He is the Shah (King) of
Khurasan just as Khawaja Hind AI-Wali in India, a beneficiary of
graces of the blessing of Yii-Hayyu, y<i-Qayyiim!
Yii-Hayyu, y<i-Qayyiim!

6107. HE is the dyer who dyes one in his own colour thus
surpassing every other colour.
The most exalted colour of all is his (a:~) colour, popular
amongst all, and of Islam.
M<i sha' All<ih!
Yii-Hayyu, y<i-Qayyiim!
6108. DYED in sincerity and certitude, it never fades.
Ys-Hoyyu, y<i-Qayyiim!
6109. IDENTIFICATION OF THOUGHTS:
The thought that is seconded and certified by the Holy Qur'<in
and the sacred Sunnah is that of the Spirit (RuM. All others are of
the Whisperer (Evil) and the scandal-mongering devils.
The thoughts of the whisperer and the scandal-mongering devils
have the world worrying. And these (thoughts) are their goals.
Y<i-ija,Y.)IU, y<i-Qayyiim!
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6110.
THOUGHTS are not homogeneous; they keep
changing. They do not remain united and central. The loftiness of
thoughts alone is the beginning of the ascension of human being.
Perseverance at this only is its climax.
Yii-Ijayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
Unite, centralise and exalt your thoughts.
Wa mii 'alaynii ill-al-baliigh! i:'JQl y~ ~ \:;J
Ya-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6111. ADDRESS to the Muballigh (Preacher) :
Do not call anyone as Shahanshiih (The King of kings ) in your
speech). Nor shall you call him as Niiz-barddr (on e who bears with
others' whims).
Call like this: "We are neither the Pir (religiou s guide), nor the
Faqir. We are simply Muslims in general and sinners too. We regard
everyone else superior to us and respect everybody."
May no speech of yours be disliked or unaccepted. Do not say
anything against anyone. Be patient at whatever anyone utters.
Yii-Ijayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6112. AlLAH THE ALMIGHTY is One and Only. Do not
ascribe any partner to the One Who has no partner.
If loving the beloved of AlUih the Almighty amounts to duality
near anyone, what is servantship then?
The beloved W~ of Allah the Almighty alone guided on to
the path of Allah the Almighty.
Wa mii 'alaynii ill al-baliigh! i:~1 y~ ~ \:oj
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6113. DISRESPECTFUL to anyone is, indeed, in the loss.
Yii-Ijayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6114. RESPECT out of love is difficult of all (the modes) of
respect. It would not be inapt to call it most difficult.
Until the respect of love is not discharged completely, love is
incomplete, it is just good for nothing. Perfection of love is, of
course, not impossible, but it certainly is most difficult. In its
fulfillment there is no distinction of you and I.
•

So

Wa mii 'alaynii ill al-baliigh! t)4ll'il
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Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayytim!

6115. WHETHER OR NOT anyone be satisfied at reasoning;
love never refrains from coming to pass. It takes place at all costs.
Wa mii 'alaynii ill al-baliighl t~;' GJ;, 1:.:'
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayytim!
6116. DO not ask for performance of miracles (Kariimiit) , ask
for perseverance.
Wa mii 'alaynii ill al-baliigh! t)yJI;~ GJ;, I:.'J
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayytim!
6117. HAVE you ever given it a thought that hour by hour,
minute by minute, and in what manner, does the night change in to
day.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayytim!
6118.
MERCY (Rahmat) and Lordship (RabUbiyyat) are
inseparable.
Whenever a warrior in any field called for mercy, he found the
Lord (Rabb) right in front .
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayytim!
6119. WHEN Sadaqdt (charity) and Khayriit (alms) are
distributed, many a great people are put to wonder.
Whatever anyone says Zakiit (poor due) is after all Zakiit.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayytim!
6120. NOBODY can ever satisfy an objector.
Objection at each and step is the goal of the objector.
Yti-Hayyu, yii-Qayytim!
6121. QUESTION: Whereas in this era of evil people are
driven away from the Din (Faith), most people regard it
comparatively imperative to learn the worldly art and knowledge and
teachers, and preachers are occupied in search of their livelihood per
force the economic needs. Whether or not the teachers and
preachers would be financially helped with Zakiit money? Moreover,
is it in order to spend it for collection of mind of non-Muslims, such
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as the needful Christians?
Answer: In his Kafayat AI-Mufti Volume 4, the author Hadrat
Mufti Muhammad Kafayatullah of Delhi has given a few of the
decrees (Fatawa) in answer to the aforesaid questions. In summary
the answer is as follows:
In Pauoa No. 368 it is maintained that according to the Hanifite
Fiqh teachers cannot be paid their salaries from Zakat money.
However, in accordance with the other schools of Fiqh Zakat money
is allowed to be spent on welfare matters undoubtedly; the body of
teaching of Faith and its continuity depends upon the types of
schools of Arabic and the life of these schools depends entirely on
Zakat.
In Fatuui No. 369 it is written that if there is no other income
and there is a danger of the Madrassah (school) closing down, the
Zakat money can in these circumstances, therefore, be spent within
the bounds of the Shari'ah as much as that deserving recipient, in
return, puts in to the Madrassah (in terms of his efforts).
In Fauod No 370 the above means are made use of in dire
necessities.
These means can be utilised in setting a big house for essential
Islamic gatherings that is a major (collective need) .
In such cases these means can be utilised.
Fatuui No 371 has it that in a dire necessity Zakat money can be
used for building a mosque in order to achieve those ends.
At any rate Zakat money can be used as per given details on the
dress and dietary and educational needs. Moreover, it can be spent
to help the preachers, the teachers and collection of minds of the
non-Muslims.
The commentators of how to spend Zakat in the path of Allah
the Almighty in the Holy Qur'an have included, in addition to the
holy warriors, the students engaged in the acquisition of religious
knowledge, the learned men ('Ulama') and preachers (Muballigh"in)
provided they (scholars and preachers) are in need.
Thereafter the giver of Zakar himself can spend the money as
demanded by the occasion and the need in accordance with the
details of the Shari'ah ,
Question: What is ordained regarding the 'Zakat money'?
Whether or not it is in order to spend on religious preaching and if it
is within the means i.e. permissible limits, of the Shari'ah in vogue?
Answer: To fulfill the requirements of the conditions of Zakat in
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Shari'ah, it is to be given face to face to a deserving (and dependent)
orphan or the poor who has been explained the nature of the issue
before hand as this procedure is essential in order to help fulfill the
religious obligations. The needful child or an orphan, who has not
yet come of age, or the extremely deserving mature persons, who are
to act as intermediaries, must take the money in hand and give it
away (as hiba) saying: "This money may be spent on preaching
activities or for help with teachers and preachers in order to seek
pleasure of Allah the Almighty."
Wa md 'alaynii ill al-baliigh! i:':i;J1 ~~ ~ 1:.:'
Yii-lfayyu, yii-QayyUm!
6122. IF your state today is not better than the one day before,
it is no state.
The state ascends every moment.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-QayyUm!
6123. SINNING helped forgiveness with highness. What use
would have been forgiveness had there been no sinning. Same is the
case of blessing (Rahmat) and bestowal (1nayal). It is no
exaggeration but a fact that whoever got anything got it because of
remorse at sinning.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-QayyUm!
6124. THERE are only two jewels in worship; ('abdiyyal) i.e.
prostration before Allah the Almighty, the Lord of the Worlds, and
Salutation to my master ~~, may my soul be sacrificed for
him.
Yii -Hayyu, yii-QayyUm!
6125. 0 MY MASTER W~, may my soul be sacrificed
for you! Your mercy, 0 the Merciful to the Worlds, circumscribes
the whole Universe and no creature whatever, not even the
repudiator, is independent of it. 0 the Merciful to the Worlds! The
repudiator was graced by the gracers. When repudiation of the
repudiator discovered the reality, it changed into the truth.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-QayyUm!
6126. 0 MY MASTER W~, may my soul be sacrificed
for you! If my ingratitude at your many and various good gestures,
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disguising misdeeds at each and every step and receipt of one
bestowal upon the other does not amount to forgetfulness of Your
blessing, what else would it be?
'Abdiyyac (servantship) became ashamed and delirious having
been crying passionately.
Tell! Is it still not the time to refrain?
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6127. IF they are not attentive to him, how would we be
attentive to them?
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6128. HE is the moth that does not care for the death.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6129. EVERYBODY has all and everything for himself, but
nothing to give to others.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6130. WHEREVER wealth came along in profusion, it was
spent on idle pursuits, got plundered on unnecessary acts and was
hoarded decorously. It came to no use for the hoarder. What great
would it have been if it was spent lavishly for the Almighty Allah's
jobs on his path. Were this the case blessing would have
transcended, overcoming all the limitations.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6131. THE company of wife and children is not disallowed in
anyjoumey.
Hoarding is forbidden.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6132. MANY a great men had their prestige injured because of
the undue distribution of Khayriit (alms) and Sadaqiu (chariry).
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6133. ACTION and literature (academic disputations) cannot
proceed together.
Where there is an operation there is no conversation.
Where there is conversation, there is no operation.
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There are no recreations during Jihad (a holy war).
Ya-Hayyu, yii-Qayyilm!
6134. EVERYTHING during the holy war on the path of Allah
the Almighty is sacrificed for His sake; even the life is.
Whatever happens to anyone during the holy war is counted as
part of it.
Yii-l;layyu, yii-Qayyilm!
6135. IF in the Faqir's Khiinqiih (sanctuary) there were
Dhikndliih and nothing else, the Faqir would have been succeeded by
another.
Yii-l;layyu, yii-Qayyilm!
6136. WHATEVER Nature does and makes (the creatures) do
is subject to the Divine will based on complete wisdom and truth
through and through.
Welcome it with a smile in all circumstances.
This is the sum total of Shari'at, Tariqat, Haqiqat and Ma'rafat,
Yii-l;layyu, yii-Qayyilm!
6137. IF asking most inquisitively is not back-biting, what else
is it?
Yii-l;layyu, yii-Qayyilm!

6138. NOBIUTY is the petticoat of humanity.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyilm!
6139. SOME make for to emphasis their beauty. Some devices
have in fact negative effect to the beauty. For example, some men
wearing hair round the neck like women do.
Yii-l;layyu, yii-Qayyilm!
6140. THEjUqariis' (pl. for Faqir) invitation, and not the
leftover, that which is arranged for the fuqarii and offered to them
only is accepted. The leftover of the fuqarii is distributed as a blessed
food.
Yii-l;layyu, yii-Qayyilm!

6141. THE life, to whomsoever may belong, is a bubble on the
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surface of water.
May Allah the Almighty grant you the life that death may never
ever be able to annihilate, rather last for ever till eternity. That life is
the one devoted to Allah the Almighty and His path only.
Yii-Ijayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6142. THEY come for a moment, but tell upon an hour.
They usher along an open chapter of all idle talk. How dare you
come again!
Yii-Ijayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6143. THE writer has written everything. May you practise it!
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!

6144. DHIKRULLAHmakes forget every other remembrance.
Yii-Ijayyu, yii-Qayyiim!

6145. THE crops are readily being harvested.
The sparrows are independent of the feed, caring about none.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
4146. ANNIHILATE something and see!
Adopt something and see!
Promote something and see!
Do something important and see!
The silent songs oflove are sung in the heart.
Yii-Ijayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6147. THE wisdom never drowned any boat unduly. It,
however, regarded comfort as unmitigating.
Yii -Ijayyu,yii-Qayyum!
6148. THE acquainted is known to the acquainted and not the
unacquainted.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
4149. EVERY livelihood is earned in the world and consumed
in Barzakh (the waiting period after death till the Day of
Judgement) .
The life earnings were consumed in Barzakh.
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As consu med as earned .
Yii-Ha yyu, yii-Qa yyiim!
6150. Whate ver the place, if there is no Dhikr it is uninsp ired
and a deadly scene.
Yii-l;layyu, yii-Qa yyiim!
6151. WHE N A servan t becom es useless for any of the worldly
jobs, he becom es subser vient exclu sively to the Almig hty Allah'
s
comm and and wisdom .
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qa yyiim!
6152. WHE N Allah the Almig hty charge s someo ne with His
jobs, He wipes out all other jobs, never leaving one effective for
any
other job.
Yii-l;layyu, yii-Qa yyiim!
6153. EVER Y journe y benefi ts only after its presen tation to my
maste r W~ , may my soul be sacrificed - the Mercy to
the
World s (Rahm at-un- lil- 'A lam fn) - and by no other means or might.
Yii-l;layyu, yii-Qa yyiim!
6154. EACH and every state of the tavern of TawQfd (Unity of
Godhe ad) is the consti tution of Faqr and well-k nown since eternit
y.
Yii-Ha yyu, yii-Qa yyiim!
6155. EACH state descen ds becau se of the most perfec t
blessin g of my maste r ~~ , may my soul be sacrificed for him,
and Allah the Almig hty the Most Benef icent alone grants it.
Welco me to the state, one mome nt after the other, becom es the
rationa le for thankf ulness.
Yii-l;layyu, yii-Qa yyiim!
6156. THER E is no scope of 'ifs' and 'buts' in this Tariqat. Do
not declin e it. Accep t it all whole hearte dly.
Wa mii 'alaynii ill al-baliigh! i:)(;11 y! ~ 1:.:'
Yii-l;layyu, yii-Qa yyiim!
6157. THER E is no permis sion for anyon e in prison to see
anyon e. Nor is the permis sion to go outsid e the bound aries. Eating
,
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dressing and sleeping alone are permitted.
Ya-lfayyu, ya-Qayyflm!
6158. ALL utensils are unbaked. They mix with the smallest
amount of water, thus losing the identity. Having been fired in the
kiln, does the utensil becomes lasting.
The kiln, having dyed it in its own colour, makes it everlasting.
Yd-Hayyu, ya-Qayyflm!
6159. THE act of searching the path, treading on it, reaching
the house, meeting the inmate, shying in front of the inmate and
remaining shy ever so more is the limit of respect and meeting the
ultimate goal.
Wa mii 'alaynii ill al-baliigh! t~I;~ u,r.. 1:.:'
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyflm!
6160. HE, who is nothing at all and of no use whatever, is the
sign of Allah the Almighty.
Yti-Hayyu, ya-Qayyflm!
6161. AT the behest of Kufr (infidelity) a Kiifir (disbeliever)
takes pride no end though kufr is subservient and Eemiin (the Faith)
the sovereign.
Ya-lfayyu, ya-Qayyflm!
6162. IN the World there is nobody sympathetic to anyone,
rather he is a sight-seer.
Ya-Hayyu, ya-Qayyflm!
6163. UVE so that everybody honours, respects and supports
you. And this is within your own power.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyflm!
6164. IN the world of heart, the heart carries the stage of
Ka 'bah. And there are no idols in the Ka 'bah.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyflm!
6165. WHERE there is back-biting there is no grace.
Ya-lfayyu, ya-Qayyflm!
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6 166. NOBILITY solves the issues. The evil entangles th em .
Yii -Hayyu, ya-Qayyzim!
6 167. C RUELTY does not remain unnoticed .
T he sight, howe ver it m ay be, n ever m isses.
Y a-ijayyu, y a-Qayyzim!
6 168. H E , who does not rul e th e soul, d oes not ru le th e 'self
eithe r. The soul and self-united together are, indeed , something.
Ya -ijayyu, ya-QaYY',m!
4169. W HAT do you do?
I wa tch what AlHih the Almighty does.
It happen s as AIHih th e Almi ghty does.
And th is is th e com me ntary of i,...l! Co) Llw Fa /'al-ul-L ims Yurrd
Doer (without let )of all that He intends - A I-Qur'au85:16)
Ya-ijayyu, ya-Qayyzim!
6 170. THE MESSAGE: Invitation to Islam was extended
indiscrimin at e of F aith and nat ionality to hundreds of th ou sand
b ackward, uncivilised and unsophisticated ho meless gagre, Muslim
sheikh, C hristian cleaners, balmeeki, cobblers, dealers in hid es and
skins, changar, wild cat hu nters, deenddr, jungli (d wellers of woods),
banjare (p edd lers in glass b an gles), merasi 'isai (C hristians of lowly
caste), jog; (m ins trel), sansi, nit-sansi, snake-c harmers, tapri-biiz, the
sn ub-nosed, the dark bl ack- skinned, kabir pa nthi, raoi-dasi, ram-dasi,
harijan (the untou chable), oode, mainga, batuial, dhoonse, gurj-mar,
riingar, chchu ri-mar, water-carrie rs, th e d on key-gro oms, hotiile, barle,
rnallah (sa ilors), jaboote, banote, charwae (the herd grazers), bar'r,
ghandaile, lalli-Faqir, bhair-kut, qalandar, bailiyeh, tanyeh, hangiir,
joodhpar, pairne-pahhi-biiz ,
The hund red s of th ousand n on-Muslims were decorated with
only two pendants, one of love and the other of service, thus sta rt ing
ou r struggle. T hese creatu res of Allah the Almigh ty stru ggled from
d oor to door and h on oured and served everybody, But no bo dy
honoured or served th em. T hey are all th irsty of love. I made a vow
to m y Alla h th e Almi gh ty and prayed : "Please grant m e the ability to
love an d serve th em. "
Wa rna Taufiqui ilia B llliihl (There is no ab ility except from
Allah the Almighryl )
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G od willing love an d service would win everybody's heart. Allah
the Almighty, the Lo rd of the W orlds, accepted this stru ggle.
Thousands of darken ed hearts glittered with the light of the Faith.
Their tongues m oved with repeated incanting of Kalimah Tayyubah .
Their heads bow ed before the Real Sustainer. I am steadfast at
my avowed promise.
The new Muslim s' Jama 'al (C om mu nity) is my fomii'at.
My cardinal hallmark is to honour and serve each and every
new Muslim.
Whatever I earn, I offer them.
The homele ss alone look s after the progress and welfare of the
homeless. They care not ab out themselves. They sacrifice everything
for their (the others) benefit. It is the worst livelihood that results
from procurement of benefit to the homeless, it matters little what
form and means it may assume.
Come along! 0 you! 0 the budding conjurer! Beat the drum of
Lii iliiha illa Alltihu Muhammad-ur Rasiil Allah! (There is no god but
Allah, Muhammad is His M essenger!)
Sing whatever you d o, but at th e guitar of Kalimah Tayyubah .
Let the drummer beat the drum; the other the tambourine, the
bugler, the bugle, the chimta walii, the chimta. Let he wh o cannot
play anything dance waywardly. Let everybod y be occu pied in one or
anoth er musing. Then see for yourself the seren ity of your musical
session and its blessings.
One sang the most melodiou s song:

'-!'/tiJj/4J:. ()~4 o::-~
-()I.>~

et.. ",--~u:. J i-:-f <::-~

To which Ka'bah shall I head jor in yo ur presence.
Wh o else's fa ce shall I sight tha n your excellence.
Allah th e Almighty ha s no hou se o f His Own . He is th ough AllLiving in every house.
Ya-lfayyu, y ii-Qayyiim!
6171. BRAHMIN does not re cognise any Rabb (Lord). He
worships for on e gain or another. He worships, for example, the
Tulsi pl ant and the Buny an tre e. The indigenou s medical practitioner
second ed it for Tulsi and Buny atl have prop erties and uses m ost
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unlimited.
Ya-lfayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
6172. ACQUIRE the complete sense of attributes and not the
Dhal.
The Dhiit is far beyond and above anybody's comprehension
and understanding.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
6173. THE Dhikr that is performed with the recognition of
heart and soul, His Presence and Vigil, reverberates from the Exalted
Throne to the abyss. Likewise is the supplication (du'ii),
The dhikr we perform is with the regard that the 'present' is
'absent'. And there is no taste or blessing in the 'absence'.
Narure regretted at why the 'present' was regarded 'absent'.
Ya-lfayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
6174. THE essence of the poisons is the antidote of poisons.
The following are the essences of health: Raskapoor (cam phore),
Darchikkna, Shingriff (lead oxide), Summalfar, Harral Warqi, Seemiib
(mercury),ToOliya Sabz (copper sulphate), Zangiir (iron oxide),
Murda Sang, Sona Makhkhi, Noshadar (ammonium chloride),
Andra'in (bitter swallow-wort).
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
6175. THERE is no separation. Only you have kept at a
distance.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6176. ALlAH THE ALMIGHTY is La-Makan (without any
location).
For some latent meanings there are some of the Almighry
Allah's servants who are also Ld-Mahiin.
However-so-much one may thank at this bestowal, it is not
enough.
Ya-lfayyu , ya-Qayyiim!
6177. AVOIDING the accursed and carrion dead is the spirit
of Islam.
Inclining to evil is a complete evil.
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Back-biting and carping is tbe mother of all this.
Yii-Ifayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6178. RELY your Faith to 0 W :JW Fa"ii/-u/-Limii Yundt
(Doer (witbout let) of all that He intends to - Al-Qur'an 85:16)
Take an account of the history from eternity to eternity.
Allah tbe Almighty did what He wished.
He does what He wishes .
He will do what He would wish .
Allah tbe Almighty is the Truth; He does not do tbe
undeserved.
Wa mii 'a/aynii illa/-ba/iigh! f:~1 ~, ~ L."J
Yii-Ifayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6179.
THE essence of Faqr is Tark-i-Tiim (complete
renouncement) and Dhikr-i-Dawiim (continuous Dhikr).
He who does not act, cannot do so. He is simply busy in
deductive exercises.
Yii-Ifayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6180. YOU say ~}I ~ • ..lJ1 ~ Hasbuna Alliihu Ni'm a/WaH/ (My God is tbe Best to protect and the Best to help - Al-Qur'an
8:40), but do not believe in it.
The plaintiff is not satisfied witb his pleader's presentation.
Pass on tbe bag of tbe case to your pleader.
Wa mii 'alaynii ill al-baldgh! f:~1 ~~ ~ 1:.)
Yd-Hayyu, yii-Qayyum!
6181. THERE is torture in the grave and evil too.
Only the dying one and not the alive can find out this state. He
who saw it saw it after deatb.
Take tbis life as a privilege. All means for tbe comfort of grave
are set up in life time only .
Yii-Ifayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6182. THIS is the world.
This is the tx« (Faith).
Follow only one. Regard Din superior to the world!
This is the soul.
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This is the spirit.
Follow one. The soul is accursed and the spirit blessed.
AlHih the Almighty, the Lord of the Worlds, has in His mind
that you, with the soul and spirit, remain completely occupied and
absorbed in Dhikr and Aui'at (obedience).
The love of the Holy Prophet W
~ , Rahmatun-lil 'Alamin
(M ercy to the Worlds), has it that you adopt the manners of love and
do not ascribe any partner.
Having asked for his love you, in actual fact , asked for every
thing .
The rest is all nothing and meaningless.
Wa mii 'alaynii illal-baliighl t~ y! I1,ic 1:.:'
Yii-Hayyu, yii - Qayyiim!
6183. DO not look at the beginning, look at the end.
Do not look at the start, look at the ultimate.
Ya-lfayyu,ya-Qayyiim!
6184. UNTIL telling lies and back-biting accompany carryingtales cannot do much on its own. Three together they achieve the
marvels.
Ya-Hayvu, ya-Qayyiim!
6185. EXECUTING every important commandment and
shunning the unimportant is the silent preaching, the blow of which
never goes amiss.
Yii -Hayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
6186. THE ashes (rakh) are the bloom of natural beauty.

Ya-Hayyu, yd-Qayyiim!
6187. DISHONOUR is the counterbalance of sins and a
means of highering of stages.
Ya-lfayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
6188. THAT what is eternal is really everlasting.
No one can lead astray two things. They were at the beginning
and shall remain eternally. They are 'Faith' and 'Love'.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
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6189. OUR journey has no Dhikr and Ata'at (obedience); it has
its own hope and motive. Were it ba sed on Dhikr and Ata 'a:
(obedience) only, it would have been rewarded.
Ya-Hayyu, y ii-QayyUml
6190. HE is right in front. You can't see Him. He is not visible
as if one cannot see across the window me sh .
Only the one inside can see, but not the one from outside.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-QayyUml
6191. The prettiest part of body is the eye. (After death), it
turns into a liquid thus mixing with earth.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyuml
6192. THE older the practice, the more powerful it is.
Yii-ijayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6193. MUHAJIR-IL-ALL1H (Migrant to Allah th e Almighty)
is the migrant who migrates towards Allah the Almighty. For
example, He migrates from Hariim (unlawful) to Haliil (lawful),
falseh ood to Truth, evil to good , Kufr (infidelity) to Islam, di spute to
sincerity, sin to repentance, and extinction (fanii ) to extant (baqii).
Yii-ijayyu, y ii-QayyUml

6194. THE SUN, the Moon, the stars, the deposits and plants,
the grazers, the birds, and the carnivores are the creatures of Allah
the Almighty, and His family.
They live amicably together.
"I have nothing to ask you for. Leave me to my own state."
This a state of some mo st exalted jou rn ey.
May my Allah the Almighty grant me this state! AmInI
Yii-ijayyu, y ii-QayyUml
6195. WELCOME to :i..JJ (.) LJW Fa " iil-ul-Limii Yurfd is
difficult; its following {tllibii/ un de rlin es un-declining perfection.
Mii shii' AUiihl
Wa mii 'alaynii ill al-baliigh! t)Ql ~I ~
Yii-Hayyu, yii-QayyUml

1:.,
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6196. BLESSINGS of migration are (so great) that Yathrib
became Madina Munawwarah.
Ya-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6197. AN UNLETrERED person outwitted me artists in
administration and organisation.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6198. THE truth comprises only bur a sentence.
The derails are bur meaningless.
Yii-Hayyu, yii -Qayyum!
6199. COMMENTS on international affairs go on day and
night thus keeping every sitting warmed up.
Ninety nine percent of all different thoughts are bur lies.
If ir is nor waste of rime what else is ir?
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6200. THERE is prayer neither in favour nor against at me
stage of quietism or satisfaction (ridii), it is ro wait for blessings and
graces with patience.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6201. I7TIBA' (complete practice) and love never allow to do
any other job. They keep one occupied in their own jobs.
Yii-/:fayyu, yii -Qayyum!
6202. Kitiib Al-'Amal Bis-Sunnah Al-Ma 'roof Tartib Sharif (The
Book of Practice of the Holy Sunnah - The Holy Succession),
Makshoofiit Muniizal-e-Ehsiin (Manifestations of me Stages of
Blessing) and Maqiiliit-e-/:fikmac (The Words of Wisdom) are me
authentic syllabi of our Tariqat (Islamic Mysticism). We have nor to
adopt anything other man this. Contentment and perseverance at
this is a complete success.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!

6203. WHENEVER Allah me Almighry wished to pour His
wrath unto any of the lovers, the blessing of my master W
~,
may my soul be sacrificed for him, enshrouded him. He covered him
in me loving and sacred folds of his shawl. At long last inclining
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Allah the Almighty to forgive . Ma shii' Allah!
Ya-Hayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
6204. IF one is not attracted forcefully to such a heartening
sympathiser, then why not?
If one does not bow passionately to the feet of such a guide,
then why not?
If one does not sacrifice sincerely his soul and body at such a
source of grace and generosity, then why not?
If one does not give away both the worlds for the sake of such a
patron, then why not?
What a king W~ he is, what a homeless I am!
What a perfect alms giver he is, and what a lowly Faqir I am!
What a crown-wearer he is, and what demurred I am!
Allah Allah! Ma shii ' Allah!
If one does not take pride in his love, who else's would one
have?

o Friend, I am burning like a moth at y our light,
o Friend, I will make the offering of my life for the rice!
You have given me the gobletfull of drink for my grief
Is there in the game ofgriefs such like as my grief
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyiim!

6205. ONE who submits to a man really submits to Allah the
Almighty.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
6206. WHEN Nature is determined to do something, it does
not rest until it has done. It never waits for the morrow.
Ya-Hayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
6207. THERE is neither any fire nor any Nimrod.
The faithfulness of your Faith is certified and examined as such.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
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6208. FIRE has never burnt the Faith; it can never. Having
gone cold it goes out.
Ya-Hayyu, yii-Qayyf<m!
6209. IN the world of perfections silence is also one.
If it is continu ous, never falsified , it is thus the interpreter of
Divine secrets.
Yii-J:layyu, yii-Qayyf<m!
6210. REFUSING offerin gs from the creatures does set in
takings from Allah the Almighty though the creatures do offer to the
creatures on His behalf.
Yii-J:layyu, yii-Qayyf<m!
6211 . WHENEVER the Hindu water-carriers got built the
inside wall of the well and had water gushing forth, they
demonstrated their devotion by preparing and giving away pudding
in the n ame of Khwaja Khidar Pir __~ sayin g: " Khawaja Khidar
Zindah Pir Ha i - (Khawaia Khidar is the living guide) ."
Yii-J:layyu, y ii-Qayyf<m!
6212. THE sum toral of intellect is fanaticism.
There are one hundred and twenty five thousand kinds of
fanaticism . And devotion ('Ishq) is one of them. It would not be out
of order if you call it the 'M other of Fanaticism".
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6213. LOVE spoke: "I bear love for n o one but for You and
him W
~.

Yii-J:layyu, y ii-Qayyf<m!

62 14. SHUNNING Hariim (un lawfu l) is good. Its com mission
in any form whatever is bad.
Yii-J:layyu, yii-Qayyf<m!

62 15. AL-MUHA.fIR-IL-ALIAH (th e Migrant to Allah the
Almighty) is the one who shuns Hariim and so also the accursed and
the carrion dead.
Ya-Havyu, yii-Qayyf<m!
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6216. OUR differences, indeed, are preventing the angels in
the sky from our support.
o the addressee! Know it that the Archangel Gabriel -'~
along with his horse fought in the Barrie of Badr.
Ya-Hayyu, ya-Qayyiim!

6217 . FAQR is vast in approaches and doctrines; it is not
limited, rather unlimited.
Ya-/:layyu, ya-Qayyiim!
6218. IF there is any beneficial writer in any office of the mean
world, it is, indeed, fanaticism. And this alone is the perfection of his
perfection.
Ya-/:layyu, ya-Qayyiim!
6219 . THE eye can see, but in reality it does not in-as-much-as
this is all against the manners of love. They were used to this sort of
sight.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
6220. AND the seer never discloses that he saw and that what
did he see.
Why did he see? If it does not amount to a total disrespect what
else is it then even though he saw by merely and slightly removing
the curtain.
Ya-Hayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
6221. IN the state of Ht; alone does Allah the Almighty
pervade, but not in dining and banqueting.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
6222. DESPITE the sight we do not see.
Would you then see by means of the microscope?
Yii -Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6223. YOUR own breath alone is beneficial to you.
And everything exists in your breath alone. That what is not
contained in your breath is not at all found elsewhere.
Yii-/:layyu, ya-Qayyiim!
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6224. THE Narure spoke: "Whatever I do for anyone I do it
subject to Divine Wisdom.
"I never do anything but lawful."
Do not put up objections.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
6225. THE inheritance of faqr was your eternal heritage. It
became a victim of eating, drinking, dressing up and hoarding.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
6226. HAVING met me these most colourful, attractive,
delicious, captivating and heartening fruits became but the faeces.
Yii-Hayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
6227. THERE is no need to ask anyone. The eye is the
interpreter of the eye and so is the heart of the heart.
It tells what is friendly and what is alien.
Ya-lfayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
6228. WHOEVER found anything at all found it because of
good manners.
Every stage of the world is subject to due respect and
perseverance at this, its climax.
The string of respect is so sensitive that it breaks at the slightest
tension.
The precious stones are threaded together with the thread of
respect.
When it breaks the beads fall and disperse.
Ya-lfayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
6229.
THE following three ingredients, please present
yourselves for the audience of Hadrat Sayyidunii Luqmiin .....~:
Harmal (Pebanum harmal Linn)
Hanzal or indrayan or lUmma (swallow-worte; citnoilur colocyn
this schard)
Hirakasees (a kind of precious stone).
Please accept and certify it in person that you are beneficial and
effective for diabetes.
The prescriptions are various and superior one to the other. For
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their medicinal properties, this prescription is most effective.
Ya-lfayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6230. SELF is insurgent since eternity.
Overwhelming the insurgent is a bestowal of the utmost grade
derived only because of the graces and blessings of my Lord, Allah
the Almighty, and my master ~~, may my soul be sacrificed
for him.
Ya-Hayyu, ya-Qayyiim!
6231. BY GOD I am also waiting for him who comes along
merely meet me and has no job whatever for me to do for him.
Yii-lfayyu, ya-Qayyiim!

to

6232. SAYY/DUNA UMMI W~:
The Prophethood of the Ummi (the Unlettered W~) is the
greatest rationale (of its Divinity) for non-Muslim thinkers.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6233 . SEVERAL of the matters are generically in the human
body i.e . the matter of kufr (infidelity), the matter of zindiq
(repudiation), the matter of hamaziit-ush-shiyiitin (the attendant
devils).
Until one is knowledgeable of zindiqiyyat (infidelity or
repudiation), one cannot be knowledgeable of siddiqiyyat
(truthfulness or piety) .
Wa mii 'alaynii illal-baliigh! t:';.;JI :"1 G,ic. 1:.:'
Zindiqiyyat alone pinpointed and certified Siddiqiyyat.
No gnostic ('arij) can be the one without zindiq.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyiim!
6234. THE DIVINE SELECTIONS:
Among the Angels the following four were selected:
The Archangel Jibril (Gabriel) ......~
The Archangel Makar! (Michael) ......~
The Archangel 'lzrar! (Israel) ......~
The Archangellsrafil (lsraphael)......~
One of them was honoured with conversation with the Holy
Prophets, peace be upon them. The Archangel Gabriel ......~ was
chosen.
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Among the Holy Prophets (peace be upon them) the following
four were selected:
Sayyidunii lbriihim (Abraham) Khalilulliih (Friend of Allah the
A1mighty)./~

Sayyidunii Miisii (M oses) Kalimulliih (conversati onalist to Allah
the Almighty) ./~
Sayyidunii 'l sii (jesus) Rii1}ulliih (Spirit of Allah the Almighty)
./~

Sayyidunii Muhammad W~, may my soul be sacrificed for

him.
He declared one as His Beloved. So He chose as His Beloved
my master W~, may my soul be sacrificed for him.
Among the Holy Scrolls and Books He selected the following
four: Toriit (the Holy Torah), Zabiir (the Holy Scrolls), Injil (the
Holy Bible), Qur'iin-il- 'A?rm (th e Glorious Qur'iin)
He made one as the Law for use by the humankind, and chose
the Glorious Qur'iin.
Among thousands of cities, He selected the following four: Bay:
al-Maqdas, Makkah Mukarramah, Madinah Munawwarah, Masjid al'Ashiiir.
He honoured the one as the City of His Beloved ~~ and
selected Madinah Munawwarah .
Among the hundreds of thousand mosques, He liked four of
them: Masjid-i-Toor-i-Sina, Masjid-i-Aqsii, Masjid-i-Haram, Masjid-iNabvi (the Holy Prophet's ~ ~ Mosque) .
He declared one superior to all and chose Masjid Al-Hariim (in
Makkah Mukarramah).
Among the mountains, He selected four: Koh-i-Uhud (the
Mountain of Uhud), K oh-i-Lebniin (the Mountain of Lebanon),
Koh-i- Toor (the Mountain of Sinai), Koh-i-Lukkiim (the Mountain
of Luqqam).
He granted one with the honour of conversation of the
conversationalist at and chose the Mountain of Sinai.
Among the rivers He selected four: Darya-i-Nile (the River
Nile), Darya-i-Furiit (the River Euphrates), Darya-i-fihiin (the River
Jfhiin), Darya-i-Sihisn (th e River Slhiin).
One became the trustee of the Battle of the Truth and
Falsehood. The River Euphrates had this good fortune.
Among the lunar months He liked the following four: Rajab-alMurajjab, Sha'biin Al-Mu'a??am, Ramadan Al-Mubiirak, Mu1}arram
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A/-lfariim.
He attributed one to the Rahmatun-lil- 'Alamtn, and therefore,
chose Sha 'biin al-Mu 'azzam.
Among hundreds of festive days, He selected the following four:
Yaum al-Fur, Yaum al-Adhii, Yaum al-iArafah, Yaum al-'Ashurah.
He liked one in order to complete His final graces upon His
Beloved W~, and therefore chose Yaum al-'Arafah.
He selected the following four among the nights: Shab al-Qadr
or Layilat al-Qadr (the Night of Power), Shab al-Bara't (the Night of
Reckoning), Shab al-Eid (the Night of Joys), Shab al-fumu'ah (the
Night of Assembly)
He devoted one for the forgiveness of sinners and chose Shab a/Bara't (the Night of Immunity) accordingly.
He liked four among the birds: Dove (Khumra), Parrot (Toia,
Mina (Maina), Pigeon (Kabootar).
He granted one with the honour of attendance at the sacred
Tomb of the Holy Prophet A::'~; He chose pigeon for this.
Among the fruits He selected four: Dates, Olive, Pomegranate,
Grapes.
He granted one with the decorum at the dining table of His
Beloved A::'~. H~ chose dates for this.
Among the flowers, He selected four: the Rose, the Jasmine, the
Za'fron, the Dandelion.
He scented one with the scent of His Beloved A::'~ and
chose the rose for this.
Yii-lfayyu, yii-Qayyijm!
6235. EXCEPT Dhikrulliih, remembrance of the Lord of the
Worlds, and love of the Mercy to the Worlds W~, it is to burn
to ashes every thought and whisper, and having ground it to the
utmost in order to help it fly over in the street of the Beloved
W~ does amount to elixir. And this is the explanation of the fire
of the Faqfr.
What is the fire?
It is burning the litter Thus saving the Truth.
Yii-Hayyu, yii-Qayyijm!
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Akhiru Da 'wiinii anil-Hamdulilliihi Rabb-il- 'Alamfn!
Wassaliimu 'Alii Rasuli Hil-Karim! Wal-J:lamdulilliihi Rabbil-'Alamtn! Amtn!
(In the end, our claim is that all praise be to Allah the Alm ighty,
the Lord of the Worlds, and blessings and greetings to the gracious
Prophet W~! And praise be to Allah the Almighty, the Lord of
the Worlds! Amen!)
- Abu Anees MUQammad Barkat Ali Ludhianvi r.-.;»'......;...
W~~aliilU
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Pages 104-120 comprising of Appendixes 1-4
have been removed from this ebook.
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27
Avoid adulterarion., 57
Avoid the accurs ed., 57
Avoid the deadly corpse. , 57
Back-biting, the mother of all thi s.,
92
Backing out of promise -, ' I seek
peace' against ., 6
Be patient at whatever anyone urters.,

D isclo sure is re sponsible for evil and
liabl e to punishment., 76
Do som eth ing important and seel,

87
Do earn if you eat., 57
Do no t eat if you do not earn., 57
Do not go anywhere to upset
an ycne., 60
Do not go in to 'ifs ' and ' bu ts ' ., 9
Do not hang on. Have the blessings
and take leave!, 9
Do not interfere in any matter
whatever., 72
Do no t look at the face but only at
the conducr., 3
Do not look at the lineage but only at
the occupation., 3
Do not look at the outward but only
at the inward., 3
Do not look at the stan , look at the
ultimate., 93
Do not offer su ch like food. , 63
Do not preach what you do not do.,
57
Do not put up obiections., 99
Do not refu se guidance., 5
Do not waste food ., 28
Do what you like in favour of the
good., 65
Do wh at you preach., 57
During the holy war, there are no
means of relaxation, 18
Every leave is absorbed and occ upied
in the ta ste of the Divine
intention., 65
Every particle and every leaf is busy
with the dhikr. It is the man who
is not., 68
Every stage of the world is su bject to ,
100
Everybody is a master., 38
Everybody is a ruler., 38
Everybody says to sh ut the outside
doors., 79
Everybody works hard but not
honestly., 72
Everyone is jealous of the other
except with the Will of AllAh the
Almighty., 73

80
Be steadfast at your journey], 68
Beauty is the blessed of all., 4

Because of a single feat there is either
a victory or a defeat., 75
Because of the surroundings alone
everything changea., 38
Behold! verily on the friends, 15
Bismilld-hir Rahma-nir Rahtml, 1,
105 ,117,119,121
Born right in from of the eyes, 66
Both of them have the current-soul of
independence, 73
Bring alon g the fragrant ones., 37

Bum the lie to ashes., 71
Captain Zafar Hussain, New York,
America, 113
Hanzal or indrayan or tumma
(swallow-wort e, 100
Conscience weeps and wails over
every self (N afs)., 59
Consequently, the Trust is put down
in writing as an affidavit., 110
Contemporaneous presence of
animosity does not allow
interference in anything else., 62
C onvers ation with a sp irit is not
dependent upon ears and tongue
alon e, but on the bestowal that is
hidden in pretty fold s., 53
D eclaration of Burial, 117
D ecl aration regarding the Trustee,
110
D ecline emanates from the sigh t and
so d oe s perfection., 4
Details o f the Trust Area, 106
Dh ikr an d only is the unfailing
routine for neamess., 20
Dhikr is light, 20
Dhikr is promised in lieu of dhihr., 29
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Excellence manifests in faithfulness to
the promise. , 5
Fa'tabirii Ya Uoolil-Absar, 44 ) 73
FAlJahu Kh ayr-ur-Riiz iqeent, 1
Faqr alon e presented an exam ple of
every character-trait ., 67
Paqr inherits the grant of
renouncement ., 59
Fatuid No 371 , Za kat money can be
used for building a mosque in
ord er to achieve those ends., 82
Fl ying around the light in a mercurial
unrest is the life of fireflie a., 72
Follow one. The soul is accursed an d
the sp irit ble ssed ., 93
Follow on ly one. Reg ard Df'J sup erior
to the world!, 93
Following the pre-ordained is the best
worship ., 74
Get on with DhikruOah!, 63
Ghayr Salik Majdlwob., 32
Give out a call to the Din. Avoid
ambiguous stateme n t., 34
Glancing over the utmost limits of
inhumanity we set in the
stan d ards of fcrbearance., 45
Had it been baked properly., 21
Had there been no conjecturing, the
content would not have altered)
rather remained intact ., 22
Had we not been jealous of one
another, we would h ave been a lot
and everything., 73
Harmal (Pebanum harmal Linn), 100
Haughtiness alone ha s deprived him
from knowledge and wisdom,
devotion and ecstasy., 50
Have the good wishes and be gone.,
72
Have you never given it a thought
that how wisely an d miraculously
a baby camel is b orn., 66
Having asked for his love you, in
ac tual fact) asked for every thing.,
93
Having smoked a ciga rette, 78
He attributed on e to the Rahmatunlil-'Alamfn, and th er efore, chose
S ha 'ban al-Mu 'aezam., 102

He granted one with the honour of
att en dance at th e sac red Tomb of
the H oly Prophet W~ , 103
He claims to be neither thi s nor that)
but only th e Almighty Allah' s., 62
He declared one as Hi s Belcved., 101
He declared one su perior to all and
ch ose M asjid A l-H aram (in
Makkah Mukarramah ). , 102
He devoted one for the forgiveness of
sinners an d ch ose Shah al-Bara 't
(th e Night oflmmun ity) ., 102
He do es wh at He wishes., 92
He drank it in rapid draughts to his
full ,25
He granted on e with the decorum at
the dining tabl e of Hi s Beloved
W~ . He chose d ates for thi s.,
103
He gr anted on e with the honour of
conversa tion and chose the
Mountain of Sin ai., 102
He h onoured the on e as the City of
H is Beloved W~ and
selected Madinah Munawwarah.,
102
He is eternally alive and subs isting.,
19
He liked four among the birds
Dove (Khumra), Parrot (Tora) )
Mina (M aina) ) Pigeon
(K obootan ., 103
He liked one in or de r to complete His
fma l graces upon His Beloved
W~, and therefore chose
Yaum al- cA rafa h., 102
He made one as the Law for use by
the humankind , and chose the
Glorious Qu r'an ., 102
He puts up excuses for what he
cannot dc ., 60
He scent ed one with th e scen t of Hi s
Beloved W~ and chose the
rose for thi s., 103
He wh o accepted the truth was .
recongised by th e truth., 56
H e who b ecame completely free for
AlI~h the Almighty., 69
He who does not act) canno t do so.
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He is sim ply busy in deductive
exercis es., 92
He who doe s not perform Dh ikr does
everything else., 25
He who is deprived of dhikr is in
actual fact bereft of everyrhing.,

he is sinc e eternity an d for
always ., 76
If it is co ntinuous, ne ver falsified, it is
thus the interpreter of Di vine
secrets., 97
If loving the beloved of AllAh the
Almighty amounts to dual ity ne ar
anyon e, wh at is servan ts hip then?,
80
If one d oes not bow pa ssion ately to
the feet of such a guide, then why
not?, 96
If one does not give away both the
worlds for the sake of su ch a
patron, then why not?, 96
If one does not sacrifice sincerely his
sou l and body at su ch a source of
grace and generosity, th en wh y
not?,96
If re commendation becomes the
means of deprivation of others, it
is the worst su pport., 65
If yo u do not practise, never say it.,
14
If you ha ve not seen thi s, what else
did yo u see?, 70
In FalWii No 370, 82
In oth er words a serva nt's
performance of Dhikr is because
of his remembrance by Allah the
Almi ghty., 13
In ariqat, Shukr holds th e high stage
after Sabr ., 18
In the history of the brave,
manifestation of dignity of truth is
exem p lified ., 2
In th e sta te we are, what are our
F aith an d Taqwii (F ea r of AllAh
the Almighty)!, 73
Inclining to evil is a complete evil., 92
Is there any taste in contraction>, 56
Is th ere in the game of griefs suc h like
as my grief", 97
Is th is Da 'wah-o-Tablfgh A t-Islam
(invitation to an d spread o f
Islam)?, 64
The readily available food is in fact
nlanna-o-salwa, that is not tied to
any labour, 77

29
He who is unaware of U nicity is also
unaware of love. , 26
He who lived only for AllAh the
Almighty, 69
He wh o repented, repented at his
speech., 74
He who tried this path forbad e the
forbidden first ., 17
He will do what He would wish ., 92
He, who ate it, became comfortable.,
40
He, wh o does not earn, d oes not
value it. , 40
Hearing thi s everybody went silent.,
20
H iding a lie is also a lie., 71
H irakasees (a kind of precious stone).,
100
H is treasures are overflowing, 51
H oarding is forbidden ., 85
How would there be any enthusiasm
in a traditional routine. , 56
However-so-much one may th ank at
thi s be stowal, it is not enough., 92
Humanity never changes. Nor can
mortal being ever change., 26
I am n ot a sain t, my sayin gs are saintlike ., 50
I regard it necessary to m ake a speci al
cit ation , 113
I wan t to say th at everything hidden
of Tariqat insists on complet e
secr ecy., 76
I watch wha t Allah the Almighty
do es., 89
If a serva nt's recitation of the H oly
Qur 'an is not conversa tion with
Alla.h the Almighty, what else is
it?, 69
If anybod y d oes it, the inside doors
open au tom atically., 79
If at all there is a servant of anyon e,

r
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The time is no t for blind following)
42
It happens as AllAhthe Almighty
do es., 89
It has b een in force) is and shall
remain so. There is wisdom and
blessing in a d elay., 48
It is a drop from the ocean of Wabdac
(Uni ciry) ., 43
It is an honour of truth in refutation
somewhere and dishonour at
other., 35
It is awakened of 'being' and aware of
rapture at other., 35
It is burning the litter -) 103
It is co m pletely active som ewhere and
dissipated elsewhere., 35
It is hidden in scolding somewhere
and intoxicated of commendation
at other., 35
It is m ona} and He, the Imrnortal.,
14
It is reflection of wisdom som ewhere
and) utter ignorance at oth er., 3 5
It is regal som ewhere and destitute at
others., 35
It is soul-inspiring for those who
practise, and nothing for those
wh o dcn't., 42
It is to avoid inauspiciousness., 18
It is totally lost in appearance
som ewhere and wearing long
tresses at other ., 35
It reaches the state of a powder., 13
It su bsists in accordance with its
standa rd., 77
It tells what is friendly and what is
alien., 100
Its burnt ashe s are the reflection of
the Truth just as fertiliser is for
the cr op ., 71
] azb last s on in any and or every
colour., 32
Jealousy is in place much the same.,
73
k=kanaJ, m=marla - the units of land
measurements in vogu e in the
Indo-Pakistani sub-C ontinen t.,
106

Khan Abdul Samad Khan Sahib
H alwarvi, 2, 105, 111) 113 ) 117 )
118,120,121 ,
Knowledge of agriculture is for and in
su pport of the fanner alone. , 38
Let what is happening to take place.,
66
Love for my m aster W~) may
m y soul be sacrificed for him, is
the real good ., 78
Love is not dependent upon
acceptance. Rather, it persists in
all circumsrances., 53
Ma sM ' Allah!, 54, 79, 95, 113, 115
Majdhoob Ghayr sse; 32
Majdhoob sss»; 32
Many a job have be en spoiled
because of these excuses., 60
May every necessity of life bear
witness that that belongs to a holy
warrior an d not to a wo rldly
pe rson., 18
M ay heart be enl ivened ], 20
May no speech of yours be di sliked or
unaccepted. Do not say anything
against anyone., 80
May there be not even a smack of
opposition in any of your speechl,
9
Mian Manzoor Ahmad Gorayah BSc
Engineering, III
Mian Muhammad Najibullah
Walana, 107, Ill, 118, 120,
Mian Mu!)anunad Shaft Gondal,
N a'ib Muhcamim Diir-ulEbsan,106, Ill, 114) 118, 120,
Mian Mu!)anunad Zafarullah MSc,
108, Ill, 118, 120,2
My AllAh the Almighty only fulfills
the needs of the visirors., 51
My cardinal hallmark is to honour
and serve each and every new
Muslim., 90
My master W~, may my soul be
sacrificed for him, is the sourc e of
every good and prevention of
every evil., 77
Ninety nine percent of all different
thoughts are but lies., 95
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No gno stic toriJ) can be the one
without zindiq., 101
No one has in one's life shut any
door., 79
Nobody can refute him who is the
secret-b earer of the realiry., 4
Nobody is rul ed by anybody., 38
Nobody su pe rsedes this limit., 18
Nor could He be stopped by anyone
stoppin g Him., 47
Nor shall they grieve., 15
N othing is more blissful than
respect., 5
Nothing is worse than insult., 5
Nothing of it is to be said nor is to be
he ard. , 76
o Friend, I am burning like a moth at
your light" 97
o Friend, I will make the offering of
my life for the ritel , 97
o the breeze! Blow and blow you
must, blow in the direction where
he W ~ lives., 70
o the distributor of ble ssed charities.,
44
o the gracious of the gracious., 44
Obey (practise) what you say and say
only what you obey (practise). , 50
Objection at each and every step is
the go al of the obiector., 82
Of God there is no fear , 15
On the journ ey to preach, Allah the
Almighty guides and su pports the
preacher (Muballigh) at each and
every step., 56
One b ecame the trust ee of the Battle
o f the Truth and F alsehood. The
River Euphrates had this good
fortune., 102
One comes out to be som ething
having first suffered annihilation.
Once annihilated one never
becomes anything anymore ., 62
One deserves to receive from
so m eon e only if one has given to
him., 42
One sang the most melodious songc,
91
O n e, who does not earn, learns

wisdom., 67
Only Faqr had the good honour of
waiting for the welcome of the
next breath., 36
Only in anonymity alone are your
name preserved an d jobs
rendered ., 23
Only in an onym ity are all jobs
accomplished., 23
Only sigh t embraces the sight., 60
Only the dying one and not the alive
can find out this state. He who
saw it saw it after death ., 93
Only the grateful and not the
ungrateful has the ab ility to
thank. , 31
Only the one inside can see, but not
the one from outside., 94
Own up to AllAh the Almighty and
see for you rself that you will own
all His creatures., 68
Pass on the bag of the case to your
pleader., 93
Perseverance at a promise is h igh
above all Karamiu (lesser
miracles). , 6
Perseverance at ijcehad (an
innovation) is never falsified ., 2
Please accept and certify it in person
that you are beneficial and
effective for diabetes., 100
Pl ease cost the glance of kindness
thus opening the channel of
grace., 26
Pluralism can not be confined in
U nici ry., 7 5
Practise, and practice alon e
determines life as all-la sting and
all-subsisting., 27
Preach the commandments and
forbid the prohibitions., 57
Promote som eth ing and see!, 86
Put straigh t th e overlapped thread s
by undoing it (the nut) ., 25
Recite before sleep the following
without fail:, 30
Renouncement of sins and frivolities
is the exact sign of Paqr., 59
Sahib zad ai Anees Akhtar SaJlamaha
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Alliihu Ta'iila, 113
Salik Majdhoob" 32
Sardar Abdul [abbar Dogar,
Khanqah Dogran, 113
Satan himself does not do anything. ,
4
Say the clay the clay and gold, the
gold., 57
Say what you like to second the
Faith. Stress especially the
commands and prchibiticns., 34
Sayyiduna Ibrahim (Abraham)
KhaIilulliih (Friend of Allah the
Almighty).....~, 101
Sayyiduna 'l,a (jesus) RuiJulliih
(Spirit of Allah the Almighty)
.....~, 101
Sayyidunii MUsii (Moses) Kalimulliih
(conversationalist to Allah the
Almighty) .....~, 101
Sayyiduna Muhammad W~, may
my soul be sacrificed for him.,
101
Schedule of the Trust Property, 121
Seeing is the limit of embracing., 60
Shukr (thankfulness) means to
remain thankful in all
circumstances of contraction or
expansion, like or dislike., 18
Shunning unreasonable and
unpopular deeds is indeed hopeinspiring., 8
Silence is confined within the fort of
spirit, soul and heart., 64
Sing whatever you do, but at the
guitar of Kalimah Tayyibah:, 90
The good is dependent upon ones'
ability, 27
Take an account of the history from
eternity to eternity., 92
Take this life as a privilege. All means
for the comfort of grave are set up
in life time only., 93
Tawbfd subsists in 'State'. It neither
hears nor ralks ., 34
TawiJid·i·Aj"iili includes both the Hen
and Heaven, yet it is independent
of both of these, and is the whole
rruth.,34

That what bums everything else
never bums itself., 73
That which changes is rather infirm.,

28
The Administrative Council, 107,
108, 109 , 110, 116
The Archangel 'lzrai/ (Israel) ~,
101
The Archangel lsriifil
(Israphael).....~, 101
The Archangel]ibril (Gabriel)
.....~, 101
The Archangel Maka'fJ (Michael)
.....~, 101
The ashes' from the fire pot have the
natural beauty and cure for many
diseases., 40
The best discourses on knowledge
and wisdom are the best
livelihood., 77
The best invitation to dinner is that
of the poor and with honour and
dignity., 38
The builder of every house, himself
remained homeless., 40
The certificates of graduation are
dependent on the two ., 46
The dhikr we perform is with the
regard that the 'present' is
'absent' . And there is no taste or
blessing in the 'absence'., 91
The Dispenser is with us, and is
Sufficient., 66
The dust is light. It has no status. It
covers the flowers as well as the
refuse ., 69
The era of slavery is over. , 76
The evil and good both are
predetermined., 27
The faithfulness of your Faith is
certified and examined as such.,
97
The Faqir is the guest., 63
The father has the natural right to
shed tears at daughter's wedding.,

47
The fire pot has the ashes of fuel
wood from a hundred houses. , 40
The flight of devotion ( 'ishq) takes
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(W~) colour, popular
amongst all, and ofIslam., 79
The Mucawakka/ who has nothing for
the morrow., 6
The practical commentary of the
Holy Qur 'an is the sacred Sunnah
of my master W ~, may my
soul be sacrificed for him., 21
The precious stones are threaded
together with the thread of
respect. , 100
The Prophethood of the Ummi (th e
Unlettered W~) is the
greatest rationale (of its Divinity)
for non-Muslim thinkers., 101
The real talk is firm , never changing.,
28
The rest is all nothing and
meaningless., 93
The servan tship means that Nature
does not object to whatever you
do., 52
The sight, however it may be, never
rnisses., 89
The silen t songs of love are sung in
the heart. , 87
The Site Details, 108
The sparrows are independent of the
feed, caring about none., 86
The speaker does not know
anything. , 76
The state ascends every moment., 83
The Supporter is with us ., 66
The talk, whatever it may be, lingers
on., 40
The treasure is hidden in the mine.,
73
The Truth is never undeserved., 34
The truth never betrays., 56
The unfailing routine in order to
bring round the Divine Will is to
do good to the humanity., 27
The variety of graces received is
dependent on the bestowal and
grace of the Holy Prophet

effect from Sidrat-ul-Munralul., 71
The fruit is there, hut not the taste.,
61
The good devours bad and bad
devours the good., 68
The good or the evil alone are liked
or disliked respectively by AlIM!
the Almighty., 28
The graces are Improbable., 33
The Guide is indeed with us., 66
The hidden charities, 66
The Irrevocable Deed of Trust, 119
The Irrevocable Trust, 105
The job, that has hard labour
invested in and transacted
honestly, is blessed., 72
The kiln, having dyed it in its own
colour, makes it everlasting., 88
The kings ' secrets and endowments
are confined to the chosen ones.,
74

The knower does not say anything.,
76
The labourer earns and then spends.
He does not join in the dining
table just like that., 39
The learned include the scholar of
each and every school of thought
and the learners, the seeker of all
kinds of knowledge. , 4
The lessons may be completed, but
not the practical explanations and
discourses., 46
The life earnings were consumed in
Barzakh., 87
The light is independent of the firefly
and the firefly is independent of
any praise or appreciation., 73
The light keeps on smiling. The
firefly ends itself gradually in
devotion. , 72
The livelihood of the carnivores is the
birds and the grazers., 7
The meadow for the camel and the
dear is the insignia of the desert.,
40
The Messenger W ~ is with us.,
66
The most exalted colour of all is his

W ~.,33

The welcome is a counterbalance of
the negl igence of the pre vious
breath or moment of rime ., 68
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The W ords of Wisdom, 1,33, 96,
Their he ad s bow ed before the Real
Sus tainer. I am steadfast at my
avow ed promise. , 90
There are no recrea tion s during Jihad
(a h oly war) ., 85
Ther e is neither any accoun t for tom orrow n or is any awaren ess of it
to anyo n e., 63
There is no deficien cy in kno wledge on e kin d is su perior to the oth er.,
6
There is n o n eed to tell the
kn owledgeable ., 41
There is no taste in h alf-b aked
grains., 6 1
There is n othing like evil. Your
m isdeeds are in name the evil., 57
There is n othing m ore evil than
b acking out and unfaithfulness., 5
Thereafter he n arrated the following
Verse :, 15
These m eans can be utilised in setting
a big house for essential Islamic
gatherings that is a major
(co llective need) ., 82
They are the decorum of the sitting,
the sitt ing is n ot comely without
them., 76
They are the sta tu e of clay and
nothing else ., 76
They are unread, but a perfect
pe rsonified commentary of the
'commands' and 'prohibitions' .,
76
They cannot find their way to the
hearts., 17
They live amicably together., 95
They m ay bear love for one another
but this cannot be a lasting one.,
29
They usher along an ope n chapter of
all idle talk. H ow dare you com e
again!,86
Think before you speak., 57
Think before you write., 57
This is all talk., 7 9
This is the Din (Faith) ., 93
This is the so ul ., 93

This is the spirit., 93
This is the sum total of S hart'at,
Tariqat, Haqiqat and Ma'rafar., 85
This is written d own as an affid avit.,
116
Those wh o know have their tongues
tied., 74
T o make the guest to worry
afterwards having fed him is
against the rules of hospitality., 63
T o wait patiently for the grace is the
best worship., 41
T o whi ch Ka 'bah shall I head for in
you r presence., 9 1
Truth swallows up anxiety., 24
U n ite, centralise and exalt your
thoughts., 80
Wa rna 'alaynii ill al-baLigh!, 6, 13,
2 1,32, 33, 36, 38,39, 43, 58, 80,
8 1,83,88,92,93, 95, 101
Wa mil Tawfiqi iIlii-BIlIiih ., 9, 90
WAUilh! BIlIiih! TA Uilh! Mil shi!'
A Uilh!, 49
WAUilhu Dhu Fa41-il-'A.lm!, 1
WAUilh-u A 'lamu B 4- /awilb!, 40
We own up to everyone else but AII'-h
the Almighty., 68
We say, but (in actual fact ) we do not
know. Had we known, we would
have said nothing at all., 74
Welcome it with a sm ile in all
circumstances., 85
Welcome to a cond uct is the best of
all., 3
Welcome to the state, one moment
after the other, becomes the
rationale for thankfulness., 88
Were it dependent upon abil ity alone,
there would have been none more
impoverished than the illiterate.,
77
What a crown-wearer he is, and what
demurred I am!, 96
What a king W~ he is, what a
h omeless I am!, 96
What a perfect alm s giver he is, and
what a lowly faqir I am !, 96
What else is thi s if no t an opposition
to the Faith?, 64
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What I have everybody else ha sl, 38
What use is this crying at a wedding>,

Which of the evils you d o not know?,
17

47

Who brought the soul-ins piring news
of an on-cornin g Springf, 65
Who does not know to do good?, 27
Who else's face shall I sigh t than yo ur
excellen ce., 91
Who told the leaves to fall off?, 65
Whoever does not see anything is in
fact n othing, 4
Whoever makes others cry never cries
himself. Nor does he ever refrain
from it., 73
Who ever prostrated before Rabb
(Sus tainer) ., 47
Whoever saw Him, saw Him inside
himself. And nobody ever spoke
ab out it to anyone else ., 8
With the sight of grace is made
everything graceful., 26
Without Your Will? Every will is
subsumed in Your Will. , 53
Worry eat s away the acceptance of
su pplicatio n. , 60
W ould you then see by means of the
m icroscope?, 99
Ya-8'a,Y.YU,ya-Qa.Y.Yilm!, 1- 103
Ya·Qa.Y.Yilm ha s no decline!, 19
You alone and none else know this
all., 35
Yo u have given me the goblet full of
drink for my grief., 97
You have with you nothing except
talking. They (the pious
ancestors) had everything but no
talking., 67
You pervade my b ody!, 2 1
You pervade my sc u ll, 21
You respect them with the tongue., 17
Your colour is rare of all colours and
gra ins accep ted of Nature, an d
m ost tasreful. , 61
Your own d eeds alone are beneficial
to you., 34
Your preaching is a beaten tra ck ., 56
Your sight is latent in every sigh t., 60
Zinarqiyyal alone pinpointed and
certified S iddiq iyyat., 101

Whatever an yone says Zakat (poor
due) is after all Zaka,., 8 1
Whatever happens to anyone during
the holy war is counted as pan of
it ., 85
Whatever I earn, I offer them., 90
Whatever is happening is taking place
sub ject to the eternal Will., 79
Whatever the colour, it must be deep
and fast ., 61
Whatever the fruit , it must not be
so ur ., 61
When Dhakir and Madhkur became
one, dhikr was thus established.,

29
When it breaks the beads rail and
di sperse., 100
When Rabb (Susta iner) was pleased,
He did so at the Sajdah. , 49
When the Divine will is plea sed with
so m eon e, the door to the good is
opened., 27
When the traffic from out to in and
vise-versa stopped, the do ors
were, indeed, shut., 79
When you come here in future forbid
the forbidden . Do not bring along
even a sin gle forbidden ., 17
When you stop, everyone else will., 62
Whenever a warrior in any field called
for mercy, he found the Lord
(Rabb) right in front., 8 1
Whenever anyone di sturbed incanted
Your Name, he found peace of
mind., 41
Whenever Satan cried, he did so at a
prosrration., 49
Whenever the bel oved m anifested to
the lover, it did so in th e sha pe of
love ., 29
Where there is an operation th ere is
no converaarion., 85
Where there is conversation, th ere is
.
no operation., 85
Which of the ble ssings you do not
know?, 17
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Dar-ul-E1,zsan, literally meaning 'the House of Blessing', is a voluntary Islamic
Institute situated in the District of Faisalabad, Pakistan. It has been defined as
an 'abode of benefactors who worship Allah the Almighty as if they are seeing
Him. If it is not the case, it (certainly) is true that He is seeing them'.
The Institute is busy fulfilling its aim of translating the sacred work of
Da'wah-o-Tablfigh Al-Islam (Invitation to and Spread of Islam) in many and
various ways. Here it is humbly desired to demonstrate practically the teaching
of the Holy QUT'an and the Sunnah (Tradition) of the Holy Prophet,
Muhammad W~, the fountain-head of Islam.
People throughout the World from all walks of life, those who practise a
little to those who practise their religion profusely, visit the institute. In this
way they satisfy their religious aspirations.
Sessions of incessant Dhikr (remembrance of Allah the Almighty) are
held, missionary parties of those with religious and spiritual zeal are sent to all
parts, a spacious mosque and repository for the worn out copies of the Holy
Qur'an have been built, a school for destitute and orphans and a well staffed
hospital have been established, administering their services free of charge.
Hadrat Abu Anees Muhammad Barkat Ali );',;:-I1~"";J a retired army officer,
the founder and chief organiser of the Dar-ul-E1,zsan, has written, published and
distributed free of charge much literature on Islam in Urdu. This is now being
translated in Arabic, Chinese, Persian and English. Kitab AI-'Amal Bis-Sunnah,
AI-Ma'roof Tonib Sharif (Holy Succession), Makshoofat-e-Manaeil-e-Ehsan
(Manifestations of the Stages of Blessing) and Asma' Al-Nabi Al-Karim (th e
Bounteous Names of the Holy Prophet W~) are three voluminous works
of unique' religious importance. A monthly magazine , The Diir-ul-Ehsiin, has
been published regularly for the benefit of the Muslim Community until his
demise in 1997. It has included research articles, translations and
commentaries on the Holy Qur'an and the Hadith, medical cures prescribed by
the Holy Prophet W ~ and Hadrat Abu Anees Muhammad Barkat Ali's
();'.....~...r) own words of guidance and insight. The monologues have been put
together in to thirty volumes titled MakshooJiiI-e-Maniizil-e-E/.lsan, AI-Ma 'roof
Maqiildl-e-/fikmal (The Words of Wisdom).
In 1983 Hadrai Abu Anees Muilammad Barhat Ali r.?-i*.f" migrated
some thirty miles away to a place on Samundri Road now known as A/MuslaM Dor-ul-Ehsan where he had developed all the above services and is
now buried. Again for the benefit of the Ummah, his successors are serialising
in a monthly magazine Anwar Al-Barkat his books which run into thousands of
pages.
- Muhammad Iqbal
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